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5th Grade Diorama
By S.D. Shapiro
In the fast paced 21st century we’ve traded common sense for the ability to
quickly look up information on the internet. W
We’ve
ee’ve for
fforgotten
rggotten our manners
and civility
civility.. How do we get back to our rroots?
ooots? Can we get back?
Food for thought . . .
%XHMRRIVQ]½JJXXLKVEHIV
WEMH±-´QKSMRKXSRIIH
]SYVLIPT[MXLQ]HMSVEQE
TVSNIGXXSRMKLX²
%TTEVIRXP]1W
,IVRIVVJJRIVVJJIRLEHEWWMKRIH
XLMWTVSNIGXX[S[IIOW
IEV PMIV1]½JJXXLKVEHIV
MRXLIMVMR½RMXI[MWHSQ
HIGMHIHXS[EMXYRXMPXLI
RMKLXFIJSVIMX[EWHYIXS
EWOJSVLIPTERH½RMWLXLI
[EXIVG]GPIHMSVEQE
±-´QKSMRKXSRIIHEWLSI
FS\²WLIWEMHMRFIX[IIR
FMXIWSJXYRERSSHPI
GEWWIVSPI
%JJXXIVEJI[XIV WIQSQIRXW
SJHMWGYWWMSRQSWXP]JSGYWIH
SRXLIJEGXXLEXRSFSH]
MRXLILSYWILEWFSYKLX
TYVGLEWIHEGUYMVIHSVIZIR
VIGIMZIHEWEKMJJXXER]WLSIW
MRXLIPEWXWM\QSRXLW--
QIER[IXLSYKLX[ILEH
ETPER
±-EPVIEH]TEMRXIHXLI
EXQSWTLIVISRETMIGISJ
TETIV²WLIEHHIH
1]FVMPPMERXTPERGEPPIHJSV
ETTVS\MQEXIP]KEPPSRWSJ
KPYI8ETI[SYPHRSXWYJ½GI
*MV WX[IYWIHWSQI1
7YTIV7TVE]%HLIWMZI -X
MWEGPIEVKPYIMREREIVSWSP
GER--QIER[IYWIHMX
XSEJ½\ETEMRXIHTMIGISJ
TETIV[MXLXLIHMJJIVIIRX
PE]]IV WSJXLIEXQSWTLIVII
HMEKVEQIHMRHMJJIVIRXGSPSV W
SJTEMRX8LIJYRR]XLMRK
EFSYX7YTIVMWXLEXMXMW
VIEPP]IJ½GMIRX[LIR]SYKIX
MXMRXLIVMKLXTPEGI;LIR
]SYEGGMHIRXEPP]WTVE]]]SYV
XLKVEHIV´WLERHWEPSRK
[MXLXLIEXQSWTLIVIXLIVI
[MPPFIXVSYFPI %JJXXIVER
LSYVSJTMGOMRKKPYISJJSYV
LERHW[I[IVIVIEH]XS
GSRXMRYI
%PWSSJRSXI XLI7YTIV
QE]GEYWIXLITEMRX

SR]SYVEXQSWTLIVIXS
V YR8LIEXQSWTLIVIHSIW
RSXPMOIXLIMHIESJFIMRK
TIVQERIRXP]FSRHIHXSXLI
FEGOSJERSPHWLSIFS\
;IJSYRHXLIWLSIFS\
EJJXXIVERI\LEYWXMZIWIEVGL
SJXLIEXXMG-XLMROMXYWIH
XSLSPH[IHHMRKTLSXSW
SVWSQISXLIVMQTSV XERX
HSGYQIRXW
8LIV YRRMRKTEMRXSJ
XLIEXQSWTLIVILEWE
QYPXMJEGIXIHIJJIGX*MV WXE
½JJXXLKVEHIV[MPPGV ]8IEV W
[MPPTYHHPIERHV YRERH
WSFFMRKMWRSXJEVFILMRH
1IVIWIGSRHWEJJXXIVXLI
GV ]MRKQIPXHS[R[MPP
GSQIXLIWIGSRHTLEWISJ
VIEGXMSR]IPPMRK8LI½JJXXL
KVEHIV[MPPMRJSVQ]SYMR
XLIMVPSYHIWXZSMGIXLEX
XLI]LEZIWTIRXLSYV WYTSR
GSYRXPIWWLSYV WTEMRXMRKERH
TVITEVMRKXLIEXQSWTLIVI
ERH=39LEZZINYWX69-2)(
MX
=SYVWTSYWIGLMQIWMR
JVSQXLISXLIVVSSQ±=SY
WLSYPHLEZIYWIHXETI²
8LMWGEYWIW]SYXS]IPP

“

FEGO±-XRIIHIHXSFIKPYIH
MJ]SY´VIHSMRKMXVMKLX²
8LMW[MPPYRHSYFXIHP]
GEYWIQSVI]IPPMRK[LMGL
[MPPIZIRXYEPP]PIEHXSQSVII
GV ]MRK-XMWXLITIVVJJIGXG]GPI
-IZIRXYEPP]GSRGIHIHERH
XETIHERI[P]VITPEGIH
EXQSWTLIVIMRWMHIXLIWLSI
FS\ERHEPP[EW[IPPMRXLI
[SV PH;ILEHIZETSVEXMSR
;ILEHGSRHIRWEXMSR;I
IZIRLEHTVIGMTMXEXXMSR;I
[IVIVMKLXEWVEMR;I
WIRXXLI½JJXXLKVEHIVSJJXS
WGLSSPXLIRI\\XXQSVRMRK
[MXLXLIWLSIFS\[EXIV
G]GPI MVSRMGEPP]TVS
SXIGXIH
JVSQWSQIHVM^^PMRKVEMRF]
ERSPH;EP1EV XFEK0EXIV
MRXLI[IIO-KSXXLIRI[W
XLEX--QIER[I VIGIMZIH
ER%SRXLITVSNIGX;LIR
MXGSQIWHS[RXS½JJXXLKVEHI
HMSVEQEWVIQIQFIV[I
LEZIEPPLEHXSQEOIXLIQ
;IIZIRRIIHXSLIPTSYV
OMHW[MXLXLIQ7XSTERH
XLMRO±;LEX[SYPHQ]
QSXLIVWE]]#²7LI[SYPHWE]
±=SYWLSYPHR´XLEZZI[EMXIH
YRXMPXLIPEWXQMRYXI ²

Procrastination makes easy things hard,
hard things harder. ~Mason Cooley
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New York State Police Canine Unit
By Al Dorantes

XVEMRMRKXSVIGIMZIGIVXM½GEXMSR9TSR
completion of the Canine Handlers
Basic School, the teams are sent out on
TEXVSPERHVIGIMZIVIGIVXM½GEXMSRFM
annually at the Training Facility.

Some dogs are more than pets.
Some dogs are working dogs on the
farm or ranch and some dogs work
as guide dogs. Some dogs put on a
badge and put their lives on the line
protecting us. These are the dogs of
the New York State Troopers Canine
Unit.
In 1975, the New York State Police
created the Canine Unit. Three
Troopers were selected to receive
specialized training to become canine
LERHPIVW8LIWI½VWXXLVII8VSSTIVW
were John Curry, Art Krug, and James
Keogh. These Troopers were assigned
to canines Crow, Miss Jicky and Baretta
respectively. These canines were
purchased from the United States
Army for the sum of $10,000.00.
The canines were put into service
solely as explosives detection canines
in preparation for the 1980 Winter
Olympic Games in Lake Placid, New
York.
In 1978, the State Police had success
with the initial three canines began
training its own canines utilizing the
±&EPXMQSVI1IXLSH²8LI½VWXXVEMRMRK
location was the New York State Police
Academy in Albany, New York. In 1979,
the Canine Unit moved its training
to Sidney, New York until 1987 when
the NYS Department of Correctional

Wilder will retire on March 25th.
Unit was provided with a state of
the art training facility unmatched
anywhere in the United States. The
Facility is a 10,000 square foot colonial
style structure set on approximately
2,000 acres of pristine countryside.
The Facility can accommodate 15
students and staff and provides a
variety of training applications. The
Facility additionally serves as a central
command center for the entire Canine
Unit. The training facility is centrally
located in the State and is open to all
Police Agencies.

The Baltimore Police Department,
was chosen as the training agency.
The BPD possessed one of the
largest canine units in the United
States and were experimenting with
a new method of training that came
to known as the “Baltimore Method”.
The “new method” of training dictated
that the canines be sociable, allowed
to be in and around the general public,
and reside in the handlers residence.
Most canines up to this point were
extremely aggressive and kenneled
when not in use. This method, is still
one of the most prevalent training
methods in the United States.
Trooper Mark Buzzard, assigned to
Troop D – Oneida explained that
every New York State police dog is
named in honor of a Trooper who lost
their life in the line of duty. Trooper
Buzzard’s current partner, Wilder, is
named after Carl T. Wilder who died in
1927. Wilder is scheduled to retire on
March 25, and Trooper Buzzard’s new
partner, CT will carry on the name
sake and Carl T. Wilder’s memory.
When Wilder retires he will retire
in the comfort of Trooper Buzzard’s
home. Buzzard said, “Every Canine
Handler wants to have his partner with
him when they retire.”
The dogs of the New York State
Troopers Canine Unit are German
Shepherds, Dutch Shepherds, and
Belgian Malinois, and also bloodhounds.
Each dog is specially trained in either
narcotics detection or explosives
detection. Dogs are not trained in
both disciplines. When a narcotics dog
alerts they scratch at the area where
drugs are present. You do not want
a dog scratching at a potential bomb.
Bloodhounds are of course used in
tracking which the shepherds do as
well.

Services provided the Unit with a
training location on the grounds of
Great Meadow Correctional Facility
in Comstock, New York. The Unit
GSRXMRYIHXSKVS[JVSQXLSWI½VWX
three canines to a level of 50 in 1990.
-RXLI'ERMRI9RMX½REPP]JSYRH
a permanent home in Cooperstown,
New York. Through the generosity of
philanthropist Jane Forbes Clark and
the Clark Foundation, the Canine

Over a twenty week training period,
a new handler and an untrained canine
are teamed together and undergo
a strenuous program during which
the teams are instructed in: basic
obedience, agility, handler protection,
either narcotics or explosives detection,
tracking, building searches, veterinary
½VWXEMHERHPERHREZMKEXMSRQET
and compass course. The students
are required to pass all aspects of

Did you know that all canines are
now generously donated to the Canine
Unit through Humane Societies,
private citizens, and breeders from all
over the northeast at no cost to the
State Police? These canines undergo
a rigorous screening process which
includes testing in: sociability, play drive,
aggression, agility abilities, and state of
the art medical screening provided by
the Canine Unit’s veterinarian prior
to assignment to a handler. Upon the
conclusion of the canine screening
process only the most suitable canines
are chosen for the twenty week Basic
Handler School.
Being a canine handler for the New
York State Police is a demanding
position. It is also demanding on the
dogs as well. The vigorous selection
process means that only the best and
the brightest handlers are teamed with
the best and brightest dogs to patrol
the State of New York. 
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Elder
Care
SPOTLIGHT
Tips & Information to Navigate Senior Life

In the world of
eldercare the term,
“use it or lose it” gets
bandied about often.
The term is usually
reserved for exercise
and physical abilities. In
our modern times the
goal is about living to
100 years, so keeping
mobile is fundamental in
reaching that destination.
Physical exercise can
limber your limbs and
keep you mobile and
make your golden
years easy to navigate.
Physical exercise can be
as simple as walking or
as strenuous at playing
tennis a couple times a
week.
The body is a temple
and as we keep it in
good repair we should
remember to exercise
our brains too. Recent
research into brain
plasticity has shown
that the brain continues
to make new neurons
throughout life in
response to mental
activity. This means that
your brain can continue
to change and grow
throughout our lives.
The brain is designed
and constructed to
be stimulated and
challenged; it needs
to be stimulated and
challenged.
You can exercise your
brain as simply as you
physically exercise with
reading or puzzles and
games. Whether you

read the encyclopedia,
the newspaper or
even trashy romance
novels reading is
mental exercise.
Reading stimulates the
imagination and can
help maintain cognitive
skills. Reading has been
proven to aid in delaying
the onset of Alzhiemers
and related diseases.
%RSXLIVYWIJYPFIRI½XSJ
reading is that it allows
learning new things, even

for the elderly. Learning
is part of brain plasticity
and key to keeping
mental acuity.
Brain exercise can
include crafts, puzzles,
and games. These
activities have shown
to reduce the risk and
help slow down the
progress of dementia.
Just like physical exercise
different puzzles and
games have different

Elder Care Spotlight Sponsor:

effects on the brain.
Crossword puzzles;
whether you do them
in pen or use a pencil
to erase can have a
positive effect on brain
health. Crossword
puzzles foster creativity
and improve memory.
Crossword puzzles
also increase verbal
communication and
½KLXWEKEMRWXHIQIRXME
Word searches, a staple
of life since grade school,
GERFIFIRI½GMEPEW[IPP
Finding patterns in the
jumbled letters increases
dopamine production.
The so-called reward
molecule has an impact
on the body that is felt
in many different areas,
including motivation,
memory, behavior and
cognition, attention,
sleep, mood, and learning.
Soduku is a number
based logic game. The
grid based game adds
numbers to the brain

exercise equation. Besides the entertainment value
the inclusion of logic and mathematics stimulates the
brain and can even have a calming effect as the game
is played.
In this high tech world we live in, there are also
ETTWEZEMPEFPI[MXLFVEMRKEQIWWTIGM½GEPP]HIWMKRIH
to exercise your brain while having fun. From simple
matching games to word searches and crossword
puzzles are all available with literal bells and whistles
at the touch of a a button on smart phones, tablets
or computers.
Whether you are reading, doing a crossword puzzle,
or playing a brain game exercising you brain is as
important to eldercare as exercising the body. Get
SYXXLIVIERH¾I\]SYVFVEMR
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Compass Lessons
By Joe Parzych

In the Army, learning to
read a map and to use a
compass was an essential
part of our training. The
½VWXXMQI-[IRXSYXSR
a map problem with a
group of trainees, was
at Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
Our practice objective
was a stone boundary
marker. From studying
the contour lines showing
elevations on the map,
I saw that the marker
was on the other side
of a hill rising up, right in
front of us. The hill was
covered with a thicket of
treacherous brambles, but
the map showed a small
stream running around
the base of the bramble
covered hill, leading to the
marker.
As the others were
trying to get a compass
reading to locate the
marker, I attempted to
convince them that we
needed only to follow
the stream around to the
other side of the hill to

½RHXLIQEVOIV8LSYKL
I tried to convince them
that our main objective
[EWXS½RHXLIFSYRHEV]
maker, they scoffed at my
idea, saying our orders
were to use the compass.
Turning their backs on
me, they began thrashing
through the thicket of
brambles in the direction
indicated by the compass
reading.
I followed the stream
along the base of hill to
the stone marker, and
sat waiting for them,
unscathed. After a
considerable time had
lapsed, the rest of the
troop emerged, scratched,
torn, and bleeding,
quite some distance
downstream from the
marker, since they’d
found it impossible to
get an accurate reading
on the compass amidst
the brambles. When
everyone returned, our
training sergeant informed
us that the lesson was
a deliberate trick to

demonstrate that a little
common sense and
studying the map could
have saved them from
unnecessarily battling with
the brambles, and that
they could have achieved
their objective, far sooner.
Quite some time later,
while serving in Japan,
I took part in another
compass practice session.
This time it was a night
training exercise. Our
compass dials were dimly
illuminated by a little
battery powered light
bulb. The bulb was dim
so as to not be visible
to the enemy, making it
barely visible to us! On
this particular exercise,
we needed to use two
compass readings to
reach our ultimate target.
3YV½VWXSFNIGXMZI[EW
XS½VWX½RHEFS\REMPIH
to a tree. In the box was
the second compass
heading. A large steel
structure sat next to a
railroad track. Using our
compass. In a box nailed

to a utility pole next to
the structure was a note
with a second compass
heading that would lead
YWXSSYV½REPHIWXMREXMSR
a large barn. With the
½VWXGSQTEWWLIEHMRK[I
LEHRSTVSFPIQ½RHMRK
XLI[SSHIRFS\EJ½\IH
to the utility pole near
the steel structure. The
second compass heading
written on a slip of
paper inside the box was
supposed to direct us to
a barn.
I have excellent night
vision. Before setting out,
I crouched low to the
ground and was able to
QEOISYXXLEXXLI½VWX
objective was a steel
structure. I concluded
that it was a trap. I could
also dimly make out the
barn against the night
sky. I informed one of my
buddies that I thought
it was a trick. Because
a compass needle is
magnetized, a steel
structure would draw
the compass needle to
it, giving an erroneous
reading, unless the person
reading the compass
distanced himself away
from the structure when
using the compass. He
then would need to do
a little dead reckoning
to compensate for the
distance he’d moved away
from the structure, but
that shouldn’t have been a
problem.
The soldier reading
the compass ignored
my warning of the steel
structure, falling into
the trap. He used the
erroneous reading to lead
his followers to wander,
aimlessly into the night,
lost, in the rugged terrain,
until long after dawn. I
and my friend, who had
faith in my night vision
ability and reasoning,
found the note on the
pole by the steel tower.
With the second compass
heading recorded, we
visually found both the
steel structure and the
barn. We retrieved the
compass headings at each
site only as proof we’d
found each objective, then
returned to our tents for
a good night’s sleep.
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Rare Air of Kilimanjaro
By Pat Malin

SVKERM^IEJYRHVEMWIV²WEMH
4IXIVWSR

When Maggie Peterson of
6IQWIR½VWXZMWMXIH8ER^ERME
X[S]IEVWEKSWLIGSYPH
SRP]ZMI[1X/MPMQERNEVS
JVSQEJEVERHMX[EW
SFWGYVIHF]GPSYHW

4EYP*SVXMREVIXMVIH
XIEGLIVJVSQ%HMVSRHEGO
'IRXVEP7GLSSPERHE
:MIXREQ;EVZIXIVER
IQFEVOIHSRXLIXVMT
TEVXMEPP]XSVEMWIJYRHWJSV
Hennessey VFW Post in
&SSRZMPPIERHXLIQMPMXEV]
VILEFMPMXEXMSRTVSKVEQEX
7MXVMR1IHMGEP6ILEFMPMXEXMSR

7LIZS[IHXSVIXYVR
WSQIHE]ERHGPMQFXLI
QEWWMZIJSSXTIEO
the highest on the African
GSRXMRIRX
7LIEGGSQTPMWLIHLIVKSEP
SR*IF[MXLEKVSYT
[LMGLMRGPYHIHLIVWSR
Joel Peterson of Staten
-WPERHLIVFVSXLIV)QQIXX
1YVTL]SJ1EV]PERHERH
X[SPSGEPJVMIRHW.MPP8]OWMRWOM
SJ'PMRXSRERH4EYP*SVXMR
SJ&SSRZMPPIMREHHMXMSR
XSEFSYXTSVXIVWERH
I\TIVMIRGIHKYMHIW
4IXIVWSRMWIQTPS]IHEWE
PE[GPIVOJSV7YTVIQI'SYVX
.YWXMGI(EZMH%1YVEH
SJ9XMGE7LIMWEZIXIVER
VYRRIVSJQEVEXLSRWERH
half-marathons along with
8]OWMRWOMETL]WMGEPXLIVETMWX

Summit from left: Emmett Murphy- guide Ernest Kutingala, Maggie Peterson- Joel Peterson- Jill Tyksinskiguide Justin Kisota- Paul Fortin. Photo courtesy of Ebensafaris.
W[MXGLIHXS(MEQS\

YWYEPP]GSZIVIH[MXLWRS[
ERHKPEGMIVWERHMWGPSWIVXS
EVGXMGGSRHMXMSRW

±1]FVSXLIVWYJJIVIH
PEGOSJETTIXMXIHYIXSXLI
EPXMXYHI[LMGL[IEOIRIH
±3RXLIWIZIRXLHE]
LMQ²WLIWEMHFYXXLIVIWXSJ (there was) a warm sun for
XLIXVIOOIVWHMH½RI
the early hours, changing
UYMGOP]XSFVYXEPGSPHERH
Peterson felt they were
8LIKVSYTEVVMZIHMRFEWI [MRHSRXLI½REPWYQQMX²
TVITEVIHJSVXLIKVYIPMRK
PSHKMRKMR%VYWLE2EXMSREP
4IXIVWSRVITSVXIH
RMRIQMPIXVMTTL]WMGEPP]
4EVOSR*IF8LI]HVSZI
ERHQIRXEPP]2IZIVXLIPIWW
XS0IQSWLSXLIFEWISJ1X
8LIKVSYTGIPIFVEXIHERH
LIVYTGPSWIERHTIVWSREP
/MPMQERNEVSXLIRI\XHE]
WQMPIHKVEXIJYPP]EWXLI]
ZMI[SJ1X/MPMQERNEVS
8LEX´WQSVIXLERJIIX TSWIHJSVTLSXSWEXXLI
was almost more than she
EFSZIWIEPIZIP
WYQQMX[LMGLMWTIVGLIHSR
FEVKEMRIHJSV
EZSPGERS8LI]IRNS]IHXLI
8LILMOIVWEVIEPPS[IHE
ZMI[WJSVEFSYXQMRYXIW
±&]ZMVXYISJXLIGPMQF
QE\MQYQSJTSYRHWMR
HIWTMXIEXIQTIVEXYVI
FIMRKWIZIRHE]WYTERH
XLIMVTEGOW4IXIVWSRWEMH
EVSYRH^IVS*ELVIRLIMX
SRIERHELEPJHE]WHS[R
WLIERHLIVWSRIEGLLMVIH
[MXLSYXXLI[MRHGLMPPJVSQ
XSKIXLIV[MXLXLIGEQTMRK
ETIVWSREPTSVXIV
QMPITIVLSYV[MRHKYWXW
IPIQIRXMX[EWQSVIHMJ½GYPX
&IKMRRMRKSRHE]X[SXLI]
for me than a marathon,”
By the time they
EWGIRHIHX[SXSXLVIIQMPIW HIWGIRHIHXSJIIX
4IXIVWSRWEMHMRETLSRI
EHE]XS[LIVIXLIXVMT
ERHIQEMPMRXIVZMI[
MX[EWETTVSEGLMRKRMKLXJEPP
SVKERM^IV8EVENM/MPMQERNEVS
±;IWXEVXIHHIWGIRHMRK
±%QEVEXLSRMWSZIV
ERHTSVXIVWLEHWIXYTXIRX EVSYRHTQ²4IXIVWSR
in hours, but the climb
GEQTW
WEMH±;ILEHLIEHPEQTW
VIUYMVIHHEMP]VIWMPMIRGI
FYXXLIWRS[HSIWVI¾IGX
±;ILEHEPPXLIEQIRMXMIW
HIEPMRK[MXLVEMRHEQT[IX
XLIPMKLX²
of
home,
large
tents
that
SVGSPHGEQTMRKGSRHMXMSRW²
]SYGSYPHWXERHYTMR
%RHFEXXPIW[MXLEPXMXYHI
8LIRWLIVERMRXSLIVSRP]
HSYFPIQEXXVIWWIWEWLS[IV HMJ½GYPXMIWSJXLILMOI±-KSX
WMGORIWW
XIRXIZIRTSXX]XIRXW²WLI
/MPMQERNEVSMWXLISRP]
I\GPEMQIH
GSQQSRP]XVIOOIH
8SLIPTXLIXVIOOIVW
mountain where extreme
EGGPMQEXIXSXLIEPXMXYHIXLI
EPXMXYHIWEVIIRGSYRXIVIH
WSUYMGOP]EGGSVHMRKXSSRI VYPISJXLYQFXSMWXSLMOI
to a certain height, but to
KYMHI´W[IFWMXI
PEXIVHIWGIRHXSWPIITMRK
8LILMOIVWGERYWIE
UYEVXIVWEXPS[IVIPIZEXMSRW
TIVWSREPS\]KIRW]WXIQSV
(E]8[SGEQT[EWEPVIEH]
XEOI(MEQS\QIHMGMRIXS
EXJIIXFIXXIVXLER
EZSMHXLISRWIXSJEPXMXYHI
LEPJ[E]
WMGORIWW[LMGLGERVIWYPX
8LI½REPXVIOXSXLI
MRLIEHEGLIWERHJEXMKYI
ERHMRI\XVIQIGEWIWGEYWI WYQQMXXSSOEREKSRM^MRK
IMKLXLSYVW;IEXLIV
ZSQMXMRKFVEMRW[IPPMRK
GSRHMXMSRWEVIMRGSRWXERX
ERHHIEXL4VMSVXSWXEVXMRK
¾Y\SRXLIQSYRXEMR
XLIXVMT4IXIVWSRWEMHWLI
;LMPIFEWIGEQTMWWIXMR
XSSOERXMQEPEVMEQIHMGMRI
ERIEVXVSTMGEPVEMRJSVIWX
FYXX[SHE]WMRXSXLIXVMT
IRZMVSRQIRXXLIWYQQMXMW
XLIQIQFIVWSJXLIKVSYT

wet going through two feet
SJWRS[HIWGIRHMRKJVSQ
the summit to the crater
[LIVI[IWPITXERHRSXLMRK
JIPXHV]XLEXGSPHRMKLXEX
JIIX²
8LIJSPPS[MRKHE]XLI]
[IVIEFPIXSHIWGIRHXS
GEQTEXJIIX±+SMRK
HS[RXLIQSYRXEMRXLI
RI\XHE][EWLEVHSRXLI
UYEHW UYEHVMGITQYWGPIW ²
4IXIVWSRRSXIH
8LIXVMTSVKERM^IV8EVERNM
/MPMQERNEVSFIPMIZIWMR
KMZMRKFEGOXSXLI8ER^ERME
GSQQYRMX]8LITEVXMGMTERXW
LEZIXLISTXMSRSJQEOMRK
HSREXMSRWXSSRISJ8EVERNM´W
HIWMKREXIHGLEVMXMIWSVSRI
SJXLIMVGLSMGI
±.MPPERH-MRXIRHIHXSVEMWI
QSRI]JSVE8ER^ERMER
VIJYKIERHWGLSSPJSV
SVTLERIHSVEFERHSRIH
KMVPWFYX-LEHXLVII
HIEXLWMRQ]MQQIHMEXI
JEQMP][LMPITPERRMRKJSVXLMW
XVMTWS-HMHR´XLEZIXMQIXS

'IRXIV
3RLMW*EGIFSSOTEKI
LIERRSYRGIHXLEXLILEH
VIGIMZIHEWSJ*IF
,IRRIWWI]4SWXI\TIGXW
XSWSPMGMXEHHMXMSREPJYRHWXS
EPPSGEXIXS[EVHXLI7MXVMR
*SYRHEXMSR´WXLERRYEP
7XEVW 7XVMTIW6YR;EPO
SR7ITXEX792=4SP]MR
1EVG] 
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Pickleball
By Pat Malin

Even in this day and age
of explosive social media,
ZMHISGEQWERHWIP½IWMX
can still take years before a
new trend catches on in the
Mohawk Valley.
Fear not, Utica won’t be
kept out of the loop forever.
Nevertheless, it has taken
50 years for pickleball to
reach the shores of the Erie
Canal in Utica. This fun, social
and recreational activity
made its debut nearly a

year ago at the Jewish
Community Center on
Oneida Street in Utica.

are 136 chapters, according
to the USA Pickleball
Association.

Some residents of
Washington State claim
credit for inventing the sport
in 1965. Yes, it is a legitimate
sport with its own governing
body, a set of rules and
tournaments galore. By
1990, pickleball was being
played in all 50 states. It now
has spread to 10 Canadian
provinces and 10 foreign
countries.

David Meislin brought the
game to Utica last April
after hearing about how
it captured the retirement
community of The Villages in
Ocala, Florida by storm.

In New York State, there

“I saw it on (NBC) news
with Tom Brokaw a few
years ago,” he said. “They
have 130 courts at the
Villages and it draws people
to buy homes there because
of the pickleball courts.”

Brett, and David’s brotherin-law, Bob. Susan and
Brett purchased their own
racquets, which are a better
quality than those provided
by the league.
“It was easy to pick up,”
said Bob Evans, who is not
a tennis player. “It took me
about three months.”
A Pickleball match in motion as Warren returns one over the net to the
opposition.
Its unique name and its
KVIIR[MJ¾IFEPPQMKLXHVE[
XLIGYVMSYWEX½VWXFYXMXW
followers soon come to
appreciate its simplicity and
ease of playing. The game
combines the best features
of tennis, badminton and
ping pong and it can be
played indoors on volleyball
or basketball courts or
outdoors on tennis courts.

does not require the
strength or stamina used in
the former. Athletic ability is
not a prerequisite said the
players at JCC, but it can be
an advantage.

Meg Cullinan, a retired
coach and athletic director
from West Canada Valley
Central School in Newport,
compared the game to
racquetball. “I love it,” she
said as she took time out
during a match with Susan
Evans.

The pickleball court
resembles that used in
tennis, but much smaller.
The wooden pickleball
racquet is slightly larger
than a badminton paddle.
8LITIVJSVEXIHTPEWXMG[MJ¾I
ball is about as light as a
shuttlecock.
In each of these sports,
one person serves to the
opponent on the opposite
side of the court. The net is
22 feet wide and 34 inches
in the middle.
Like ping pong, a player
serves underhanded and can
only win points if he or she
is serving. A match consists
of 11 points.
Meislin said he has 30
people on the club’s roster,
with about 20 active
members. As many as 12
people can play doubles
at one time using the
three courts at the Jewish
Community Center’s gym.

James Day getting ready for an exciting match of Pickelball.
On a recent wintery
Monday night, about 15
players gathered at JCC. The
benchwarmers rotated in
and out of the rotation.

The JCC offers pickleball
three times a week, Monday
and Wednesday evenings,
6-8 p.m. and Sundays, 7-9

“What I like about it is that
the court is one-third the
size of a tennis court, so
there’s not as much running
around,” he explained.
“It’s for older people, but
]SYHI½RMXIP]GERKIXE
good workout from it. It’s
addictive. I could play it
every day.”
Ray Baker, another avid
player, picked up the game
several years ago while living
in Florida. “I heard that it
started on the West Coast,”
he said. “It’s popular with
retirees. It doesn’t take as
much skill as tennis. It’s more
like ping pong on a court.”
Meislin said the best
pickleball players are those
who have a background in
tennis, although pickleball

Dave M and Debra ready to receive a serve.
“Tennis helps, but most of
us are not tennis players,”
commented David Evans,
who sometimes makes
up a family foursome with
his wife, Susan, their son

a.m. The cost is $25 for a
10-week season, plus an
additional $5 per session.
The club provides paddles
and balls. 
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CABVI gains National Attention

Endzone Pub and Grub Sports Bar

-opens in Herkimer
By Daniel Baldwin

CABVI, Central Association for the Blind and Visually Impaired is located on Kent Street in Utica.
By Daniel Baldwin
CABVI, Central Association for the
Blind and Visually Impaired, is known
XSFIERSRTVS½XFEWIHEKIRG]ERH
ERSXLIVGSQQYRMX]FEWIHTVSKVEQ8LIMV
LIEHUYEVXIVWEVIPSGEXIHSR/IRX7XMR
9XMGE2=8LIGSQTER]´WQMWWMSREGGSVHMRK
XSXLIMV[IFWMXI[[[GEFZMSVKMWXS
LIPTXLITISTPI[LSEVIFPMRHSVZMWYEPP]
MQTEMVIHXSEGLMIZIXLIMVLMKLIWXPIZIPSJ
MRHITIRHIRGI)QTPS]IIWSJ'%&:-HS
[LEXIZIVXLI]GERXSEWWMWXXLITISTPI[LS
GERRSXSVFEVIP]WIIERHSJJIVXLIQNSFW
8LISVKERM^EXMSR´WLEVH[SVOERH
dedication paid off last year as the company
[SRXLI)QTPS]QIRX+VS[XL%[EVH
JVSQ2EXMSREP-RHYWXVMIWJSVXLI&PMRH8LMW
)QTPS]QIRX+VS[XL%[EVHMWE[EVHIH
IEGL]IEVXSEFPMRHEWWMWXMRKERHRSRTVS½X
EKIRG]XLEXTYXXLIQSWXIJJSVXMRLIPTMRK
TISTPI[MXLXLIWIMWWYIWERHKVS[MRKXLI
FYWMRIWW´WTSTYPEVMX]ERHMRGSQI
8LMW[EWRSXXLI½VWXXMQIXLEXXLMW
GSQTER]VIGIMZIHXLMWE[EVH8LMWMWXLI
sixth year-in-a-row that CABVI has won this
WEQITVM^IEGGSVHMRKXSXLI'%&:-4YFPMG
6IPEXMSRW1EREKIV4EQ(IP1IHMGS
%GGSVHMRKXSXLIGSQTER]´WVIGIRXTVIWW
VIPIEWIXLIEKIRG]MWQEHIYTSJ
employees and 112 of them are blind or
ZMWYEPP]MQTEMVIH

CABVI has already expanded its business
EPPEGVSWW2I[=SVO7XEXIERHXLI]HSQSVI
XLERKMZMRKXLIFPMRHMRHITIRHIRGIERH
IQTPS]QIRXSTTSVXYRMXMIW(IP1IHMGSWEMH
that this company also store and ship many
SJ½GIWYTTPMIWQIHMGEPTVSHYGXWJEFVMGW
¾EWLPMKLXWERHFMSHIKVEHEFPITVSHYGXW
±;IHSWIZIVEPXLMRKW²WLIWEMH±;I
LEZIX[S[EVILSYWISTIVEXMSRWXLEX[I
EPWSLEZIPSGEPP]LIVIMR9XMGE;ISTIVEXI
½ZIWYTTP]GIRXIVWSR½ZIHMJJIVIRXQMPMXEV]
MRWXEPPEXMSRWXLVSYKLSYXXLIRSVXLIEWX
;ILEZIEGSRXEGXGIRXIVMR%PFER];I
opened a new production facility, CABVI
7]VEGYWI-RHYWXVMIWMR0MZIVTSSPERHVMKLX
LIVIMR9XMGE[IHSWIZIVEPVILEFMPMXEXMSR
WIVZMGIW[LMGLEVIJVIISJGLEVKI²
8LIPS[ZMWMSRTVSHYGXW[LMGLMRGPYHI
¾EWLPMKLXWERHSXLIVLSYWISVSJ½GI
WYTTPMIWEVIWLMTTIHXSXLIFPMRHERHZMWYEPP]
MQTEMVIHVIWMHIRXW[LSPMZIEXXLIMVLSQIW
8LIGSQTER]´WJIHIVEPTVSHYGXW[LMGL
MRGPYHIXLIQIHMGEPERHSXLIVFMKTVSHYGXW
EVIWLMTTIHXSXLILSWTMXEPWERH87%
8VERWTSVX7IGYVMX]%HQMRMWXVEXMSR 
±3YVPS[ZMWMSRTVSHYGXWEVITYVGLEWIHMR
SYV[IFWMXIWLST GEFZMSVKWMKLXWLSTTI ²
(IP1IHMGSWEMH±8LSWIEVITYVGLEWIHF]
TISTPI[LSEVIFPMRHERHZMWYEPP]MQTEMVIH
JSVYWIMRXLIMVIZIV]HE]PMZIW-XLIPTW
[MXLXLIMV½RERGIWXLIMVKVSSQMRKSV
GSSOMRK3YVJIHIVEPTVSHYGXWEVIWLMTTIH
XSSYVGYWXSQIVWSJXLI87%;I[SVO
[MXLXLI:% :IXIVERW%HQMRMWXVEXMSR 
LSWTMXEPWREXMSREPP];IEPWSWLMTQIHMGEP
WYTTPMIWXSXLI2I[=SVO'MX],IEPXLERH
,SWTMXEP'SVTSVEXMSRHS[RMR2I[=SVO
7SXLIJIHIVEPTVSHYGXWTVIXX]QYGLKS
IZIV][LIVI²

±3YVIQTPS]IIWEVIZIV]TVSYHXSFI
EFPIXSTEVXMGMTEXIMRXLMWEKIRG]²7XIZI
+ERRSR'%&:-(MVIGXSVSJ(IZIPSTQIRX
WEMH±8LIVI´WEVIEPWIRWISJLSRSVMRFIMRK
EFPIXSTEVXMGMTEXI-J]SYKSFEGOEHIGEHI
XLIEKIRG]´WSZIVEPPIQTPS]QIRXLEWKVS[R
JVSQIQTPS]IIWXS8LIRYQFIVSJ
%PXLSYKL'%&:-I\TERHIHMXWMRHYWXV]
people, who are blind and employed by the
ERHGEQIYT[MXLKVIEXMHIEWXLEXLIPTIH
EKIRG]LEWKVS[RJVSQEFSYXXSSZIV
KVS[XLIMVFYWMRIWWWXSVMRKERHWLMTTMRK
²
SJ½GIERHQIHMGEPTVSHYGXW(IP1IHMGS
said that she and the rest of her co-workers
8LMWRSRTVS½XEKIRG]SVMKMREPP]WXEVXIH
[MPPGSRXMRYIXSJSGYWERHKVS[SJJSJXLIMV
MREGGSVHMRKXSGEFZMSVKERH[EW
RYQFIVSRIKSEP[LMGLMWXSLIPTXLIFPMRH
JSYRHIHF]EKVSYTSJ9XMGEGMXM^IRWERH
GSQQYRMX]PIEHIVW[LSVIGSKRM^IHXLEXXLMW ERHZMWYEPP]MQTEMVIH
city needs a place that helps the blind and
±-X´WEP[E]WERLSRSVXSFIVIGSKRM^IHF]
ZMWYEPP]MQTEMVIH8LMWPEXIVPIHXSXLIFMVXL
EREXMSREPSVKERM^EXMSR
²WLIWEMHEKEMR±ERH
SJ'%&:-ERHXLIGSQTER]´WQMWWMSRWXMPP
'%&:-MWNYWXWXVMZMRKXSHSXLIFIWXXLEX
VIQEMRWXLIWEQIXSHE]'%&:-WXEVXIH
we can do to keep our mission out in front,
MXWFYWMRIWWSR'SYVX7XMR9XMGEFYXXLI
which is to assist people who are blind or
EKIRG]PEXIVQSZIHXSMXWGYVVIRXPSGEXMSR
ZMWYEPP]MQTEMVIHXSFIEFPIXSEGLMIZIXLIMV
SR/IRX7XVIIXMR+IRIVEP)PIGXVMG
LMKLIWXPIZIPWSJMRHITIRHIRGI-X´WXLIQSWX
HSREXIHXLMWPSGEXMSR'%&:-
MQTSVXERXXLMRK²

,EZMRKXVSYFPI½RHMRKE
PSGEPWTSVXWFEVERHKVMPP
MRXLI:MPPEKISJ,IVOMQIV#
%VI]SYPSSOMRKJSVXLI
TIVJIGXTPEGIMR,IVOMQIVXS
LERKSYX[MXL]SYVJVMIRHW
enjoy a delicious meal, and
[EXGLER]KEQISRXLIFMK
WGVIIR;IPPRSRIIHXS
WIEVGLFIGEYWI8LI)RH^SRI
4YFERH+VYFEWTSVXW
bar and restaurant located
on North Main Street in
,IVOMQIVNYWXSTIRIHMXW
HSSVWSR*VMHE]*IFVYEV]

8LIMHIESJGVIEXMRKXLMW
sports bar and the name
SVMKMREPP]GEQIJVSQE
GPEWWMGQSZMI-RXLI
QSZMI8LI6ITPEGIQIRXW
there was a bar scene that
contains all of the main
GLEVEGXIVWHVMROMRKERH
LEZMRKJYR-XXYVRWSYXXLEX
the name of that bar, in
XLIQSZMI[EWGEPPIH8LI
)RH^SRI
±8LIREQI±8LI)RH^SRI
4YFERH+VYF²GEQIJVSQE
QSZMI±8LI6ITPEGIQIRXW²
&VSGO1SVVE,IVOMQIV
resident and owner of this
FEVWEMH±8LIVI[EWEFEV
MR8LI6ITPEGIQIRXWERH
XLIFEVXIRHIVMRXLIQSZMI
MWJVSQ(SHKIZMPPI,IMW
EJVMIRHSJQMRIWSXLEX´W
where the name came
JVSQ²
8LI)RH^SRIWIVZIWE[MHI
ZEVMIX]SJ½RKIVJSSHW[LMGL
MRGPYHIFYVKIVWWERH[MGLIW
[MRKWERHQYGLQSVI
8LI][MPPEPWSLEZI[IIOP]
specials, and there is, of
course, a bar area that has
E[MHIZEVMIX]SJFIZIVEKIW
7IZIRFMKWGVIIRXIPIZMWMSRW
EVITPEGIHEFSZIXLIFEV
ERHSRIZIV]XEFPISJXLMW
eatery, so customers do
RSXLEZIXSJYWWSZIV[LMGL
KEQIXLI][ERXXS[EXGL
8LIVIMWIZIRE;EPPSJ
Fame, which shows the
names and pictures of all of
XLIPSGEPLMKLWGLSSPGSPPIKI
and professional athletes
[LSQEHIEFMKTPE]HYVMRK
XLIKEQISVFVSOIWGSVMRK
VIGSVHWHYVMRKXLIWIEWSR
&YXXLISRIXLMRKXLEX
makes this restaurant look
like a sports bar are the
many sports jerseys and
LIPQIXW[LMGLEVILYRK
and placed all around this
EVIE1SVVEWEMHXLEXLI
VIGIMZIHXLIWINIVWI]WERH

helmets from local football,
basketball, and baseball
GSEGLIWJVSQELMKLWGLSSP
GSPPIKMEXIERHTVSJIWWMSREP
PIZIP
±-X´WEPSGEPWTSVXWFEV²LI
WEMH±-X´WRSXE=EROIISV
GS[FS]FEV-X´WEJSSXFEPP
baseball, and basketball
FEV;ILEHPSGEPGSEGLIW

HSREXINIVWI]W[LIXLIVMX´W
JVSQ,IVOMQIV'SPPIKI
Mohawk Valley Community
'SPPIKIXLILMKLWGLSSPW
locally, or some of the stuff
XLEX-LEH[LMPITPE]MRK²
8LIVIWXEYVERXS[RIV
was born and raised in
,IVOMQIVERHLIWEMHXLEX
he has worked in many
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Help kids feel comfortable at the dentist
Routine dental examinations and cleanings are an
important component of
oral healthcare for both
children and adults. However, many children do not visit
the dentist until well after
the time recommended by
medical and dental professionals. Parents may be
unaware of the dental health
timeline, or they could be
reluctant to bring their children for fear of how their
kids will behave — especially
if parents are harboring their
own apprehensions about
the dentist.
The American Academy of
Pediatric Dentistry recommends that a child go to the
dentist by age 1, or within
six months of the eruption
SJLMWSVLIV½VWXXSSXL=IX
according to a survey commissioned by Delta Dental
Plans, the average age of a
GLMPH´W½VWXHIRXEPZMWMXMW
years.
Parents worried about how
their kids will respond to the
dentist can take the following steps to acclimate kids to

dental visits to make them
more comfortable during
their appointments now and
down the road.
• Be a positive role model.
Children frequently learn by
example. If they see their
parents being diligent about
dental care, they’re more
likely to embrace proper
oral hygiene. Bring children
to your own dental appointments so they understand
the process and become
familiar with the type of
equipment used.
7XMGOXSXLI½VWXXSSXL
milestone. Take your child
to the dentist on or about
[LIRLMWSVLIV½VWXXSSXL
erupts. Early dental visits will
get kids used to going to the
dentist and prevent minor
problems that may lead to
more complex dental issues.
• Be supportive and instill
trust. Avoid telling your child
that everything will be okay.
If a procedure is needed,
this could affect his or her
trust in you and make the
HIRXEPSJ½GIERIZIRKVIEXIV
source of anxiety. Simply be

supportive and offer a hand
to squeeze or a hug if your
child needs you.
• Consider using your
dentist. Some parents like
to take their children to a
pediatric dentist, but it may
not always be necessary.
Many family practices cater
to patients of all ages, and
XLIJEQMPMEVMX]SJXLISJ½GI
may help make children feel
more comfortable. Speak
with your dentist about the
ages they see.
• Steer clear of negative
words. Michael J. Hanna,
DMD, a national spokesperson for the AAPD, suggests
using positive phrases like
“clean, strong, healthy teeth”
to make the visit seem fun
and positive rather than
scary and alarming. Let the
SJ½GIWXEJJGSQIYT[MXL
their own words to describe
processes that won’t seem
too frightening.
By employing these techniques, kids’ dental visits can
be more pleasant for all
involved, paving the way for
a lifetime of healthy teeth. 

The Endzone, Herkimer, a great place to grab a meal and enjoy the great sports environment or to settle in
and watch the BIG game with your friends.
Herkimer restaurants and bars in the past.
His experience in the restaurant business
and love for the village was the one reason
why he wanted to open this sports bar on
Main Street.
“I wanted to stay here in Herkimer,” he
said. “I worked in the bars in Herkimer since
1991. Then I thought I would make a nice
little niche for people who are just going out
to watch a game and get some good food. I
think we hit the nail on the head by creating
this sports bar.”
The restaurant’s business has been steady
for Morra and his crew. The owner said that
he received a good amount of customers, as
well as a few high school coaches and local

athletes.
The Endzone Pub and Grub is open
weekdays 11 am to 2 am and weekends
1:30 pm to 2 am.
“I have a feeling that The Endzone is going
to grow rapidly,” Morra said again. “We will
continue to keep serving people locally,
putting good food out, and create a good
atmosphere for people who want to hang
out. Whether it’s a parent with their kid after
a Pop Warner football game, a little league
baseball game, or an evening for the adults
to watch a basketball game, it doesn’t matter.
We’ll be here providing good times for
people who want to see the game.” 
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Building Stones Fair Trade Shoppe
By Lisa Lauritsen
CLINTON, NY Tucked
beneath the expanse of a
church more than a hundred
years old, the Building Stones
Fair Trade Shoppe may be
the best kept secret just off
the green in Clinton. At the
right hand of this towering
Romanesque structure, and
through the cellar door,
]SY´PP½RHERYRI\TIGXIH
trove of dyed silks, stippled
beads, and embroidered
tapestries that would beguile
Arachne; organic cotton
skirts that twirl and caress,
spices and condiments from
the far corners of the earth,
all to make your pirate heart
swoon. Exceptional variety
and high quality products
aren’t the only reason
you’ll love shopping here.
Building Stones sells only
items backed by Fair Trade
principals including but
not limited to: fair salaries,
safe working conditions,
entrepreneurship, and
employee owned tools
and manufacturing. It’s
about building sustainable
communities that stand on
their own, are proud of their
cultural heritage, and care
for their eco system.
There is a story behind
every item here. The carved
stone and onyx is made in
Pakistan in a single facility
that engages Sunni, Shia,
and Christian artisans
without discrimination. Their
shared need to earn real
income, and their crafts
unify this small microcosm
and no doubt make for
better relations outside the
workplace. The rich, melty

bars of chocolate rival
anything you can get at the
market and are completely
cruelty free. Did you know
most of the chocolate
we gift our children at
Christmas and Halloween
is made by kids their same
age? Beans to bar, these
yummies are harvested by
adult hands and processed
by adult hands. Silks here
are produced using age
old methods that promote
cultural longevity and high
fashion options for thrifty
consumers.
I’m no stranger to buyer’s
remorse. If it were a virtue
you could smell in 80
percent of the shoes I’ve
bought and never worn,
or feel it in the pricking
pain of buying the Howard
Stern Sound effect app
that didn’t work, or hear it
in the clapboards the year
I bought the farm, well, a*
JEVQSRP]XS½RHKSEXW
cannot be fenced, and ogling
at the patchwork vista at
dusk is better shared than
alone. I could go on… gym
membership’s sound familiar?

And, thank goodness time is
only theoretically money.
In a world where a
typical department store
SJJIVWSZIV½JX]ZEVMIXMIWSJ
toothpaste, fad diet foods
¾MTEGVSWWXLIWLIPZIW
and coveted iPhones are
status symbols I’d guess
I’m not alone in my idiotic
and sometimes regretful
purchases. Journalist and
author Mignon McLaughlin
stated, True remorse is
never just regret over
consequence; it’s a regret
over motive” And while she
may have been referring to
interpersonal relationships,
I’d say buying gets personal,
or maybe it should, in a
culture where we rely on
our purchases to tell others
so much about ourselves.
Buying from places like the
Building Stones Fair Trade
Shoppe offers a guilt free
shopping experience that
unite us with merchants
and virtues of our actual
self-spring, effortlessly and
in style.
Years ago when yet
another hurricane ripped

through Nepal, one of the
poorest countries in the
world, a number of Christian
organizations banded
together and asked what
they could do to help. In
typical fashion they thought
of fundraisers and bake
sales, but the answer they
received compelled them in
a whole new way. Advocates
amidst the rubble of
Kathmandu stated the best
way to help rebuild their
homes and stabilize their
society was to simply “buy
our things”. The Fair Trade
alliance became the liaison
between stores like Building
Stones to help communities
help themselves through fair,
non-exploitive commerce.
This particular store
boasts items from over 37
countries and prices range
from $1.50: think about
those melt in your palm
chocolate bars, yards of
colorful stringed beads, to
$150.00: think meticulously
threaded tapestries, vases,

and unique cultural art.
-½RHXLIKMJXW-PSZIQSWX
to give and that are best
received, are thoughtful
and entail some kind of
story. When I want a gift
as beautiful and rare as the
person I’m gifting this is
one of the places I hit up.
Not only will you enjoy the
experience of shopping at

The Building Stones Fair
Trade Shoppe but you’ll be
giving a gift twice; once to
yourself, or a lucky friend,
and another to merchants
throughout the world
striving to better their
families and communities. 
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A professional landscaper?
-it may be just what you and your property need
The majority of homeowners want their
properties to appear as appealing as possible. While many homeowners want to be
proud of their properties and come home
to a welcoming home each night, the benI½XWXSQEMRXEMRMRKPERHWGETMRKKSFI]SRH
the notion that well-cared for lawns make
for more comforting retreats.
Because numerous variables, including landWGETMRKMR¾YIRGITVSTIVX]ZEPYIWMX´WHMJ½cult to assess just how much the property
values of homes with impressive landscapes
EVIMR¾YIRGIHF]XLSWIZIV]PERHWGETIW
Indeed, studies have produced varying results regarding the effect of well-landscaped
homes on property values. But what many
studies have shown and what many realtors
indicate is that impressive landscaping adds
EWMKRM½GERXEQSYRXXSTVSTIVX]ZEPYIW[MXL
estimates suggesting landscaping increases
home values by anywhere from 5 to 20
percent.

“Professional landscapers may
have a host of ideas for
your property that you would
never think of.”
Such estimates are good news for homeowners, and they also highlight the stakes
involved when making landscaping decisions.
Homeowners with green thumbs may
embrace the challenge of revitalizing their
lawns and gardens, but many, especially those
TVIWWIHJSVXMQIGERFIRI½XKVIEXP]JVSQ
working with professional landscapers.
Why hire a
professional landscaper?
Maintaining a
property requires
more than just
mowing the lawn
every couple
of weeks. Even
homeowners
committed to
making their
properties as
pristine as possible can run into
problems when
adverse weather
conditions pose
a threat to lawns
and gardens. The
following are just
a handful of reasons why homeowners may
½RH[SVOMRK[MXLPERHWGETMRKTVSJIWWMSREPW
is the best thing for their properties and
their bank accounts.
• Professionals understand the local climate. Experienced professional landscapers
will understand the local climate and the
challenges it presents to your lawn. Experience can prove invaluable as lawns battle
adverse conditions that threaten its survival.
While homeowners going it alone may
struggle through a trial and error period as
they try to address problems threatening
their lawns, experienced professionals are
more likely to identify the problem immediately, providing a ready solution that can

prevent potentially costly repairs down the
road.
• Professionals can provide inspiration. In
addition to maintaining properties, many
landscaping professionals have vast experience improving properties through landscape design. Professional landscapers may
have a host of ideas for your property that
you would never think of. Homeowners
with little to no lawn and garden experience
may not realize all the things they can do
with their properties, and those who go it
alone may end up with unappealing landWGETIWXLEXHSRSXEXXVEGXFY]IVW´EXXIRXMSR
when the home hits the market. Professionals typically have a wealth of ideas and,
perhaps more importantly, they understand
which ideas will and
[SR´X[SVOSRE
given property.
• Professionals can
remove some of
the stress of managing landscaping
projects. Homeowners know that
home improvement
projects, whether
they are addressing
home interiors or
exteriors, can be
stressful. Professional landscapers
typically have a
network of professionals, including contractors, who they have
worked with in the past. Such connections
can ensure more complex projects that
require both landscapers and construction
contractors go as smoothly as possible.
In addition, homeowners who receive
contractor recommendations from their
experienced landscapers tend to rest easier
knowing the people working on their properties have already developed a rapport and
established a successful track record working
together.
Professional landscapers can be just what
homeowners need to turn their properties
into appealing oases no buyer can resist. 
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Make the most of mulching
GSVVIGXP]QYPGLHITVMZIW
[IIHWSJXLIPMKLXXLI]RIIH
XSKVS[3VKERMGQYPGLIW
GERIZIRTVSZMHILSQIWJSV
GVMGOIXWERHEX]TISJFIIXPI
XLEXJIIHSR[IIHWIIHW

Lawns and gardens can
SJXIRFIRI½XJVSQXLIPE]MRK
SJQYPGL1YPGLWIVZIW
ZEVMSYWTYVTSWIWMRPE[RW
ERHKEVHIRWERHQER]I\TIVMIRGIHPE[RERHKEVHIR
IRXLYWMEWXWPE]QYPGLXSIRWYVIXLIMVTVSTIVXMIWQEOIMX
XLVSYKLWTVMRKWYQQIVERH
JEPPYRWGEXLIH
*MVWXXMQILSQIS[RIVW
[MXLPMXXPISVRSPERHWGETMRKI\TIVMIRGIQE]RSX
YRHIVWXERHXLIFIRI½XW
SJQYPGL[LMGLGERFI
YWIHXSWXVIRKXLIRWSMPERH
TVSXIGXTVSTIVXMIWJVSQXLI
IPIQIRXW
What is
mulch?
1YPGLVIJIVWXSEQEXIVMEPWTVIEHEVSYRHSVSZIV
ETPERXXSIRVMGLERHSV
MRWYPEXIMXWWSMP1ER]LSQIS[RIVWTVIJIVQYPGLQEHI
SJ[SSHGLMTW[LMGLMWFSXL

IJJIGXMZIERHVIEHMP]EZEMPEFPI8LI97)RZMVSRQIRXEP
4VSXIGXMSR%KIRG]RSXIW
XLEXSVKERMGQYPGLIW[LMGL
MRGPYHIPIEZIW[SSHGLMTW
GSQTSWXSVKVEWWGPMTTMRKW
GERFIYWIHF]LSQIS[RIVW[LS[ERXXSHIZIPST
IGSJVMIRHP]PERHWGETIW
Why
mulch?
1YPGLMRKGERFIRI½XTPERXW
EVSYRHETVSTIVX]MRZEVMSYW
[E]W1ER]TISTPIPE]QYPGL
FIGEYWIXLIQYPGLLIPTW
WSMPVIXEMRQSMWXYVIMRXLI
WYQQIV[LIRXIQTIVEXYVIW
XIRHXSFIEXXLIMVLSXXIWX
8LMWGERLIPTTPERXWWYVZMZI
WYQQIVLIEX[EZIW
1YPGLEPWSGERFIYWIH
XSWYTTVIWW[IIHW;IIHW
[LMGLWXIEPQSMWXYVITPERXW
RIIHXSFYMPHWXVSRKVSSXW
ERHWYVZMZIWYQQIVRIIH
PMKLXXSKVS[;LIRPEMH

1YPGLEPWSGERHIXIVLEVQJYPTIWXWHITIRHMRKSRXLI
X]TISJQYPGLLSQIS[RIVW
GLSSWI;LIRTYVGLEWMRK
QYPGLLSQIS[RIVW[MPP
LEZIXSGLSSWIFIX[IIR
XLIEJSVIQIRXMSRIHSVKERMG
QYPGLSVQERQEHIQYPGLIW[LMGLQE]FIQEHI
SJTPEWXMGSVVYFFIV;LMPI
QERQEHIQYPGLIWQE]VI-

TIPTIWXWXLI]EPWSGERLEZI
EHZIVWIIJJIGXW4PEWXMGJSV
I\EQTPIGERLIEXYTMRXLI
WYQQIVERHGEYWITPERXW
XSFYVR'IVXEMRSVKERMG
QYPGLIWGERVITIPMRWIGXW
XLEXGERXLVIEXIRTPERXW
8LEX´WFIGEYWIXLIQENSVMX]
SJSVKERMGQYPGLIWMRGVIEWI
XLIEQSYRXSJFIRI½GMEP
FEGXIVMEMRXLIWSMPERHXLI]
EPWSMRGVIEWIXLITVIWIRGI
SJLIPTJYPMRWIGXWXLEXHSRSX
TSWIEXLVIEXXSTPERXPMJI
8LSWILIPTJYPMRWIGXWLIPT
OIITLEVQJYPMRWIGXWEXFE]
'SQTSWXMWEX]TISJSV-

KERMGQYPGLXLEXQE]EXXVEGX
LEVQJYPMRWIGXW;LMPIXLEX
HSIWRSXQIERLSQIS[RIVWWLSYPHWL]E[E]JVSQ
YWMRKGSQTSWXEWQYPGL
XLI]WLSYPHORS[XLEXXLI]
QE]RIIHXSIQTPS]SVKERMG
MRWIGXMGMHIWXSGSQFEXXLIMV
YR[ERXIHKYIWXW
1YPGLMWETSXIRXMEPP]ZEPYEFPIXSSPLSQIS[RIVWGER
YWIXSMQTVSZIXLIPSSOERH
LIEPXLSJXLIMVTVSTIVXMIW

“

Spring is
nature’s way
of saying,
‘Let’s party!’
~Robin Williams
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Reclaimed wood
-

add instant appeal to your home projects

Repurposing salvaged wood is a popular
trend in the home improvement industry.
Not only can using salvaged wood give a
home a one-of-a-kind look, but it’s a handy
way to incorporate the three Rs of green
living into your lifestyle: reduce, reuse and
recycle.
6IGPEMQIH[SSHMWSJXIRYWIHMR¾SSVMRK
beams, wall treatments, and doors, but it also
can be turned into furniture or home accent
items. Reclaimed wood adds warmth and
historical interest to a home’s decor that
RI[IVQEXIVMEPWQE]PEGO%PXLSYKL½RHMRK
wood that can be salvaged takes time and
some legwork, such efforts can quickly pay
off. Many businesses are now devoted to
reclaimed timber, which can help make the
TVSGIWWSJ½RHMRKERHYWMRKWEPZEKIH[SSH
even easier.
Homeowners considering reclaimed wood
may be interested to learn that such wood
can serve various functions aside from bene½XXMRKXLITPERIX
• Match old-growth wood. New regulations may prevent certain species of trees
from being cut down. That means it can be
challenging to match old wood in a home,
particularly if you’re looking to maintain
historical value and authenticity. Relying on
salvaged wood items can alleviate this conGIVRIRWYVMRKXLEX]SYGER½RHVEVI[SSHW
that are no longer available brand new.
7EPZEKIH[SSHLEWGLEVEGXIV-X´WHMJ½GYPX
to mimic the natural age marks and character that older wood may have. Instead of
being raised on farms, wood harvested decades ago probably grew in natural environments, making the wood both durable and
strong. The color and grain of salvaged wood
may also be unique.
• Look at objects in a new way. Doors are
versatile pieces of reclaimed lumber because
XLI]´VIEPVIEH]¾EXERHVEXLIVPEVKI(SSVW
can be turned into headboards, tables or
benches. Staircase or porch posts can be

Salvaged doors, fences, shutters, beams, and so
much more can be put to new use.
turned into candlestick holders, and wood
shutters can dress up walls and provide a
place to hang artwork and other wall items.
• Reclaimed wood can be found everywhere. Most people do not have to look
XSSJEVXS½RH[SSHXLI]GERWEPZEKI
'LIGOWEPZEKI]EVHWPERH½PPWHYQTWXIVWMR
front of older homes being renovated, or
older, unused barns in rural settings. You also
can collect driftwood or discarded shipping
crates.
While some reclaimed wood can be used
as-is, some pieces may require millwork, inGPYHMRKWERHMRKGYXXMRKWLETMRKERH½RMWLMRK
If you do not have these skills, you probably
will have to hire someone who does.
The Internet is awash with ideas for putting
salvaged wood to use. Get inspired and then
½RHXLITMIGIWXLEX[MPP½X]SYVTVSNIGX

5 simple ways to go green at home and save money
(MS) — Thinking
green throughout the
year can offer some
WMKRM½GERXFIRI½XW
Here are some easy
ways you can go green
in your own home and
lower your energy bills:
Invest in a programmable thermostat. It
will automatically adjust
the temperature in
your house, saving you
energy while you’re out
for the day, away on
vacation or sleeping.
Switch all of your lightbulbs
XS'*0W GSQTEGX¾YSVIWcent light) or LED bulbs.
They last longer and use up
to 75 percent less energy
than standard incandescent
bulbs, saving you money on
your electric bills.
Insulate well. Use insulation

with a high R-value, such
as Roxul Comfortbatt, to
top up insulation in your
attic. Aim for an R-value of
50 or a depth of 16 inches.
*SV[LSPILSQIIJ½GMIRcy, ensure other areas of
your home are well insulated, such as crawl spaces,
basement headers, walls

and ceilings. It will keep
your house cool in the
warm weather and take
the stress off your air
conditioning unit.
Stop air leaks around
your home by sealing
existing gaps and cracks.
Use caulking or weather stripping around
doors and windows.
Installing a door sweep
is also a good idea.
Replace old appliances
[MXLIRIVK]IJ½GMIRX
models. Only do laundry or run the dishwasher
when you have full loads.
Remember that many
little improvements can add
up — providing valuable
monthly savings for you,
while protecting our environment for the future. 
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Rome Vietnam Memorial
-hoping for a 2017 unveiling

By Al Dorantes
In Rome, NY a group of Vietnam Veterans
and their supporters are currently
fundraising in an effort to erect a memorial
for Vietnam Veterans. The New York State
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund, Inc.
(formerly known as Vietnam Veterans of
America Chapter 708 of Rome) is an
SVKERM^EXMSRXLEX[EWJSVQIHWTIGM½GEPP]XS
build this memorial explained member, Rick
Falcone. Falcone said, “We’re hoping for a
2017 unveiling.”

The memorial design incorporates a life
sized soldier, in full combat gear, kneeling
before a large slab with, “Vietnam 19591975 We Shall Never Forget” engraved into
its face. The group has raised approximately
$16,000 to date. The estimated cost of the
memorial is approximately $85,000. The
group is asking for the public’s help to make
this mission a success.
If you are interested in donating, contact
Victory Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram located
at 5827 Rome Taberg Road in Rome, New
York. Victory kicked off the nearly 1 month

Save money and stay cool as temperatures rise
(MS) — Excessive energy
bills can be a concern in
spring and summer, just as
much as they are in the
winter. So how can you save
money while keeping your
home cool? The solution
is simple: Top up your attic
insulation.
A poorly insulated attic is a
primary source of energy

loss, forcing your AC unit to
work harder than necessary
over the warmer months.
Most attics are insulated, but
oftentimes the amount of
insulation present is inadequate — especially in older
homes. Over time, insulation
can settle and compact,
allowing heat to escape
through gaps.

Topping it up is easy. Ideally,
you want to aim for a depth
of 16 inches of insulation
for an overall R-value of 50.
When existing insulation is
present, simply level existing
insulation to the top of the
NSMWX0E]E½VIERHQSMWture-resistant batt insulation,
like Roxul Comfortbatt,
on top of joists, running

SPHGEQTEMKRQEOMRKXLI½VWXHSREXMSRSJ
$800 to the fund. Victory also assists the
fund by sending letters to local businesses
and covering advertising for the project.
Victory’s Paul Uvanni said, “I read an article
and thought, this should be done.” All
donations are welcome whether it is $1, $5,
$10, or more. All donor names are added
to a poster in the Victory Chrysler Dodge

Jeep Ram showroom. Uvanni said that
they’re hosting a carwash at Friendly Putt
Putt in May - all for the memorial fund.
For more information or to donate contact
Linda Carlson at Victory Chrysler Dodge
Jeep Ram by calling (315) 337-0512. All
checks should be made out to Vietnam
Memorial Fund. 
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Top 5 home projects to help you save money
17 °-X´WVIQSHIPMRK
WIEWSRERH[MXLWSQER]
TVSNIGXWSRXLIXSHSPMWX
[LMGLWLSYPH]SYXEGOPI
½VWX#;LMPIWSQITVSNIGXW
TVSZMHIKVIEXPSRKXIVQ
VIXYVRSRMRZIWXQIRXEJI[
WMQTPISRIWGERTVSZMHI
MRWXERXWEZMRKW,IVIEVIXLI
XSTLSQIWTVMRKTVSNIGXWXS
LIPT]SYWEZIQSRI]
Caulk around
windows and doors
—
7XSTEMVPIEOWEVSYRH]SYV

LSQIF]WIEPMRKI\MWX
MRKKETWERHGVEGOW9WI
GEYPOMRKSV[IEXLIVWXVMTTMRK
EVSYRHHSSVWERH[MRHS[W
-RWXEPPMRKEHSSVW[IITMW
EPWSEKSSHMHIE
Insulate your home
—
9WIMRWYPEXMSR[MXLELMKL
6ZEPYIWYGLEW6S\YP'SQ
JSVXFEXX[LMGLGERFIYWIH
XSXSTYTMRWYPEXMSRMR]SYV
EXXMG%MQJSVER6ZEPYISJ
SVEHITXLSJMRGLIW
*SV[LSPILSQIIJ½GMIRG]

IRWYVISXLIVEVIEWSJ]SYV
LSQIWYGLEWGVE[PWTEGIW
FEWIQIRXLIEHIVW[EPPWERH
GIMPMRKWEVI[IPPMRWYPEXIH-X
[MPPOIIT]SYVLSYWIGSSP
MRXLI[EVQ[IEXLIVERH
XEOIXLIWXVIWWSJJ]SYVEMV
GSRHMXMSRMRKYRMX

VIWYPXMRKVIEXIVWXVIWWSR
XLIYRMXGEYWMRKMXXS[SVO
LEVHIV+MZMRKMXEXLSVSYKL
GPIERMRKMWIEW]ERHGERLIPT
QE\MQM^I]SYV%'YRMX´W
WIVZMGIPMJI[LMPIQMRMQM^MRK
]SYVIRIVK]FMPP

Clean your AC unit
—

—

Plant trees
(MVIGXWYRPMKLXGERLIEX
YTWYVJEGIWERHFYMPHMRK
QEXIVMEPWEW[IPPEWXLI
MRXIVMSVXIQTIVEXYVISJ]SYV
LSQI'SRWMHIVTPERXMRK
XVIIWMRWXVEXIKMGPSGEXMSRWXS
TVSZMHIWLEHIERHVIHYGI
GSSPMRKGSWXW

'SQIWTVMRKMX´WRSX
YRGSQQSRXS½RHEREMV
GSRHMXMSRIV´WGSRHIRWIV
ERHGSQTVIWWSVFPSGOIHYT
[MXLHMVXERHHIFVMW8LMWGER

Install a rain barrel
—
;EXIVMWERMQTSVXERXFYX
GSWXP]VIWSYVGI-RWXEPPMRKE
VEMRFEVVIPMWERIEW]ERHEJ
JSVHEFPIQIEWYVIXSVIHYGI
]SYV[EXIVGSRWYQTXMSR
[LMPIOIITMRK]SYVPE[RERH
KEVHIRPSSOMRKKVIEX
8LIWIWMQTPILSQIQEMR
XIRERGIXEWOWGERFI[IPP
[SVXLXLIIJJSVXTSXIRXMEPP]
TVSZMHMRKLYRHVIHWSJHSP
PEVWMRERRYEPWEZMRKW

“

The strength of a nation derives
from the integrity of the home. ~Confucius
Save money from previous
TIVTIRHMGYPEVXSXLI½VWXPE]IV)RWYVIFEXXW
EVIFYXXIHEKEMRWXIEGLSXLIVXMKLXP]*MXFEXXW
GPSWIP]XSGVSWWNSMWXWGYXFEXXMJRIGIWWEV]
XLMWGERFIHSRIIEWMP][MXLEWIVVEXIH
FPEHISVFVIEHORMJI ERHPIEZIRSWTEGI
FIX[IIRPE]IVW(SR´XJSVKIXXSMRWYPEXIXLI
EXXMGLEXGLXSXLIWEQIPIZIPEWXLIVIWXSJ
XLIEXXMG%TTP][IEXLIVWXVMTTMRKXSXLI
IHKISJXLILEXGLXSVIHYGIEMVPIEOEKI
/IITMRQMRHXLEXSRP]-'VEXIHIPIGXVMGEP
½\XYVIWGERLEZIMRWYPEXMSRTPEGIH[MXL^IVS



 

   
 











    
       
    



    

(315) 894-4411



GPIEVERGI*SPPS[XLIQERYJEGXYVIV´WMRWXVYG
XMSRWERHPSGEPFYMPHMRKGSHIXSMRWYPEXI
EVSYRHXLIGLMQRI]
;LIRELSYWIMWMRWYPEXIHTVSTIVP]IRIVK]
WEZMRKWGEREHHYTSZIVXMQI6IQIQFIV
MRWYPEXMSRWXEVXW[SVOMRKXLIQSQIRXMXMW
MRWXEPPIHERHGERPEWXJSVXLIPMJISJXLIFYMPH
MRK8MTWSRXLMWIEW]PS[GSWX(-=TVSNIGX
XLEX[MPPVIHYGI]SYVLSQI´WIRIVK]PSWW
ERHWEZI]SYQSRI]EVIEZEMPEFPIEX[[[
HM][MXLVS\YPGSQ
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Young Scholars Liberty Partnerships Program

-Growing Big Dreams

By Al Dorantes
Young Scholars Liberty
Partnerships Program
(YSLLP) is a multi-year
collaborative project,
established in 1993 with
Utica College (UC) and
the Utica City School
District (UCSD). This
program is designed by
education professionals
to motivate diverse and
talented students to stay
in school, earn a New York
State Regents Diploma with
Advanced Designation and
graduate college and be
career ready. Young Scholars
students participate in a
comprehensive program
providing academic, social,
and cultural enrichment.
Each year, Young Scholars
serves approximately 350
students from grades 7
through 12. USCD teachers
nominate students in sixth
grade. Those selected
MRGPYHIWXYHIRXWMHIRXM½IH
as possessing the potential
for success in secondary and
post-secondary school, but
who may not achieve their
full potential due to social
and economic factors.
The major components
of the year-round Young
Scholars program are:

academic support, training
and special review sessions;
counseling provided by
social workers and staff;
summer program on the
Utica College campus;
community service;
enrichment activities,
along with college and
career exploration;
mentor program involving
community members and
parent involvement and
parent education programs.
The Utica College Promise;
Utica College offers
admission to all Young
Scholars who successfully
complete the Young Scholars
Program by earning a
New York State Advanced
Regents Diploma. Eligible
WXYHIRXW[MPPVIGIMZI½RERGMEP
assistance consisting of

Young Scholars designated
scholarships, grants, loans,
and work-study allocations
XSQIIXXLIMV½RERGMEPRIIHW
Through educational and
social skills development,
Young Scholars enriches our
community by motivating
students to achieve college
and career readiness for lifelong success.
Pamela Matt, Esq., executive
director, explained the
selection process. In
October they reach out to
10 elementary schools for
nominations of 6th graders.
These are students who are
MHIRXM½IHEWLEZMRKTVSQMWI
to graduate but have some
sort of barriers for further
education; whether social,

Continued on page 27
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Embrace the wonders of wireless at home
Electronic devices enable
us to access information,
communicate and engage
in entertainment. Consum-

er electronics also have
transformed the typical
household.

Data from the Consumer Electronics Association,
CTIA and U.S. Census Bureau paint a picture of just
how immersed in new technology society has become.
Statistics indicate the typical
home of 2.6 people has an
average of 24 electronic
gadgets in use, including one
or more smartphones. These
devices include eReaders,
HDTVs, laptops, tablets,
printers, digital cameras,
DVRs, Bluetooth speakers,
portable GPS devices, and
more.
To meet the demands of
all of these devices, some
homes need an electronics
SZIVLEYPMRGPYHMRKFII½RK
up the capabilities of Internet connections and wireless
networks. Many Wi-Fi routers claim to be capable of
supporting as many as 255
connected devices. While
this is theoretically possible,
having that many devices on
a standard home wireless
router can compromise how
well a network works. The
results may include slow
Internet browsing abilities,
long lag time and even
connection interference or

droppage. When considering renovation projects
around the home, it may be
worth it to pay attention to
electronic devices and their
connectivity.
Start with the router
The wireless router in
your home is a technological workhorse. When the
router goes down, your
devices follow suit. Without
a router you will not be able
to access the digital signal
from your Internet Service
Provider and send it out to
all of your devices.
Many older routers broadcast on a 2.4GHz signal, the
same as many other radio
devices. Crowding on the
2.4GHz spectrum could
cause slowdown during the
busiest times of the day for
-RXIVRIXXVEJ½G-XQE]FI
worth it to invest in a new
router that can search for
other channels that have
PIWWXVEJ½GERHFVSEHGEWX
through them.
Test your speed
Relatively inexpensive
software can show you your
Internet speed numbers to
see if your connection is
meeting the speeds promised by your ISP. If your
speed is slow when tested
at various times in a given
day, you may want to upgrade your service package

to a faster service plan. If the
speed is adequate, you can
invest in some other options.
Get new hardware
Routers should be placed
in a central location so that
the signal can be accessed
throughout the house. But
router placement may depend on where your cable
SV½FIVSTXMGPMRIWIRXIV
the home. If router signal
interference seems suspect in slower connections,
hardware, such as a greater-range antenna, wireless
access points, and wireless
repeaters can help expand
your router signal throughout the house. Speak with
a wireless network expert
about the options that may
be best for your home.
Another consideration is a
Wi-Fi plug that uses existing
electrical circuits in a home

to expand the signals offered by the router.
Expand your
gadget list
Once a wireless signal is
ZIVM½IHERHGSR½VQIHEW
adequate, you may be interested in additional devices
that can tap into the wireless network and make your
LSQIVYRQSVIIJ½GMIRXP]
Manufacturers now offer everything from wireless door
locks that can be controlled
with a smartphone to wirePIWW¾EWLQIQSV]GEVHWXLEX
can easily transfer photos
from a camera to computer
to wireless lighting control
throughout the entire house.
With wireless speakers, you
can instantly beam music
to any number of units
in a home or use a NAS
(network attached storage)
drive as a backup for photos,
ZMHISWERHSXLIVPEVKI½PIW
Technology is changing
the way people utilize
their homes. Making sure a
wireless network is up to
par can make using devices
IEWMIVERHQSVIIJ½GMIRX
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Make garage organization go smoothly
the garage next spring.

Garages tend to fall victim
to disorganization during
the winter, when homeowners want to hurry
inside and get some respite
from the cold. As a result,
many homeowners resolve
to clean their garages come
springtime.
Cleaning a disorganized
garage overcome with
clutter can be an all-day job,
so homeowners would be
wise to reserve a springtime Saturday or Sunday
to get their garages back
in order. Upon designating
ample time to clean their
garages, homeowners can
then utilize a few additional
tips to make the project go
as smoothly as possible.
• Empty the garage. The
½VWXWXIT[LIRSVKERM^MRK
a garage is to empty it
completely. Old machinery and rusted lawn and
garden tools have a way of
disappearing in garages, and
those items may remain
there for years if the garage
is never emptied. Once you
have emptied the garage,
you might be surprised to
learn just how much or
even how little space you

• Look up. Many homeowners fail to make adequate
use of the vertical space in
their garages. But keeping
MXIQWSJJXLI¾SSVGERQEOI
it easier to clean the garage
and will provide more
room for your car or other
machinery you don’t want
to leave in the driveway
or a backyard shed. Install
shelves so you can more
WEJIP]WXSVIEYXSQSXMZI¾Yids and cleaners, and hang
some hooks or hammer a
few nails into the garage
walls so you can hang tools
like rakes and garden shears.
have to work with.
• Clean the garage top to
bottom. After you have
emptied the garage, give it a
thorough cleaning. Cleaning
the garage serves multiple
purposes. A clean garage is
less likely to be overcome
with dirt and/or critters,
both of which can contribute to the deterioration of
tools and machinery stored
in the garage. In addition,
you may be less likely to let
a clean garage fall back into
disorganization, saving you
the trouble of reorganizing

• Group tools by season.
Grouping tools by season
can make for a more organized garage and one less
likely to be overcome with
clutter. Designate one corner of the garage for lawn
and gardening tools and
another for winter tools like
snow shovels or snowblowers. This makes it easier to
½RHXSSPW[LIR]SYRIIH
them. When grouping tools,
you can also group items by
who uses them. For example, parents can designate
one area of the garage for

their tools, while kids can
get their own area for their
toys and bicycles.
• Resolve to park in the
garage. One of the best
ways to keep a garage
organized is to park your
vehicle or vehicles inside
the garage each night.
Parking in a garage protects
your vehicle(s) from the elements, and you also won’t
be tempted to leave items
lying around on the garage
¾SSVMJ]SYORS[]SY[MPP

eventually be pulling your
vehicle in.
A few simple strategies can

make springtime garage
organization more effective
ERHIJ½GMIRX
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Tips for safer renovations
Home renovation projects vary in scope. Something as
simple as repainting a bedroom counts as a renovation project, as does a full kitchen remodel. But no matter how big or
small a project, homeowners’ top priority should always be
safety.
Before beginning a project, make a list of possible hazards
and how to avoid them. Here are some potential dangers
that can spring up.
• Asbestos: Many homes built when asbestos was legal still
contain asbestos materials. Asbestos has been used in many
applications, such as in ceiling materials, insulation, siding, and
QSVI8LEX´WFIGEYWIEWFIWXSWMW¾EQIVIXEVHERXERHWIVZIW
as an effective and inexpensive insulator. However, asbestos
½FIVWVIPIEWIHMRXSXLIEMVHYVMRKVIRSZEXMSRWGERGEYWI
respiratory problems and even lead to lung cancer. Asbestos
RIIHWXSFIVIQSZIHYRHIVWTIGM½GKYMHIPMRIWERHHMWTSWIH

of properly. Disposal typically requires hiring a professional
service.
• Dust and dirt: Sanding, sawing, welding, and other home
renovation tasks can cast debris into the air. Ventilation may
be needed to maintain clean, breathable air. Ventilation can
also shuttle any harmful fumes generated from construction
materials outside of the home. Do-it-yourselfers should
wear masks and eye protection to guard themselves against
debris.
• Electrical lines: All homes may not have been built in adherence to modern-day codes. Electric lines can be discovered where they are least expected. When doing demolition
or drilling/nailing into walls, it’s not uncommon to come
across electrical wires. Extra caution needs to be taken, and
an electrician should be consulted if the wires need to be
relocated.

Safety always should be the top priority when doing home renovations.
• Chemicals: Chemicals, such as sealants, cleaners, lubricants, and fuel, may be used during renovation projects. Such
substances can be dangerous to pets and children if they are
touched or accidentally ingested. Exercise extreme caution
when using chemical products, making sure all product containers are sealed and kept out of reach when not in use.
• Tools: Cuts, abrasions, burns and more can result when
power tools and even manual tools are used incorrectly.
Learn how to use tools before beginning a project, and
always put tools away when work is done for the day.
• Falls: Falls are a leading cause of household injury, and the
chance of a fall may increase when climbing ladders during
home improvement projects. Don’t climb beyond where
indicated on ladders and always have a spotter on hand
when climbing is necessary. Wear harnesses, sturdy footwear
and gloves as well. 
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Did You Know???
In its 2015 “Cost vs. Value Report,” Remodeling magazine
found that a midrange kitchen remodeling project, which
cost an average of nearly $57,000 during the period examined, recouped roughly 68 percent of that cost at resale.
That return was slightly less than that provided by midrange bathroom remodeling projects, which provided a 70
percent return at resale. More upscale remodeling projects
provided even smaller returns, despite costing substantially
more money. For example, the cost of major upscale kitchen
remodeling projects averaged $113,000 during the time
studied for the report. But only 59 percent of that sizable
investment provided was recouped at resale. Upscale bathroom remodeling projects also underperformed compared
to midrange projects, recouping slightly less than 60 percent at resale. No upscale project referenced in the report
provided a greater return than replacing existing siding with
RI[½FIVGIQIRXWMHMRKETVSNIGXXLEXVIGSYTIHLSQIowners a greater than 84 percent return at resale. More
information about the 2015 report is available at www.
remodeling.hw.net.
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Going solar is on the rise

-a new system being installed every 20 seconds
weather, heat and cold,
providing an extra bonus to
solar energy.

Solar panel costs

Rising energy costs and a
growing desire to live more
eco-friendly lifestyles has
spurred interest in solar
panels to power our homes.
Although solar panels have
been around for quite some
time, only recently have
homes cloaked in panels
aimed at capturing the
rays of the sunsolar panels
begun to be so visible.
The World Meteorological
Organization reported that
the solar industry saw a
robust expansion of 41 percent in 2013, and that popularity continues to grow.
According to the Solar
Energy Industries Association®, in 2015 the solar industry grew an 34 percent
QSVIXLER½KYVIW
8LVSYKLXLI½VWXLEPJSJXLI
year, the solar industry supplied 40 percent of all new
2015 electric generating
capacity — more than any
other energy technology.
Solar energy now has the
cumulative electric capacity
to power more than 4.6
million average American
homes.
According to Green Tech
Media, American solar companies are now installing
one solar system every four
minutes. If the market continues to grow at this pace,
through 2016 there will be
a system installed every 20
seconds. These gains in the
solar industry may have
been spurred on by the
Solar Investment Tax Credit,
which the SEIA says has
helped to lower the cost of
solar energy by more than
73 percent.

How does solar
energy work?
Solar energy is turned
into electric power through
the photovoltaic (PV) cells
located in the solar panels.
The PV cells transform
sunlight into direct electric
current. An inverter built
into the system converts
the DC electricity into the
alternating current (AC)
that powers homes. The
AC is sent to the home’s
electrical panel and used
to power lights and other
devices.

What happens at
night?
Unless a home is self-contained and off the grid, the
average homeowner will
not have to worry about
night usage or batteries to
store energy. He or she will
continue to use energy off
of the traditional electrical system at night. Many
electrical costs will be offset

by the amount of extra
solar energy put back into
the grid. There are a variety
of programs, and some
homeowners may even
reverse bills further based
on how much electricity is
generated.

Solar panel needs
Although it is ideal to have
a south-facing location for
panels, this is not an absolute necessity. According to
SolarEnergy.net, positioning
solar panels to face west
or south will work, and
even southeast-, east- and
north-northwest-facing
panels can produce adequate energy savings.
The type of roof may
affect costs. Solar panels will
not harm the roof when installed correctly, but ornate
Spanish tiles or other roofing material may increase
solar panel installation costs.
1ER]LSQIS[RIVW½RH
that the solar panels protect
the roof from extreme

The “soft costs” associated with solar energy can
be substantial. Such costs
include permits, installation
and labor. Energy Informative indicates that the
solar panels themselves
are relatively affordable, at
an average cost of $6,500.
However, the entire process
of installing residental solar
systems can end up costing
anywhere between $15,000
and $40,000. Homeowners
may be able to lease solar
panel systems to make solar
energy a more affordable
option.
Solar energy continues to
be a hot topic and a growing trend in home energy
solutions. 
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Travails of a Cord Tired Bike
By Joe Parzych
We lived on an isolated
farm, far from friends and
neighbors. I longed for a
bike, like that of our friends,
to speed us on our way to
visit them. My sisters and
I pooled the money we’d
earned from odd jobs and
from cashing in discarded
soda bottles that we picked
up along the road, so that
we could buy a used bike
from Mr. Langell.
Wally Langell was the head
janitor at Mount Herman, a
private prep school. He had
the keys to the bike room
and took home bikes that
EJ¾YIRXWXYHIRXWPIJXXLIVI
over summer vacation time
or graduation. My heart
was set on a balloon tired
bike, but my father came
along to guide us during
the purchase with the
knowledge and experience
he’d gained over the years,
he said. Unfortunately, his
knowledge did not include
the merits of balloon tires.
They rode better, and more
importantly, the tires had
a tube which could be
taken out and patched and
patched. Mr. Langell had
a cord tired bike that he
was willing to let go for a
cheaper price. My father
didn’t understand that cord
tires had no tubes. They
were skinny, making the bike
ride hard. More importantly,
if the tire was punctured,
there was no tube to
remove and patch. You
were stuck with having to
buy a new tire. During the
wartime years, there were
no tires to buy. My father
opted for the wretched
cord tired bike. Good old
Mr. Langell did not tell my
father that replacement tires
were unavailable.
As luck would have it, the
front cord tire sprang a
leak, soon after we got it
home. My father came to
the rescue. He carefully split
the outer tread with a sharp
knife and applied a generous
sized patch to the puncture
of the inner casing. After
he closed the incision as well
as he was able, he wrapped

XLIEJ¾MGXIHEVIE[MXLEJEMV
amount of friction tape.
When done, his handiwork
looked like a big growth.
Worse yet, the tire bounced
at every turn of the wheel,
and soon began to leak,
again.
I took off what little
tape that hadn’t worn off,
removed the failed patch,
glued the tread back onto
the casing and pumped
milk into the tire. The milk
soured, coagulated, and
sealed the leak. I was back
in business----for a time.
Towards the end of summer,
the tire ruptured, spewing
a pinwheel of the most
wretchedly foul-smelling
putrid mess imaginable. It
sprayed over me and the
bike, and I was back on foot,
pushing the bike home,
stinking like a month old
rotten road kill.
After getting cleaned up,
my eyes landed on a good
sized old tricycle by the
barn. The front wheel of the
tricycle was much smaller
than the bicycle wheel,
but it was intact, complete
with pedals. Best of all, it
had a hard rubber tire that
[SYPHR´XKS¾EX-FSPXIHXLI
wheel on to the front fork,
and away I went. The only
problem was that the trike
TIHEPW¾I[EVSYRHEXWYGLE
furious rate that it made the
wheel wobble and made the
handle bars shake. The small
wheel on front also made
the bike appear to be going
downhill all the time.
My father was not
impressed with my
engineering, and counseled
me.
“Joe, people will think
you’re strange when they
see you riding that bike with
the little wheel on front and
the pedals whizzing around.”
I took a hack saw to the
pedals and got rid of them
and the wobble, but not my
father’s disapproval.
“I don’t care what they
think, Pa; it beats walking.”
Actually, I got a lot of smiles
and congratulations for my
ingenuity.

The next summer, I
received word that Mr.
0ERKIPPLEHGSR½WGEXIHE
student’s balloon tired bike.
Unfortunately, he had priced
the bike at $25, which was
as much as it had cost the
student’s parents when they
purchased it, new. I was
short of about $10, and Mr.
Langell would not take a
penny less. “WWII’s heating

up and bicycle factories
were no longer making
bikes,” Mr. Langell informed
me. My mother got wind of
my dilemma and made up
the difference, for which I
am eternally grateful. I dearly
loved my mother and made
it up to her in later years.
Strangely enough, the bike
RIZIVLEHE¾EXXMVI
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BOCES Consortium of Continuing Education (BCCE): Statistics Demonstrate Results
BOCES adult students
make gains in all areas of
programming. Consider
these facts, as they are

reported under the National
Reporting System to the
New York State Education
Department:

From July 2014 – June 2015

 307 adult
literacy and ESL
students entered
employment

 1,295 individuals









participated in at
least 12 hours of
a basic literacy
or English as
Second Language
education program
845 of those
students
demonstrated a
gain in literacy and/
or numeracy skills
or improved their
)RKPMWLTVS½GMIRG]
skills
42 additional
people entered
class ready to
prepare for
the high school
equivalency
examination
133 out of 150
people (88.6%)
who took the High
School Equivalency
test passed and
earned a NYS high
school credential
355 out of 408
(87%) who had a
goal of entering
college or other
training, achieved
their goal

These results landed the
BCCE program in the top
  LMKLP]TVS½GMIRX SJEPP
programs in New York State.
During the same period,
a small portion of the
Mohawk Valley’s large outof-school youth population
EPWSFIRI½XIHJVSQ&'')
programming. These are the
results:

 319 youth (17-











20 years old)
participated in at
least 12 hours of
a basic education
literacy class
206 of those
students
demonstrated a
gain in literacy and/
or numeracy skills
13 additional youth
entered class ready
to prepare for
the high school
equivalency
examination
53 out of 67 (79%)
who took the high
school equivalency
examination,
passed and earned
the NYS high
school credential
38 out of 56 (67%)
who had a goal of
entering college
or other training,
achieved their goal

BCCE offers a wide range
of programs in addition to
literacy, English as Second
Language and high school
equivalency preparation.
Adults also enjoy hands-on
courses for fun and work:

BOCES Consortium of Continuing Education is a partnership of MadisonOneida BOCES and Oneida-Herkimer-Madison BOCES
FIXLIFIWX½X7OMPPIH
tradespeople are in demand
and BCCE has the training
programs to meet that
demand. Local businesses
work with BCCE to develop
curriculum aligned with their
workforce needs and often
recruit directly from those
programs.
BCCE does more than
teach! BOCES is known
for supporting students in
many ways because the staff
understands that going back
to school can be challenging.

 BCCE offers a



 3,249 of your
friends and
neighbors took
one or more
hobby, leisure and
½XRIWWGPEWWIW
 896 adults
upgraded one or
more work-related
skills through shortterm vocational
skill classes
 384 adults trained
for a career or new
occupation through
one of BOCES
Adult Career and
Technical Education
courses
Depending on the career
interests and life goals of
high-school graduates,
attending a vocational
training program could







variety of schedules
to meet adults’
hectic lives
BCCE keeps
tuition costs
reasonable and
the staff is ready
to help students
½RHJIHIVEPWXEXI
local and other
resources to help
with those costs
Students struggling
with “everyday
stressors” count
on experienced
case managers to
help break down
and solve problems
Job development
services help
students with
resume writing,
navigating job
search and online
application systems
Job Developer
specialist
networks with
local employers
and sends out
job opening
opportunities
to Career and
Technical Education

graduates
The BOCES Consortium
of Continuing Education
is one of the region’s
greatest assets. The staff
is waiting now to answer
your questions and get
you started on your
path to lifelong learning.
Literacy programs are
open enrollment and there
is no cost to the student.
Tuition-based classes starting
in April include: Notary
Public Workshop, Coaching
courses, Microsoft classes,
Barrier Precaution and
Infection Control, CPR,
Child Abuse Recognition,
Cosmetology, Heavy
Equipment Operation,
Masonry Construction,
Driver Education and
5-Hour Pre-Licensing
courses, Jewelry making,
Mother/Daughter Hair
Braiding, Teen Safety,
7IVZ7EJI'IVXM½IH2YVWI
%MHIERHEZEVMIX]SJ½XRIWW
classes. For complete details
call 315-361-5800 or go
online: www.moboces.org/
adulted.
BCCE is the only local
training provider for
Licensed Practical Nursing,
and the application process
for two upcoming classes is
open now, so call 315-3615800 today to get started!
BOCES Consortium of
Continuing Education is a
partnership of MadisonOneida BOCES and
Oneida-Herkimer-Madison
BOCES, serving the
residents of 22 component
school districts at 9 locations
throughout Oneida and
Madison Counties. 
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Young Scholars Continued from page 19
economic, language, or
even divorce. In 2015
Young Scholars had 247
nominations. Those
nominees had to be whittled
down to 60.
Those nominated start
the exhaustive selection
process with info nights
where Young Scholars
reaches out to students
and families to explain
the level of commitment.
Next is an essay by the
student followed up with an
interview by the selection
committee. Once selected
the students begin their
commitment the summer
before 7th grade and stay in
the program until graduation.
Each summer, during the last
3 weeks in July, grades 7-9
attend a mandatory summer
program where they study
math, science, English, and
decision making.
The Young Scholars Liberty
Partnerships Program’s
statistics are impressive.
Young Scholars has a 93%
graduation rate; 88% with
a regents or advanced
designation diploma. They
have logged more than
50,000 hours of community
service since 1993. Since
2005 86% of Young Scholars

have enrolled in institutions
of higher learning. Even after
graduation Young Scholars
keep students involved
while at UC. Young Scholar
students work as work study,
tutor at high schools, and act
as teacher’s assistants during
summer programs.
As 1 of 42 programs in
the State, Young Scholars
Liberty Partnerships
Program, has a huge impact
on the community. Pamela
Matt, executive director,
has a new outlook as she
runs the program and does
outreach. The program’s tag
line is, “Grow Big Dreams”
and Matt said, “We want to
grow to serve more kids.”
Admitting more students to
the program would be a win
win for both Young Scholars
and school districts. They are
in discussion to expand to
other school districts.
In January Young Scholars
LSWXIHXLI½VWXIZIV+VS[
Big Dreams Celebration
Dinner. The dinner
celebrated Young Scholar
students and reached out to
the community to get people
on campus and aware of the
program. Having the public
involved is a key to growing
the program. The annual

average cost to provide the
Young Scholars program is
approximately $1,500 per
student. The primary funding
sources are Utica College,
the Utica City School
District and the New York
State Liberty Partnerships
Program. The future of the
program depends on the
community’s support. With
community organizations
and individuals, including
the Community Foundation
of Herkimer and Oneida
Counties contributing the
future of the program is
bright. It is through these
donations and national grants
that Matt hopes to grow the
Young Scholars program.
Matt said, “Young Scholars
are engaged. They are taking
academics to a whole new
level.”
Pamela Matt, said, “The
TVSKVEQMHIRXM½IWERHXEOIW
a risk on a child. It starts in
6th grade and helps them
become the person they
want to be.” For more
information or how you can
help grow big dreams go to:
utica.edu/yslpp, follow them
on Facebook: Young Scholars
LLP of Utica or call: (315)
792-3237 
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Dusty Lee Elmer
By Al Dorantes
My son watches a lot of
YouTube. A lot. He’s also
on Instagram and all other
sorts of social media as
modern kids tend to be. I
was surprised when he
showed me a video of a guy
plucking away at a banjo.
“That’s interesting.” I said.
“Yeah. He’s local too.”
Sure enough, Dusty Lee
Elmer is a local guy, from
Clinton, New York, who
excels at playing the banjo.
Dusty got into bluegrass
about 11 years ago at
a bluegrass festival. The
½VWXXLMRKXLEXGEYKLXLMW
ear was the Dobro. The
Dobro’s horizontal setup

is similar to the banjo and
has many similar right hand
movements like the banjo.

featured instrument for the
Avett Brothers as well as
Mumford & Sons. Award
winning Mumford & Sons
scored a number one album
on the Billboard charts in
2015 and their popularity
and sales are creating a new
generation of bluegrass fans
and potential new banjo
players.

Dusty found an old banjo
that was laying around the
LSYWI,IWXEVXIH½HHPMRK
with it and started playing
Scruggs style banjo. Earl
Scruggs, the Godfather of
banjo playing, perfected
and popularized the 3
½RKIVWX]PISJFERNSTMGOMRK
that became known as
Scruggs style. Dusty
eventually switched to the
clawhammer banjo style.
He said, “I liked the sound
and how it makes me feel.”
The big difference that
separates clawhammer
style from most other
styles of banjo play is the
direction of picking. Most

other traditional banjo
picking styles including folk,
bluegrass and guitar use an
up-picking motion of the
½RKIVW[LMPIXLIXLYQF
picks downward. This
WX]PIMWI\IQTPM½IHMRXLI
Scruggs style of banjo play.
In clawhammer the motions
are essentially reversed
using a down-picking style.
In the process the player’s
hand assumes a claw-like
shape while the strumming
½RKIVMWI\XIRHIH[LMGL
resembles a claw hammer
and gives the style its name.
In clawhammer playing the
FEGOWSJETPE]IV´W½RKIVREMPW

do the heavy lifting as all
the down-picks are hit with
XLIFEGOSJXLI½RKIVREMP
Clawhammer is a highly
rhythmic style of banjo play
but also includes melody,
harmony and percussion.
Dusty said, “Banjo is an
expressive instrument.
People hear banjo but it’s
not always played correctly
in the right style.” Dusty
is a Deering banjo artist
ambassador and spends a
great deal of time picking at
Deering strings.
&ERNSW[MXL½RKIVFSEVHW
and tuning pegs started

appearing in the Caribbean
as early as the 17th century.
In the 1830’s the banjo
popped up on the minstrel
stage. The instrument soon
became popular in music
halls and it has been a staple
in minstrel music, old time
tunes, country music, and of
course, bluegrass.
Dusty said, “Everybody
plays guitar but banjo takes
time. You have to immerse
yourself in the music to
learn the right way to play.”
The banjo is seeing a bit
of a resurgence in popular
culture. The banjo is a

With the popularity of
the banjo, Dusty and a
small group of talented
bluegrassers are considering
VIGSVHMRKE±½IPHVIGSVHMRK²
style record. Field
recordings are documentary
style recordings done in
XLI½IPH8LIWIPS[XIGL
recordings were done
originally to document oral
presentations. Imagine
hearing Dusty Lee Elmer
cranking out some
clawhammer tunes in a
natural setting.
Mark Twain once said, “A
gentleman is someone who
knows how to play the
banjo and doesn’t.” Dusty
Lee Elmer is a gentleman
who plays the banjo and
plays it well. Dusty Lee
Elmer posts new videos
of him plucking the banjo
on Instagram and YouTube.
Follow him on Instagram: @
dustyleeelmer or watch full
length videos on YouTube:
Old-Time Banjer. 

The meaning of Good Friday
Good Friday is a Christian holiday that is celebrated every
year on the Friday preceding Easter Sunday. Good Friday
GSQQIQSVEXIWXLIGVYGM½\MSRSJ.IWYW'LVMWXERHLMWHIEXL
EX'EPZEV]XLIPSGEXMSRSYXWMHISJ.IVYWEPIQ´W[EPPW[LIVI
XLIGVYGM½\MSRXSSOTPEGI
Though Good
Friday is considered a holiday
and is a legal
holiday in many
countries across
the globe, the
commemoration
is not characterized by the festive atmosphere
many holidays
inspire. In fact, in
the fourth century, the Apostolic
Constitutions
described Good
Friday as a day
of mourning
and prayer. In
addition, many
Christians fast on Good Friday, eating only one full meal and
two smaller meals that do not add up to a full meal.
Christians believe that commemorating the death of Christ
LIPTWXSVIQMRHXLIQSJXLIWEGVM½GIWXLEX'LVMWXQEHIERH
the human sin that contributed to his death.

The observance of Good Friday has existed for centuries.
According to Catholic Online, the Catholic Church does not
celebrate Mass on Good Friday, though church services held
on Good Friday correspond to the divisions of a traditional
Mass. These services include the Liturgy of the Word, during
[LMGLXLI4EWWMSRSJ.IWYW'LVMWXMWVIEHXLIMRXIVGIWWSV]
TVE]IVWJSVEPPTISTPIMRGPYHMRKRSR'LVMWXMERWXLI:IRIVEXMSRSJXLI'VSWWHYVMRK[LMGLXLIGVYGM½\MWYRZIMPIHXS
XLIGSRKVIKEXMSRERHXLI,SP]'SQQYRMSR(YVMRKXLIWI
services, the church organ and bells are silent.
Good Friday is one of the holiest days of the year for
Christians across the globe. This year Good Friday is celebrated on March 25. 

March 25
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Jay&Nick or Nick&Jay

Progressive bluegrass duo stand and deliver
By Carly Proulx
Above left, Jay on the mandolin
and Nick on guitar.
When I decided to write
about the progressive
bluegrass musical duo
Jay&Nick or Nick&Jay
I seized the occasion,
determining a warm dose
of live music on one of the
coldest winter nights of
2016 in Central NY was
a simple bare necessity. I’d
seen these two play before,
and knew it would be a
high energy show of foot
stomping, arm swinging, and
hip shaking. Validating my
“in the know” predictions
an hour north of Utica, 108
Forge Street in Thendara,
NY, tucked approximately
75 feet behind the tracks
of the Adirondack Scenic
Railroad on a Friday night
was in fact great bourbon,
an even better atmosphere,
and precisely what my
music doctor would deem
medicinal.
Harboring the charismatic
duo the Wakely’s Speak
Easy at the Van Auken’s
Inne was telling no lies on
their website when they
advertised it as “one of the
ADK’s best kept secrets.”
Originally built back in 1891
the three-story inn stands
today as it did after its last
renovation in 1988, with its
pillared porch; fantastically
Victorian. Current owners
and musically inclined
enthusiasts Jim and Susan
Moore, along with son
Andrew took over the
historic trove back in
October, 2014, and have
done exceedingly well to
create a down home indoor

hospitality while the outside,
bearing semblance to a
whole other era makes the
uproariously tuneful nightlife
of Wakely’s a must on the
list of transcendent getaways.
Playing up at Wakely’s just
about every Friday they can
Jay Barady referred to it as
a sort of musical clubhouse
for him and band mate Nick
Piccininni. Though clear to
me when Jim and Andrew
jumped on the band’s
wagon for a jam session
both Piccininni, and Barady
spoke highly their level of
fondness and appreciation of
the Moore family.
Upon arrival, after just
looking around some the

good vibes came on strong
as I heard the sweet ping of
the mandolin, and the steady
rhythm of guitar meet in
uniform the tempo of my
pulse. Underground the
inn these two had enough
energy to knock the best
bourbon for miles down
from their shelf life to the
KVSYRH½PPMRKYTXLIIRXMVI
expanse of the room with
bluegrass breakdowns, and a
range of high and lonesome
to lower and more subdued
vocal harmonies. Consisting
SJ4MGGMRMRRMSRXLI½HHPI
banjo, guitar, and vocals, and
Barady on vocals plucking on
most anything with strings
their use of instrumentation
and skill is extensive. Jay’s
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Where words fail, music speaks.
~Hans Christian Andersen
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true love however, giving
one the impression he’s a
descendent of the great
David Grisman is his ye ole
faithful 1920 Gibson F4
mandolin. Having acquired
his beloved from a collector
back in ‘98 Barady informed
me he’d resurrected it from
50 years laid to rest in the
original owners wife’s closet.
The duo, well versed in
the art of dabbling plays
everything from early
traditional bluegrass to
bluegrass meets jam band
improvisation, rock &
roll, reggae, folk, and pop.
Combining a variety of
elements to showcase their
knack for musical originality
the two took turns in their
roles of musician captain
and co-captain throughout
the set. Nick dominated
XLI½HHPISRIQMRYXIERH
in the next breath Jay took
the lead as master on the
mandolin. The two describe
themselves a yin and yang,
LEZMRK½VWXQIX]IEVW
ago at a Bluegrass picking
pancake eating festival in
Stittville, NY where fate
would have them seated
next to one another. The
saying “opposites attract”
HI½RMXIP]LSPHWXVYISRE
musical level for these two,
and lucky for us they’ve

turned up the perfect
match. Before Nick met Jay
he was a home schooled
traditionalist from Vernon,
NY, and though possessed
the talent required of a
highly esteemed musician
hadn’t been exposed to
much music outside his life
on the farm save old school
bluegrass and country.
Barady, born and raised in
Utica, saw a raw talent in
then 14 year old Piccininni,
and was quick to take him
under his wing, turning his
new friend on to a whole
new world of existing
musical genres and bands
such as the world renowned
jam band the Grateful
Dead, and son of reggae
legend and member of
Ziggy Marley & the Melody
Makers Stephen Marley.
Barady, age 42 with 16
years on his picking partner
has been playing ever
since the July 4th Grateful
Dead show of ‘89 at Rich
Stadium in Buffalo, NY
when immediately after
enjoying the concert a
16 yr old Barady bribed
his brother’s friend with a
six pack of beer to teach
him guitar. Barady had
been in a few other bands
before Piccininni, one being
Woodenspoon which
formed in Utica back in
½VWXVIZIEPMRK.E]´W
QEMRQYWMGEPMR¾YIRGIWEW
the legendary Sam Bush,
Jerry Garcia, and David
Grisman. He’s had some

good runs, but it’s safe
to say Barady found his
musical match in Piccininni
back in 2009. “We’ve been
inseparable ever since,
but playing seriously for
about 5 of the 12” says Jay.
They’ve expressed a musical
telepathy after all these
years of playing together,
as they’re easily able to
guess which direction the
other wants to go with a

song, or which song the
other is thinking up next
in a set. As witness to their
chuckling on stage with no
more than a glance in the
others direction I’ll vouch
for the mind reading being
more than just a gig schtick.
Rendering the vocals and
instrumental talent to pay
some heart-rending tributes
to the bluegrass gods that
½VWXWTVIEHXLIKSSH[SVH
enthusiasm and fun are
nonetheless two words that
stand out most in my mind
when I think of a Jay&Nick
or Nick&Jay show.

Constantly seeking to
improve and stretch beyond
their capacity for hard work
and the skills they’ve thus
far achieved these two eat,
sleep, and drink for, and
because of this stuff. It’s
hard to imagine they have
time to actually accomplish
those three necessities in
the same day, but I suppose
that’s the mysterious fog
that lingers around any good
musician. Though they’ve
become a local act to look
forward to both Barady and
Piccinni are also members
of the Americana newgrass
band Floodwood. What
started out as a side project
for Barady and Moe band
members Al Schnier and
Vinnie Amico remains a
steadfast trio after Schnier’s
last year departure, with
Piccinni on guitar, banjo, and
vocals, Barady on mandolin

and vocals, and Amico on
drums.
If you haven’t checked out
either band, Floodwood is
currently on tour nationally,
and chances are Jay& Nick
or Nick& Jay, whichever you
prefer is soon to be playing
at a venue near you. So go
check them out on either
Facebook page, look for
dates, and better yet show
your support by coming out
to a show for some serious
musical entertainment and
fun provided by two very
seriously entertaining and
fun musicians. 
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Newlywed Records
By Al Dorantes

Mountain” is from Utica.
Their full length album will
be released in May, 2016.

Newlywed is an objectoriented record label
based in Utica, NY,
focusing on physical and
digital interactive listening
experiences, limited edition
releases, apparel and goods.
With their soul rooted in
pop music Newlywed is
ready to rock.
The Newlywed team
consists of 3 local artists
who have come together
to create music and art in
Utica. The Newlywed team
is; Shannon Stockbridge:
design/art director, Zeno
Pittarelli: owner, founder,
and musician, and Rebecca
Turner: photography and
musical artist. Zeno said,
“I would not be doing
this without Shannon or
Rebecca. I needed people
I trust involved.” Zeno has
been recording and playing
in bands since high school
days. After high school he
went on numerous tours
and cut some records with
smaller labels.
Newlywed’s process starts
like many other labels with
the song. Zeno believes
that the song has to be
strong. Once they have the
song dialed in they record
with an engineer. After
the song is recorded Zeno
mixes the tune. Newlywed
then decides how to release
the music. Will it be a digital,
streaming song or some
physical media? Once the
format is determined comes
the tricky part; marketing
and advertising. Newlywed
utilizes most of the social
media platforms from
Facebook, to Twitter to
Instagram.
Newlywed sets itself apart
from other record labels by
being an object based label.
Zeno Pittarelli explained,
“rather than just traditional
media we like to release
tangible objects that relate
to the music - like a puzzle.”
Some of Newlywed’s object
ideas include; perfume, make
your own pizza, and more.
The driving idea behind the
objects accompanying the
music is limited edition. The
objects are exclusive; short
lived.
Zeno Pittarelli explained
that they decided on the
name, “Newlywed” because
it is optimistic sounding. The
label is looking towards the
future, with an interesting
stable of artists their
projects are sure to be hits.

With their hearts set in
the music and their eye
on the future Newlywed
is planning a number of
events in April and May, not
necessarily set to coincide
with album releases. With
these unannounced projects
in progress keep checking
their social media. For
more information go to:
www.newlywed.info or
follow them on Facebook:
Newlywed 

Newlywed Records, from left, Shannon Stockbridge, design/art director; Zeno Pittarelli, owner, founder, and musician; and Rebecca Turner,
photography and musical artist.
“Exit Post” is an artist from
New York City specializing
in J-pop. J-pop is a musical
style that originated in
Japan in the 1990’s. The pop
style combines traditional
Japaneese music with pop
rock. Exit Post is 1/2 English
1/2 Japaneese and will be
released as a photo book
with a photo album with
pictures of a trip that the

artist, Ken Herman made to
Japan.
“Sleep Storm” is Rebecca
Turner from New Hartford.
She is releasing electronic
pop singles in April.
Rebecca describes her
music as “tunes to steal your
heart.” Check Newlywed’s
website for details.
“Anthony and The
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Rusty Doves

-a duo true to their roots
By Carly Proulx
It’s been 9 years since
Alyssa Stock and Jerry
Dee met at one of Adam
Spiritalousy’s parties at
the Residents center, at
the time a local enclave
for artists in the Utica, NY
area to conspire with other
like minded innovators.
Getting their wings wet
back in 2007 while staying

local playing open mics the
progressive duo consisting
of Stock on mandolin,
and Dee on upright bass
have since developed a
strong musical repertoire
in Swing, Bluegrass and
Jazz in Central NY. Known
for playing everywhere
from street corners to
local venues, charity events,
private parties, festivals, and
weddings these two have
been stretching musical

genres for years to ground
themselves an authentic
musical staple of the
community.
The Doves, having grown
up in the Mohawk valley
region, commonly referred
to as part of the rust belt is
how Dee and Stock came
up with the name Rusty
Doves, and in honoring
the majority of their song
choices being rooted up
rusty from a bygone era
it seems a proper one,

FI½XXMRKRSFP]SJFSXLXLIMV
musically rich backgrounds.
I’ve had the pleasure of
seeing the duo perform
more than a handful of
times, and continuously
remain in awe of their
musical abilities, their choice
of rarely heard covers, and
their raw adaption and
delivery of traditional songs
in concordance with each
their own creative skill sets.
%VVERKMRKWSRKWXS½XXLIMV
style, songs such as “What’ll
I do” by one of the greatest
composers and songwriters
in American history, not to
QIRXMSRELIEZ]MR¾YIRGI
of the Doves Irving Berlin
the duo perform a great
justice in keeping alive and
reigniting a romance once
so divine in certain decades
of the 20th century, lending
their performances to a time
that came before us, a time
perhaps when everyone you
knew wore a permanent
halo of cigarette smoke, and
ashes burned steadily atop
pianos.
Quoted as having said
“good artists borrow, great
artists steal” it’s hard to
argue with Picasso after
hearing the ringing of these
words true at a Doves show.
Shakespeare is said to have
stolen entire scenes from
other writers for his own
plays, and in this same vein
the Doves duo are our
beloved local thieves. We
all know originality is quite
hard to come by these days
as every thought and every
idea has been thought, and
done once before. And
WS-´QE½VQFIPMIZIVXLEX
stealing in art is unavoidable,
and that if you embrace
this you can make room for
new creations of art. This is
precisely what the Doves
have done. They’ve taken
the best of the past, and
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Fun ways kids can celebrate St. Patrick’s Day

St. Patrick’s Day is a time
of year when everyone gets
to celebrate Irish heritage,
no matter what your actual
heritage might be! Many of
the festivities surrounding
St. Patrick’s Day are geared
toward adults. However, any
celebration can be customized to include enjoy-

able activities for younger
celebrants.
Have the party start earlier
in the day and cater to all
age groups. Later on the
children may retire to bed
or be under the care of
babysitters while the adults
continue the revelry.
Here are some other ideas

for success.
* Children are more well
behaved when they have
something to keep them
occupied, so organize games
and activities to keep their
attention. Instead of an
“egg hunt,” which would be
an Easter activity, borrow
from the theme and hide
leprechaun treasures around
the house. Send children
SREWGEZIRKIVLYRXXS½RH
chocolate gold coins or
other treats.
* Enlist the help of children
with refreshments. They can
help whip up a batch of Irish
soda bread or a green-frosted cake. Purchase M&M(R)
candies and have children
sort out the yellow and
green ones for festive candy
dishes.
* Create a specialized bev-

Rusty Doves from previous
spun it with their own unique musical
pallets to give the listener a novelty taste
of antiquity. But like any and all good artists
the Doves started out with a blank canvas,
ERHIEGL[MXLXLIMVS[RMR¾YIRGIWLEZI
found a set of tools and strengths to paint
themselves who we know and love as the
Rusty Doves.
Before her fourth year away at college
believe it or not, right around the same
time she met Dee, Stock hadn’t touched a
mandolin, let alone picked up an instrument.
,S[IZIV(SZIWWMRKIV7XSGO½VWXLSRIH
her vocal skills when attending high school
in Little Falls where 9th grade French
teacher Sue Bladek was teaching more
than one language for students to attain
¾YIRG]MR&PEHIOEPSGEPQYWMGMERERHWMRKIV
songwriter has been playing for years, and
recently celebrated her accomplishments at
a CD release party at Mohawk Valley Center
of the Arts in Little Falls where she played
and sang alongside former student Stock.
Taking her lunches in Bladek’s classroom
Stock soon brought along friend Lesley
/YFMGEXSHE]EPSGEP¾YXMWXERHWMRKIVXSNSMR
in on the harmonizing. The three of them
would form the band Wana Wake’, singing
Acapella, and performing a wide variety of
world music including but not limited to
African, Celtic, and Bulgarian at local coffee
shops, and other local venues. Through
Bladek Stock was also exposed to bluegrass,
folk, and many other musical genres and
styles. Being that there is only so far one
can go with Acapella Stock exclaimed her
urge to learn the mandolin in college came
from the sheer need to accompany her
powerhouse vocals, and during this time
she’d simultaneously discover her love of old
20’s and 30’s jazz.
Jerry Dee would have a childhood head
start on his band mate, essentially born with
chord progressions pumping through his
blood. In the 60’s and 70’s Dee’s grandfather,
Arthur Dischiavo, owned a restaurant and
local hot spot for jazz next to the Stanley
Theater in Utica. As a family oriented
business Dee’s father was the bar-tender,
and gramps along with Dee’s uncle Art Jr.
th h f Th
ll h
dh d d

of “Playbills” collected over the years from
performances, as the Stanley had packed
many a national and international act onto
its stage. These acts ranged from Broadway
shows, musical acts, ballets, Chinese acrobats,
and many more in which Jerry attended
with his family. It wasn’t unusual for the
performers to make their way over to the
restaurant where they’d wet their whistles
[MXLWTMVMXWERH½PPXLIMVFIPPMIW[MXLJSSH
before autographing the Playbills. Eventually
donated by Dee’s father it was these same
Playbills that found their way into the
Stanley archives. Often times Dee’s greatgrandfather who played the guitar would
lead the family in song, and it wasn’t long
before the musical torch was passed to
Dee’s father who kept the theme of family
chorus recurring, only he’d corral them on
the piano. Dee grew up listening to his dad
on the piano, as well as his father’s extensive
vinyl record collection of jazz in which he’d
come to inherit, along with family heirloom
from Dee’s mother’s side, a 1924 Steinway
Model M. Dee’s dad was self taught on the
piano, playing for hours that turned into
days, and back then saw the success of his
band The Premiers who landed a spot on
a variety show, The Ted Mack show. Jerry
would sit by his dad at the piano in attempts
to better train his ear, and with a simple 12
bar blues pattern Jerry would listen, repeat,
and learn.
Certainly these two have come a long
way from home, yet stay true to their roots,
ERHXLSWIMR[LMGLMR¾YIRGIHXLIMVQYWMGEP
work ethic, and inspired their ingenuity in
the art of making music. Dee’s dedication
to his instrument is always ‘from the hip,’
ETTEVIRXEWXLIFEWWXSRIW½PPYT[LEXIZIV
room they’re playing, and the steadiness of
its rhythm carries the weight, keeping the
anchor line of song intact. In this same way
Stock permeates any venue with a voice that
is sure to make your heart stop, your tears
run dry, and your pulse quicken. If you’ve
yet to check them out, or are interested in
booking them for an upcoming gig send an
email to rustydoves@yahoo.com or check
out the Rusty Doves Facebook page. What
the worlds need now is Doves sweet Doves,

erage that children will enjoy.
It’s easy to make a bowl of
punch with a few ingredients. Mix seltzer water with
a green- or yellow-hued fruit
punch. Float spoonfuls of
lime sherbet on top, which
will gradually melt into the
punch. Spoon into green
plastic cups.
* Children enjoy pinatas
because they get to break
XLIQSTIRERH½RHXLI
treasure inside. Purchase a
treasure chest, shamrock or
another pinata shape that
will tie into your theme.
Fill with stickers, gold coins,
candy, and other St. Patrick’s
Day items.
* Be sure to have foods on
hand that children will enjoy.
Anything can be turned
festive with a hint of green
food coloring. Tint macaroni
and cheese green and serve
in little bowls. Color biscuit
dough and wrap around
mini frankfurters for clever
“pigs in a blanket.” Serve
chicken strips with greenhued mashed potatoes. Cut
sandwiches into four-leaf
clovers with the appropriate
cookie cutter. Think creatively to put smiles on the faces
of children. Even adults may

appreciate the creativity put
into food and beverages.
People of all ages and cultures gather together for St.
Patrick’s Day festivities. Help

everyone to feel welcome
by catering to the needs of
party guests of all ages.
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See where the area’s
BEST Fish Fries and
Lenten specials are on
the next few pages

The Duende of Lent
By Lisa Lauritsen
Lent is a season of prayer, fasting, alms
giving, and self denial. Make no mistake it’s
a solemn and austere time that reminds us
spiritual resurrection, or any kind of rebirth,
GERRSXLETTIRFIJSVIWEGVM½GIMRXLMWGEWI
a death to old ways. In attempt to better
understand this concept we abandon our
comfort ridden pleasures in order to make
more room in our lives for god. A severe
Lenten practice is as satisfying as eating a
plain slice of bread after having nothing but
sweets for days. It heightens our awareness
of subtle complexities we may otherwise
XEOIJSVKVERXIH-X´WE½PPMRKERHGSQTPIXI
satisfaction.
The season kicks off with Ash Wednesday
when we are anointed with palm ash, often
in the shape of a cross, though I’ve had the
luck of receiving something more akin to a
Rorschach test these past few years which
may lend added meaning depending on
the onlooker. The entire day my mind sings,
“Dust in the Wind”, by Kansas, appropriate
and not a bad tune. The season reaches its
crescendo during our most sacred evening
SJXLI]IEV)EWXIV:MKMPEKSVKISYWGIVIQSR]
XLEXWLSYPHFII\TIVMIRGIH½VWXLERHERH
not by my words alone.

Throughout most of the year I drift
from places of warmth to things of near
immediate pleasure, as long as it doesn’t
involve too much effort. I’m an okay person.
I’m pretty nice to other people. I volunteer
[LIR-LEZIXMQI8LMWMWRSXEPMJIEJ½VQMRK
existence. There’s no “Duende” as the
7TERMWLWE]XLEXJIIPMRKSJ±VE[TVMQMXMZI
tempestuous energy, a vulnerability to
inspiration burning in the bloodstream,” as
HI½RIHF]8IWWE&MIPIGOMMRLIVFSSO
Holy Daring, (musings on Saint Theresa of
%ZMPE 8LIWEGVM½GI[IQEOIGEPPWYWMRXS
a wilderness of unanticipated adventure
and burning transformation where we are
called to face temptation head on. It doesn’t
seem to matter what you give up: chocolate,
*EGIFSSO]SYVGS^]GSXXEKIJSVEGEZIIEGL
WEGVM½GIMRLIVIRXP]XEOIWSRXLIGYVMSYWRIWW
of forbidden fruit. Each year I fail to be any
more creative than something that seems
easy and every year I’m humbled.
There are other ways to think of lent.
Some choose to do more of something,
say eating more vegetables or making new
friends, but whatever you do, if you don’t
JIIPEKVIEXIVGPSWIRIWWXLEXTYPPF]ER
unseen hook, you’re probably still yet too
comfortable. 

Veggie Lasagna recipe on our facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/TheCountryEditor/
Come late winter, diners
may notice more meatfree selections available on
restaurant menus. That’s
thanks to the Lenten season
that precedes Easter Sunday.
During Lent, Christians
traditionally abstain from
eating meat on Fridays. Lent
is an ideal time for men
and women looking to get

healthier to include more
vegetables, whole grains
and seafood in their diets.
Try substituting ground beef
with tofu, and incorporate
vegetables where meat
may be used. For example,
layer lasagna with slices of
^YGGLMRMMRWXIEHSJ½PPMRKMX
with sausage. Plus, eat more
½WL6IWIEVGLWLS[WXLEX

½WLLMKLMRSQIKEJEXX]
acids decreases the risk of
abnormal heartbeats, which
can lead to sudden cardiac
HIEXL3QIKEJEXX]EGMHW
also decrease triglyceride
levels, slow the growth rate
of atherosclerotic plaque
and lower blood pressure.
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See where the area’s
BEST Fish Fries and
Lenten specials are on
the next few pages

Veteran’s Supply Drive Military Truck

By Al Dorantes
;LEXMWKVIIRERHGEQSY¾EKILEW
[LIIPWERHMWKSMRKXSGSPPIGXJSSHGPSXLMRK
ERHQSRIXEV]HSREXMSRWJSVZIXIVERW
EGVSWWXLI1SLE[O:EPPI]#8LIERW[IVMW
8LI:IXIVER´W7YTTP](VMZI1MPMXEV]8VYGO
8LI:IXIVER´W7YTTP](VMZI1MPMXEV]8VYGO
MWXLIFVEMRGLMPHSJ)\TVIWW)QTPS]QIRX
4VSJIWWMSREPWERH]SY[MPPFIMRKWIIMRKXLI
XVYGOEPPSZIVXLI1SLE[O:EPPI]MRXLI
GSQMRKQSRXLW
7IZIVEPQSRXLWEKS)\TVIWW)QTPS]QIRX
4VSJIWWMSREPWTYVGLEWIHEQMPMXEV]ZILMGPI
ERHVIGSRHMXMSRIHMXJSVXLITYVTSWISJ
VEMWMRKE[EVIRIWWSJZIXIVERW´RIIHWLIVI
MRXLI1SLE[O:EPPI])\TVIWWNSMRIHJSVGIW
with First Source Federal Credit Union to
WXEVXXLI:IXIVERW´7YTTP](VMZIMRMXMEXMZI
8LIX[SSVKERM^EXMSRWEPMKRIH[MXLWIZIVEP
EHHMXMSREPGSVTSVEXITEVXRIVWMRGPYHMRKXLI
9XMGE'SQIXW7MXVMR,IEPXLGEVI'%&:-ERH
% 41EWXIV-QEKIWXSPEYRGLXLIMRMXMEXMZI
8LI:IXIVER´W7YTTP](VMZI1MPMXEV]8VYGO
[MPPFIYXMPM^IHXSGSPPIGXJSSHGPSXLMRKERH
QSRIXEV]HSREXMSRWJSVZIXIVERWEGVSWWXLI
1SLE[O:EPPI]EW[IPPEWVEMWIE[EVIRIWWSJ
important programs and resources that are
EZEMPEFPIJSVZIXIVERWLIVIMRSYVVIKMSR%PP
TVSGIIHWJVSQ8LI:IXIVER´W7YTTP](VMZI
[MPPWYTTSVXXLI*IIH3YV:IXWSVKERM^EXMSR
The Central NY Veterans’ Outreach
'IRXIVERH7MXVMR,IEPXLGEVI´s Veterans’
6ILEFMPMXEXMSRTVSKVEQW

SJ)\TVIWW)QTPS]QIRX4VSJIWWMSREPW
I\TPEMRIHXLEXXLI][ERXIHXSHSWSQIXLMRK
QIERMRKJYP[MXLXLIMVQEVOIXMRKFYHKIX
“We’re trying to do as much good as
TSWWMFPI[MXLXLMWMRMXMEXMZI²LIWEMH
'EPEFVIWII\TPEMRIHXLEXMXXSSOEFSYX
QSRXLWXS½RHZILMGPI8LIFMKXVYGO
GEQIJVSQEQMPMXEV]WYVTPYWMR1EV]PERH
'EPEFVIWIWEMH±;ILEZIHMJJIVIRX
IZIRXWEPVIEH]WGLIHYPIH4ISTPI[MPPWII
XLIXVYGOERH[MPP[ERXXSHSREXI²8LI
:IXIVER´W7YTTP](VMZI1MPMXEV]8VYGO[MPP
QEOIETTIEVERGIWEXGSQQYRMX]IZIRXW
TEVEHIWERHZIXIVERWTVSKVEQWXLVSYKLSYX
XLI]IEV8LIMV½VWXIZIRX[MPPFI1EVGLXL
EXXLI9XMGE'SQIXWLSQIKEQI8LI9XMGE
'SQIXWERH:IXIVERW7YTTP](VMZITEVXRIVW
EVIEWOMRKXLEXJERWFVMRKEGERRIHKSSH
SVRSRTIVMWLEFPIJSSHMXIQXSLIPT½PPXLI
XVYGO8LIMVKSEPMWXSGSPPIGXJSSH
MXIQWJSVXLI*IIH3YV:IXWSVKERM^EXMSRMR
9XMGE
)\TVIWW)QTPS]QIRX4VSJIWWMSREPW*MVWX
7SYVGI*IHIVEP'VIHMX9RMSRERHXLIMV
partners are proud SJXLIMVRI[QMWWMSR
XSLIPTXLIZIXIVERWSJSYVGSQQYRMX]
Calabrese said that the organizations that
[MPPFIRI½XJVSQXLIXVYGOEVII\GMXIH
FIGEYWIXLI]EVIKIXXMRKEHHMXMSREPLIPT
&YWMRIWWIWERHMRHMZMHYEPWEVIEWOMRK±,S[
GER[ILIPT#²*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRSVXS
donate go to: [[[I\TVIWWQSLE[OZEPPI]
comSVGEPP  

.SLR'EPEFVIWIS[RIVERH4VIWMHIRX

For more information or to donate to the
Veteran’s Supply Drive go to:

www.expressmohawkvalley.com
or call: (315) 790-5723
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Cracking egg myths in time for Easter
See where the area’s
BEST Fish Fries and
Lenten specials are on
the next few pages

“

Easter is meant to be a symbol of hope,
renewal, and new life. ~Janine di Giovanni
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Easter eggs are a centerpiece of many family
traditions come Easter Sunday. Easter eggs symbolize
fertility and rebirth to some,
but many people associate
Easter eggs with youngsters
scouring the yard in search
of treasure.
Whether Easter eggs are
associated with secular
or religious beliefs, these
colorful staples of Easter
Sunday are an integral part
of springtime holiday decor
and celebrations. Certain
misconceptions about Easter
eggs have developed over
time, and the following are
some of the more common
myths about Easter eggs that
have made the rounds.
Myth: Easter eggs are safe
to eat after your egg hunt
is over.
Fact: Hard-boiled eggs
generally remain safe to
eat at room temperature
for about two hours. If the
temperature outside or indoors is very warm, the eggs
should be eaten within one
hour. People risk food-borne
illnesses if they consume
Easter eggs that have been
left out for several hours
or overnight. It is better to
dispose of colored eggs after
the annual egg hunt or at
least keep hard-boiled eggs
refrigerated until the hunt
begins.
Myth: It is unsafe to eat
all dyed Easter eggs.
Fact: Whether dyed eggs
are safe or not depends on
the type of dye used. Many
kits use vegetable-based
dyes that are food-safe.
These same pigments are
used in traditional food
coloring. Even if the dye has
penetrated beneath the
shell, it should still be safe
for consumption. Kits for

blown-out eggs may use
dyes that are not food-safe.
Also, people who are allergic
to certain food dyes might
want to avoid eating dyed
eggs.
Myth: Pastel-colored eggs
have long-rooted religious
WMKRM½GERGI
Fact: An Easter egg hunt
is a tradition that originated
with pagan spring festivals.
But like many pagan practices, Easter egg hunting was
eventually adopted by Christians and assigned religious
WMKRM½GERGI-RXLI3VXLSdox and Eastern Catholic
Churches, Easter eggs are
dyed red to represent the
blood of Christ shed on the
cross. The hard shell of the
egg symbolizes the sealed
Tomb of Christ for many.
In A.D. 1610 under Pope
Paul V, the Christian Church
SJ½GMEPP]EHSTXIHXLI)EWXIV
egg custom that the eggs
symbolize the resurrection.

Myth: An Easter egg roll
is an American tradition.
Fact: In Germany, England
and other countries, children
traditionally rolled eggs
down hillsides at Easter. This
practice may have initially
symbolized the rolling away
of the rock from Jesus
Christ’s tomb before his resurrection. When European
immigrants arrived in North
America, they brought these
Easter egg traditions with
XLIQ3RISJXLIQSVI
popular Easter egg rolls of
modern day takes place
on the White House lawn,
where children push an egg
through the grass with a
long-handled spoon. Some
say this tradition was established by Dolly Madison in
1814.
Myth: A raw egg will
stand on end during the
spring equinox.
Fact: It is believed that
because the sun is equidistant from the south and
north poles on the spring
equinox, special gravitational
forces apply on this day.
These forces should make
it possible to balance an
egg on its end only on this
day. However, eggs can be
balanced at other times of
the year. Perhaps instead
of hiding eggs for Easter,
families may choose to hold
egg-balancing competitions.
Easter eggs are a lasting
tradition and one of the
more popular symbols of
the holiday. Although many
myths surround Easter eggs,
the truth is just waiting to
be unhatched. 
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The Ice Doctor is in

Bruce Weaver operating the Zamboni to insure a smooth surface.
By Troy Bishopp
Hamilton, N.Y. – At the
crack of dawn, on a frosty
February morn, many
farmers tend to livestock in
the comfort of a barn. For
Madison County native and
farm boy, Bruce Weaver,
the pre-dawn routine
means heading to Colgate
University’s Starr Rink and
tending to a crack of a
different sort. As the hockey
rink vernacular goes, the Ice
Doctor is in.
Bruce is part of an
employee coalition of 20

groundskeepers and facilities
personnel trained to make
and maintain the 85’ x 200’
frozen slab in the Campus’s
iconic 2,600-seat hockey
rink named for John Howard
Starr, coach of the hockey
team from 1936 to 1950,
and home to the Division 1
Colgate University Raiders
men’s and women’s ice
hockey teams.
Monikers for Weaver’s
craft range from “rink rats
to ice wizards and frozen
aqua engineers.” This cold
job deserves some serious
reverence because it’s not as

easy as shoveling off a pond
and lacing them up. Weaver,
[LSMWE½ZI]IEVZIXIVER
groomer of the ice, got
his start from apprenticing
with Colgate’s Bill Northy.
“There’s a progression of
learning from studying a
manual (Yep, there’s an icemaking O&M) to walking
the surface noticing the
subtleties of the surface
ERH½REPP]STIVEXMRKXLI
Zamboni to make game
ice. Practice makes perfect
and I’ve had a lot of it,” says
Weaver.

skaters look forward to.

The intricate coils of piping
and refrigerant within the
slab of concrete, allows the
facility to make ice, even
in June. Bruce likes his ice
about an inch thick and
uses infrared technology to
monitor zones from end
to end to assure a quality,
level playing surface. This
is where his friend, “The
Zamboni” tractor comes in
to help him make smooth
ice and also maintain it.

The Zamboni-ists all have
a different style and driving
strategy on how they
navigate the slippery slab.
“We are all ambassadors
for Colgate sports and
some even wear tuxedos
and are showmen for the
fans between periods,”
commented Weaver. The
ice doctors also maintain
the boards and Plexiglas
from all the pucks and body
checking. They work with
referees on the goal netting
and crease placement and
ice issues during a game.

1YGLPMOIE½IPHGSQFMRI
the Zamboni (named after
inventor and ice-maker,
Frank Zamboni) has a
seriously sharp 10 degree
blade that scrapes the ice
surface into a series of
EYKIV¾MKLXWHITSWMXMRK
the shavings into a hopper.
Depending on the surface
and practice schedule of
the day, the Zamboni’s cold
[EXIVW]WXIQMWYWIHXS½PP
cracks and make new ice
while the 140 degree water
and rear mop squeegee is
used to seal the surface and
give it the nice shiny sheen

Weaver and his fellow icewhisperers have a robust
daily schedule from 6am to
nearly midnight after some
big games. “We do ice
making and maintenance
usually before 9am and then
the hockey practice sessions,
½KYVIWOEXMRKERHMRHMZMHYEP
coaching happen almost
every couple of hours. This
means we are resurfacing
the ice several times per day
for 10 minutes around the
rink,” said Weaver.

You might say the hockey
rink is a labor of love
because Weaver gets to
regularly eat lunch with his
[MJI%WLPI][LSWISJ½GIMW
around the corner within
the Reid Athletic Complex.
“Hockey is our game,”
says the diehard New
York Ranger’s couple. This
passion for the ice is also
extending to their young
son, Jack who is practicing
his slap-shot on the kitchen
¾SSVERHFIGSQMRKE½\XYVI

Bruce Weaver, exams the surface to determine maintenance decisions
for the ice surface.
at most local sporting
events with his parents and
grandparents.
&VYGIMWJYP½PPMRKEPIKEG]
to steward the hallowed
ground that Coach “Howie”
Starr championed during
his 15 year hockey career
and 40 year member of the
Colgate University faculty.
The rink seated within the
Reid Athletic Center is
on its farewell tour of ice
operation giving way to a
new adjacent Class of 1965
arena and athletics facility,
opening in October 2016.

Weaver concedes there
are a lot of good hockey
memories and traditions
within the arched walls
but he sees exciting
opportunities at the new
facility too. “It will be great
for the next generations of
student-athletes and the
community. I’m excited
to be part of the Colgate
University family that
supports this vision for the
future.”
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Retro Fitness

-A lot more than a workout area

EDITOR

First Love
By Joe Parzych

I\IVXMSRWS-WTIPPIHLMQ
[LIRLIKSX[MRHIH3RI
HE]EJXIVEZMKSVSYWWTIPPSR
HIGMHIHXSXIEQYTXSKIXLIVERHHSWSQIXLMRKKVIEX
²

By Daniel Baldwin
-½VWXQIX&EVSRE[LIR
XLIWE[-WEXSYXSJWMKLX
SYVFEVRFYVRIHHS[R
%PSXSJGLEPPIRKIWWXSSHMRXLI[E]SJXLI&MGO´W½XRIWW
VIWXMRKMRXLIGSSPLSPISJ
GIRXIVGVIEXMSR/E]PE&MGOWEMHXLEX1SLE[O:EPPI]VIWMHIRXW ;I´HLEHEWTIPPSJFEHPYGO XLIYTIRHIHXVII[MXLQ]
%]IEVIEVPMIVELYVVMGERI
LEHRSGPYI[LEX6IXVS*MXRIWWLEWXSSJJIV[LMGLQEHIMX
FEGOEKEMRWXXLIFMKGMVGPI
PMJXIHSYVRIMKLFSV´WFEVR
LEVHXSEXXVEGXGYWXSQIVW
SJXVIIVSSXWERHHMVXSJ
VSSJEFSYXSVJIIX
±;LMPI6IXVS*MXRIWWEWEGSQTER]LEWFIIREVSYRHJSV
XLIWXYQT-XWXYGOYTIMKLX
MRXLIEMVGSQTPIXIP]MRXEGX
QSVIXLEREHIGEHI[IEVIERI[FVERHJSVXLIEVIE²WLI
JIIXMRXLIEMV;LIRXLI
[MXLXLIWPEXIVSSJEPP
WEMH±WSRSXQER]TISTPIORS[EFSYXYWERH[LEX[ISJJIV
WXYQT[EWNYWXMRGLIWJVSQ
TIVJIGXP]MRTPEGI;LIR
8LI]QE]XLMRO[IEVINYWXEK]Q[MXLSYXVIEPM^MRK[ILEZI
FIMRKWIZIVIHJVSQXLIXVII
XLIVSSJWXSTTIHVMWMRK
½XRIWWGPEWWIWGIVXM½IHTIVWSREPXVEMRIVWWQSSXLMIFEVERH
XVYROERHVIEH]XSJEPPFEGO
XLIXMQFIVWERHFSEVHWJIPP
WSQYGLQSVI)WXEFPMWLMRKSYVFYWMRIWWERHFVERHMWE
ETEVX7PEXIW¾YXXIVIHHS[R MRXSXLILSPIQ]JEXLIV
GLEPPIRKI[IKPEHP]I\GITX²
PSSOIHEVSYRH,IEWOIH
PMOIGSRJIXXM8LILYVVMGERI
±;LIVI´W.SI]#²,IRIEVP]
XLIRGEQIVEKMRKYTSRYW
LEHERSXLIVLIEVXEXXEGO
FPS[MRKEPPWSVXWSJHIFVMW
ELIEHSJMX8LI[MRHWTEVIH [LIRLIJSYRHQIWMXXMRK
MRXLILSPI[MXLQ]FEGO
SYVFEVRFYXPMJXIHSYV
XSXLIWXYQT[LMGL[EW
FMKLIRGSSTLMKLSJJXLI
KVSYRHPIXXMRKMXJEPPFEGOXS VIEH]XSWPEQFEGOHS[RXS
WUYEWLQIPMOIEFYK;LIR
IEVXLMRETMPISJWTPMRXIVIH
Retro Fitness is well stocked for your work out needs.
Q]TEVIRXWGYXXLIWXYQT
PYQFIV'SRXMRYMRKRSVXL
PSSWIJVSQXLIJEPPIRXVIIMX
XSE[SSHPSXEHNSMRMRKSYV
8LIVIEVILYRHVIHWSJ½XRIWWGIRXIVWERH[IMKLXVSSQW
¾MTTIHFEGOLMXXMRKWSLEVH
JEVQXLI[MRHYTVSSXIH
EVSYRHXLI97&YXRSXEPSXSJXLIQLEZIEGEVHMSQSZMI
XLIKVSYRHWLSSO1]JEXLIV
EPEVKIRYQFIVSJFMK
XLIEXIVEXERRMRKWXEXMSREJYPPWIVZMGITVSWLSTSVE
LIPHLMWLERHSZIVLMWLIEVX
TMRIXVIIWX[SSVXLVII
WQSSXLMIFEV6IXVS*MXRIWWE½XRIWWGIRXIVGSQTER]XLEX
ERHWLSSOLMWLIEH,I
JIIXMRHMEQIXIV¾EXXIRMRK
LEWSZIVPSGEXMSRWREXMSR[MHILEWXLIWIWSVXSJJIEXYVIW
XLIIRXMVIWXERHSJXVIIW HMHR´XWTIPPQISRXLIWE[
EW[IPPEWQER]½XRIWWGPEWWIWERHSRISRSRITIVWSREP
JSVXLIVIWXSJXLIHE]FYX
XVEMRMRK8LMW½XRIWWGIRXIVEPWSLEWWXEXISJXLIEVX[IMKLXW
WEXVIWXMRK
8LIZIV]RI\XWYQQIVSYV
[SVOSYXGEVHMSIUYMTQIRXERHFSH]FYMPHMRKWYTTPIQIRXW
FEVRGEYKLX½VI1]JEXLIV
A great smoothie bar!
6IXVS*MXRIWWMWHI½RMXIP]XLITIVJIGXTPEGIJSVTISTPIXS
3RGI[IKSXXLIPSKWGYX
LEHELIEVXEXXEGO½KLXMRK
[SVOSYXERHEXLPIXIWXSTVITEVIJSVERYTGSQMRKJSSXFEPP
[IPSEHIHXLIQSRXSSYV
XLI½VI8LIFEVRFYVRIH
FEWOIXFEPPWSGGIVSVLSGOI]KEQI&YXMXMWRSXXLISRP]
LSQIQEHIXVEMPIVTYPPIH
%PXLSYKLXLI&MGOJEQMP]SZIVGEQIXLIWIGLEPPIRKIWERH
XSXLIKVSYRH,IPE]MR
XLMRKXLMWWXSVILEWXSSJJIV6IWMHIRXWHSRSXLEZIXS
F]EXVEGXSVQEHIJVSQE
XLIMVFYWMRIWWMWVYRRMRKWQSSXLP]VMKLXRS[/E]PE&MGOWEMH FIHEXXLILSWTMXEPJSVE
XVEZIPJEVXS½RH6IXVS*MXRIWW8LIRI[6IXVS*MXRIWWNYWX
GYXHS[RGEV1]JEXLIV
XLEXXLMW½XRIWWGIRXIVLEHERSZIV[LIPQMRKEQSYRXSJ
[IIOSVX[SFIJSVIXLI
STIRIHMR=SVOZMPPI PSGEXIHSR'SQQIVGMEP(VMZIVMKLXRI\X TSWMXMZIJIIHFEGOERHWYTTSVXJVSQMXWGYWXSQIVW
HSGXSVWIRXLMQLSQI[MXL XVERWTSVXIHXLIPSKWXSE
XS.SI8ELER´W*YVRMXYVI 
WE[QMPPXLVIISVJSYVQMPIW
MRWXVYGXMSRWXSXEOIEWLSX
3[RIVW/E]PE&MGOLIVJEXLIV'LEVPIW&MGOERHLIVWMWXIV
SVX[SSJ[LMWOI][LIRIZIV E[E],IGSYPHSRP]XEOI
(IERRE'LEVPIWFSYKLXERHTPEGIHXLMWKVIEX[SVOSYX
LII\TIVMIRGIHHMWGSQJSVX SRISJXLIFMKKIVPSKWEXMX
JEGMPMX]EXXLMWPSGEXMSR±8LITVSGIWWSJGVIEXMRKXLMWFYWMRIWW
SVJIPXWSQIXLMRKGSQMRKSR XMQI-X[EWXMQIGSRWYQMRK
XSSOEPMXXPIPSRKIVXLERI\TIGXIH²/E]PE&MGOWEMH±FYXMX
1]JEXLIV[EWTPIEWIHXSFI ERHWIIQIHXSXEOILEPJXLI
[EWIRNS]EFPIFIGEYWI[IHMHMXXSKIXLIVEWEJEQMP];I
MRXLIGEVISJWYGLEPIEVRIH WYQQIV8LIWE[QMPP[EW
RI\XXSEVMZIVXLEXWYTTPMIH
LEHJVMIRHWERHJEQMP]LIPTMRKEPSRKXLI[E]WSMX[EWEREPP
LIEPIVERHLIJSPPS[IHXLI
MX[MXL[EXIVTS[IV8LI
EVSYRHXIEQIJJSVX8LIFYWMRIWWIRHIHYTVYRRMRKSRXLI
HSGXSV´WMRWXVYGXMSRW[MXLE
QMPP[EWSRXLI½VWX¾SSVSJ
LMKLIRHSJXLIFYHKIXFYX[IQEHIMX[SVO²
JEMVEQSYRXSJ^IEP
EWLST[LIVIXLI]´HSRGI
/E]PE&MGOEPWSWEMHXLEXXLIVIEWSR[L]WLIERHLIVJEQMP]
8LIVI[EWRSMRWYVERGI
QERYJEGXYVIHLSIWVEOIW
TYXE6IXVS*MXRIWWMR=SVOZMPPI[EWXSTVSZMHIIQTPS]QIRX
SRSYVFEVR8LIGSQTER]
ERHSXLIVLERHXSSPW8LI
STTSVXYRMXMIWJSVXLIPSGEPVIWMHIRXW
HSGXSVEXXLITETIVQMPP
S[RIVERHLMWJEQMP]LEH
[SYPHRSXEPPS[4EXS
LEHXLIMVS[RWLEVISJFEH
±;ILEZI[ERXIHXSSTIREFYWMRIWWPSGEPP]JSVEJI[
VIXYVRXS[SVOEXLMWNSFMR
PYGO8LIMVH[IPPMRK[LMGL
]IEVWRS[XSFVMRKNSFWERHXE\HSPPEVWXSSYVGSQQYRMX]²
XLIFIEXIVVSSQ9WMRKWPEFW [EWEGSRZIVXIH[EVILSYWI
WLIWEMH±1]JEXLIV´WFYWMRIWWI\TIVMIRGIGSQFMRIH[MXL
[I[IVITPERRMRKXSYWIEW
LEHEPWSFIIRHIWXVS]IH
Q]GSQQYRMX]MRZSPZIQIRXERH½RERGIERHQ]WMWXIV´W
½VI[SSHEVIPEXMZIWPETTIH
F]XLILYVVMGERI8LI
GSQQYRMX]MRZSPZIQIRXERHI\IGYXMZIPIEHIVWLMT[I
You can even find a pro shop for all your work out needs right on site.
XSKIXLIVEXIQTSVEV]
JEQMP][EWEFPIXSWEPZEKI
WLIPXIVSJWSVXWJSVSYV
XLIGSRXIRXW[LMGLXLI]
±;ILEZITSYVIHSYVLIEVXERHWSYPMRXSXLMWFYWMRIWW²
GS[WXSWXE]MRXLEX[MRXIV
XVERWJIVVIHXSXLIJSVQIV
WLIWEMH±ERHMXQIERWWSQYGLXSLIEVIZIV]SRI´WOMRH
&YX[IRIIHIHTIVQERIRX
MQTPIQIRXQERYJEGXYVMRK
[SVHW1IQFIVXVEJ½GLEWFIIRWXIEH][MXLWSQIHE]W
WLIPXIVJSVSYVJEVQERMQEPW WLST
FIMRKI\XVIQIP]FYW][LMPIWSQIEVIWPS[IV8LIGYWXSQIVW 7MRGI4EHMHR´XLEZIQSRI]
EVIJVMIRHP]ERHYTFIEXERHXLIWXEJJXVYP]IRNS]MRXIVEGXMRK
IRSYKLXSLMVIWSQISRIXS
[MXLXLIQ²
FYMPHERI[FEVRLIHIGMHIH 1]WMWXIVW[IVIJVMIRHWSJ
EHEYKLXIVSJXLIQMPPS[RIV
XSFYMPHXLIFEVRLMQWIPJ
%PSXMWMRWXSVIJSVXLMWFYWMRIWWMRXLIJYXYVI+VS[MRK
[MXLSYVLIPT8LILYVVMGERI -LEHSGGEWMSRXSKS[MXL
MWXLIRYQFIVSRITVMSVMX]&MGOWEMHXLEXWLIERHXLIVIWX
LEH¾EXXIRIHEKVSZISJFMK SRISJQ]WMWXIVWXSWXSTF]
SRIIZIRMRK-[EWMRXVMKYIH
SJLIVJEQMP][MPPGSRXMRYIXSKVS[XLIMVFYWMRIWWEPSRKWMHI
TMRIXVIIWSRERIMKLFSV´W
F]XLIMVPMZMRKUYEVXIVWSR
½XRIWWXIGLRSPSK]XVIRHWTVSKVEQWERHMHIEW7LIEPWS
[SSHPSXRI\XXSSYVJEVQ
XLIWIGSRH¾SSVSJXLI
EHHIHXLEXXLIIQTPS]IIWSJ6IXVS*MXRIWW[MPPFI[MPPMRKXS 4EFSYKLXXLIJEPPIRXVIIW
QMPP8LI[EXIV[LIIPERH
[SVOLEVHJYP½PPGYWXSQIVHIQERHWERHTVSZMHII\GIPPIRX
GYXXLIQMRXSPSKWERH
WE[QMPP[IVISRXLI½VWX
WIVZMGI
XVERWTSVXIHXLIQXSEWE[
QMPPXSFIWE[IHMRXSPYQFIV ¾SSVHS[RF]XLIVMZIV
7SMJVIWMHIRXWEVIPSSOMRKXS[SVOSYXFYXEPWSIRNS]
8LIWIGSRH¾SSVLEHE
XSFYMPHERI[FEVR
EHIPMGMSYWWQSSXLMI[EXGLEQSZMI[LMPILMXXMRKXLI
[EPO[E]FVMHKMRKMXXSXLI
,IERHQ]QSXLIVYWIH
GEVHMSQEGLMRIWSVNYWXLEZIJYRXLIRXLMW½XRIWWGIRXIV
IQFEROQIRX[LIVIXLI
EX[SQERGVSWWGYXWE[XS [EVILSYWILEHSRGIWXSSH
MWXLITIVJIGXTPEGIXSWXST*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRKSXS
VIXVS½XRIWWGSQPSGEXMSR]SVOZMPPIR]SVGEPP   GYXXLIXVIIWMRXSPSKW,MW
Continued on page 40
LIEVXGSRHMXMSRPMQMXIHLMW
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Winter Sucks
in mere minutes. I grab a
½WLMRKQEKE^MRIERH[EPO
out shutting off the light.
Time to leave for work.

Frozen rivers and fly rods, don’t mix.
2:30 A.M. The alarm rouses
me from a dead sleep. I
quietly move through the
house, trying not to wake
up my wife and the boys.
The clank of a coffee cup as
I pull it from the cupboard
makes me shake my head,
half expecting to see a 5
year old boy appear in the
kitchen doorway because
of it. I make two cups and
spill it everywhere except
into the thermos as I try
XS½PPMX%KEMR-WLEOIQ]
head in disgust. It’s 2:35. I
should be sleeping. I step
through a set of sliding glass
doors off the dining room
and pass into my comfort
zone. The walls covered in
ERXMUYI½WLMRKKIEVWLIPZIW
JYPPSJ½WLMRKXMXPIWERHWXEGOW
of angling magazines. In the
corner sits my tying bench
and in the opposite stands
drawers upon drawers of
feathers, fur, and hooks.
In the middle sits a table
with my lap top, and a pad

Winter’s prison bars.

with various notes about a
WYQQIV½WLMRKXVMTNSXXIH
down, my current writing

The truck door won’t
open. It’s frozen shut. I
pull and swear under my
breath, a tearing noise as the
rubber door seal separates
from cold painted steel. The
seat is as hard as a brick,
the brake pedal stiff under
my foot. It’s 14 below zero.
2SXLMRK[ERXWXSHSMXWNSF
As the truck warms up and
I wait for a mail slot sized
opening to thaw on the
windshield, I set my thermos
in the console cup holder. It
rocks side to side. Picking

Summer Bass dreaming.
TVSNIGXXSKIXQ]QMRH
off the current miserable
season. My eyes move from
the notes to the windows.
Icicles forming prison bars,
the irony making my head
shake for the third time

MXYT-½RHXLIVIEWSRXS
FIX[S¾MIWPIJXXLIVIJVSQ
the last days of warmer
weather when I casted
beside my father on the
West Canada Creek. I hold
them up to my face in the
dimly illuminated cab and
remember standing in the
river. The feel of the rocks
beneath my feet, the current
pushing against my legs in
neoprene waders, and the
loop of the line. Past the
¾MIW-WIINYWXIRSYKLSJER
opening in the frost to drive
E[E]-LSSOXLI¾MIWSRXLI
visor and back out of the
driveway.
Leaving my street I cross
XLI½VWXFVMHKISZIVXLI
Oriskany Creek. If it wasn’t
for the white of the snow
that covered the ice layer
separating the creek from
the frigid air above it, I
wouldn’t even know it was
there in the pitch black of
2:50 A.M. I think of a past
summer day. Standing on

the high bank below the
bridge, the butt of my 3wt
resting on my toes as I
watch my 9yr old son bring
MRLMWXLMVH½WLSRLMWS[R
He’s in his own world. Not
asking when we can go
home, not talking about
video games, not talking
QYGLEXEPP.YWX½WLMRK-
catch myself in the early
QSVRMRKHE]HVIEQNYWXEW
my next turn comes up.
The truck drifts sideways
through another corner,
the windshield half thawed
now. The road I drive to
work follows the creek for
a good distance, passing a
pull off that I use every day
in warmer weather on my
way to work to get in “Just a
couple casts.” I think about
warmer days when I’ll once
again pull off and hurriedly
WLYJ¾IHS[RXLIKVEZIPFERO
and strip line in haste at
the water’s edge. “Just one
Smallmouth. Come on, I
know you’re here. I have to
KS'SQISRNYWXSRIFMXI²
As I drive on, through the
mostly defrosted windshield,
I see nothing but snow
banks on both sides and
darkness ahead. I turn up
the radio, and a song about
EVMZIVERHWYQQIVXMQI½PPW
the truck cab. It puts me
in a canoe, mid-July, a blue
sky. I can feel the sun on the
back of my neck. Dragon
¾MIWLSZIVMRGLIWEFSZI
the water’s surface, bobbing
and weaving, dipping to
splash down and buzz off
in another direction. The
motion of the cast relaxes
me, the line shooting
forward excites, and the
bend of the rod as the Bass
XYVRWXS½KLXQEOIWQIJIIP
alive. Then a stop sign. The
truck slides to a halt pushing
slush and snow in front of
the tires and I’m back to
2:58 A.M. Reality. I could
TVSFEFP]KSMGI½WLMRKFYX-
NYWXGER´XKIXMRXSMX;MRXIV
sucks.
Mark Usyk of JP Ross Fly
Rods & Company writes
the Streamer Junkie Blog
IRUZZZMSURVV½\URGVFRP
-35RVVLVDQDGYRFDWH
IRUFOHDQZDWHUDQG
SUHVHUYDWLRQRIORFDOZLOG
Trout habitat.

“

There are only two occasions when
Americans respect privacy, especially in
+ :. GGG  :
~Herbert Hoover
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First Love from page 38
The ramp looked like a
drawbridge on a castle. But,
this was no castle. Furniture
was arranged in the large
STIRWIGSRH¾SSVSJXLI
QMPPMRKVSYTMRKWEWMJMX[IVI
EJYVRMXYVIWXSVI%WSJEWEX
¾EROIHF]IRHXEFPIW[MXL
EGSJJIIXEFPIMRJVSRXSJMX
ERIEW]GLEMVERHEVSGOMRK
chair stood on either side
SJEWIXXIIXSGSQTPIXIXLI
PMZMRKVSSQKVSYT%HMRMRK
room table and chairs stood
F]EGLMREGPSWIXMRERSXLIV
grouping. There were
bedroom arrangements with
beds and bureaus. Sheets
ERHFIHWTVIEHWLYRKF]
XLIFIHWEWVYHMQIRXEV]
WGVIIRMRKJSVTVMZEG]
Massive overhead beams
LIPHLYKIWLEJXWIUYMTTIH
[MXLPEVKITYPPI]W*PEXFIPXW
PMROIHSZIVLIEHTYPPI]WXS
WQEPPTYPPI]WSRQEGLMRIW
next to work benches along
one wall. Extension cords
WREOIHEPSRKXLI¾SSVXS
table lamps. Clothes hung
JVSQLERKIVWSRWTMOIW
driven into the outside
walls and to support posts.
%OMXGLIRWXSZIGLEMVWERH
table made up the kitchen
KVSYTMRK*EQMP]QIQFIVW
acted as though this was a

GSQTPIXIP]RSVQEPH[IPPMRK
SJJIVMRKRSI\TPEREXMSR
SVI\GYWIWJSVXLI
arrangement.
Since the mill owner
[SVOIHJYPPXMQIEXEXSSP
WLSTMRERIEVF]XS[RLI
SRP]STIVEXIHXLIWE[QMPP
TEVXXMQI,ILEHETEMRJYP
HV]I]IGSRHMXMSRERH
GSRWXERXP]FPMROIH,I
TIVMSHMGEPP]GPSWIHLMWI]IW
XMKLXP]EWMJXSWUYII^ISYX
XIEVWXS[IXLMWI]IW-PMOIH
XLIWGVE[R]SPHQER3RGI
he asked me to rake some
HYWX]LE]MRE½IPH,ITEMH
me 25 cents and gave me a
TIEVPLERHPIHNEGOORMJIJSV
EGSYTPILSYVWSJVEOMRK
He was small, and at a
distance would have would
have had the appearance
SJE]SYRKPEHLEHLIRSX
been so stooped. His bigFSRIH[MJIPSSQIHSZIV
him like a Holstein cow
SZIVWLEHS[MRKEJVEMPGEPJ
,IVQSYXLWTI[IHERKV]
words sharp enough to cut
steel. She had a perpetual
scowl with never a smile or
KSSH[SVHJSVER]SRISV
ER]XLMRK

SJLMWQSXLIV´WFYMPH,I
was supposed to operate
the saw mill since sawdust
MVVMXEXIHLMWJEXLIV´WI]IW1]
JEXLIV[EWER\MSYWXSKIX
our logs sawed into lumber
XSVIFYMPHXLIFEVRFIJSVI
[MRXIVWSLI´HJVIUYIRXP]
send me to check on the
TVSKVIWWSVPEGOXLIVISJ
;MXLXVIIWHS[RIHF]
the hurricane all over the
GSYRXV]WMHIXLIWE[QMPP
[EWPSEHIH[MXL[SVO3YV
PSKW[SYPHSJXIRETTIEVXS
FIXLIZIV]RI\XSRIWMRPMRI
XSFIWE[IHFYXMJWSQISRI
came in with a bottle, the
son would allow them to
TYXXLIMVPSKWELIEHSJQ]
JEXLIV´WQYGLXSQ]JEXLIV´W
HMWQE]-HMHR´XEXEPPPMOI
dealing with the drunken
son nor with his ill-tempered
QSXLIV&YXMXHMHR´XHSER]
good to complain. Both
TEVIRXWWIIQIHEJVEMHSJ
their volatile son, even when
he was sober.

8LISRP]FVMKLXWMHIXS
this situation was that
the mill owner had a
PSZIP]HSII]IHHEYKLXIV
&EVSRE7LILEHETVIXX]
,IVYKP]HMWTSWMXMSRGSYPH JEGIERHEWLETIP]FSH]
LEZIWXIQQIHJVSQLEZMRKE ,IVGLIWXRYXLEMVJIPPMR
WSJXJSPHWERHWLSRI[MXL
drunken son. He had more
reddish highlights. Though
JVMIRHP]WLIWIPHSQWQMPIH
7LIEP[E]WPSSOIHWEHERH
XVSYFPIH-½VWXWE[&EVSRE
when she was delivering a
TPEXISJGSSOMIWWLI´HFEOIH
JSVLIVJEXLIV,ISJXIR
XSSOVIJYKIJVSQLMW[MJI´W
YKP]QSSHWF]QSZMRKMRXS
a carriage shed, where he
had a bed, a chair, a small
table and a little wood stove.
Barona brought him his
QIEPWIEGLHE]7LI´HPEXIV
VIXYVRXSGSPPIGXXLIHMVX]
HMWLIW&IJSVITMGOMRKYTXLI
HMWLIWMRXLIPEXIEJXIVRSSR
&EVSREYWYEPP]XSSOE[EPO
in the woods on a logging
road that ran next to the
VMZIVJIIHMRKXLIQMPPTSRH
3RIHE]WLIMRZMXIHQIXS
come along with her. Since
WLI[EWEJI[SJ]IEVWSPHIV
XLERQI-JIPX¾EXXIVIH
Mon, Tues, Sat • 10-2 Wed, Fri • 9:30-5:30
During the walk, she said
she sometimes just needed
XSKIXE[E]JSVEPMXXPI[LMPI
8LSYKL[IHMHR´XEP[E]W
XEPOZIV]QYGLMX[EWEPP
ZIV]GSQTERMSREFPI-PSZIH
just walking along the river
RI\XXSPSZIP]&EVSRE-[EW
WSSRWQMXXIRF]LIV
&EVSREFIKER[EMXMRKJSV
QIF]XLIFVMHKIEFYXQIRX
SYXSJWMKLXSJXLIWLST
which was a short distance
JVSQXLISXLIVIRHSJXLI
iron bridge spanning the
VMZIV-FIKERXSGLIGOSR

back toward the mill along
XLI[SSHVSEHF]XLIVMZIV
-X[EWHYWORS[%XVII
JVSKFIKERXSGEPP-[SVVMIH
XLEX(SSH][SYPHQEOI
advances toward Barona,
EKEMRFYX/IROITXLMQ
in check. When we got to
the traveled road, Barona
WYHHIRP]HEWLIHLSQI

XLITVSKVIWWSJQ]JEXLIV´W
PSKWQSVIJVIUYIRXP]XMQMRK
Q]ZMWMXWXSGSMRGMHI[MXL
&EVSRE´WXVMTXSLIVJEXLIV´W
UYEVXIVWEXWYTTIVXMQI%W
time went on, Barona began
talking more, telling me how
QYGLLIVJEQMP]XVSYFPIH
LIVERH-FIKERXSFIQSVI
and more attracted to her,
¾EXXIVIHXLEXWLI´HGSR½HI
in me.

8LIRI\XXMQI-GEQIXS
check on the logs, Barona
[EWEKEMR[EMXMRKJSVQI
%[LMXI¾S[IVTMRRIH
in her hair gave her the
ETTIEVERGISJE,E[EMMER
FIEYX]1]LIEVXFIKERXS
thump as we began our
walk together in the woods.
[LIRNYWXXLIX[SSJYW
-XSPHLIVLS[FIEYXMJYPWLI
[EPOIHXSKIXLIV-RJEGXWLI
looked. Barona smiled and
HMHR´XXEPOEXEPP-JSPPS[IH
XSSOQ]EVQ7LIWEMHWLI
behind. Shadows began to
[EWKPEH-[EWXLIVIXLIHE]
PIRKXLIR7SSRXVIIWJSVQIH the two brothers insisted
EHEVOIRMRKGERST]SZIVXLI she go swimming with them.
VSEH-FIKERXSJIEV[LEX
±8LI]WGEVIHQI²&EVSRE
might happen. When we
WEMH±-´PPRIZIVIZIVKS
got to a swimming hole, the
walking in the woods with
FS]W[ERXIHXSXEOIEW[MQ them, ever again.”
±&YX[IHSR´XLEZISYV
bathing suits,” Barona said.
±%RHMX´WKIXXMRKPEXI²

&EVSRE´WHVYROIRFVSXLIV
½REPP]WE[IHSYVPSKW
±1]FVSXLIVMWWYTTSWIH
IRHMRKQ]GLIVMWLIH[EPOW
to run the saw mill,” Barona
[MXL&EVSRE,IVJEQMP]
“We can swim in our
WEMHSRIHE]EW[I[EPOIH
built a new house on the
WLSVXWERH]SYGER[IEV
EPSRKXLIVMZIV±FYXLI´W
SPHJSYRHEXMSRWSJXLI
]SYV8WLMVX²/IRWEMH
YWYEPP]MREFEVVSSQKIXXMRK
warehouse, so that the
±'SQISR&EVSRE;I´VI
drunk. Mother makes
new house also looked like
NYWXKSMRKXSXEOIEUYMGOHMT E[EVILSYWI1]JEXLIV
I\GYWIWJSVLMQ;LIRLI
ERH[I´PPLIEHVMKLXFEGO²
comes home drunk, she
built our barn that summer,
(SSH]WEMH±&IEKSSH
[SR´XPIXLMQVYRXLIWE[
supervising the construction
QMPP-X´WHERKIVSYWERH[LIR sport.”
[LMPIQ]QSXLIVERH[I
LI´WHVYROLIHSIWR´XXYVR
OMHWHMHQYGLSJXLI[SVO
-FIKERXS[SVV][LIR
SYXPYQFIVXLEX´WWUYEVI
;IFYMPXXLIFEVRXLI[E]
&EVSRE½REPP]VIPIRXIH7LI
making customers irate. But, hid in the bushes to undress, he learned to build in the
when Pop tries to saw logs,
SPHGSYRXV]TSWXERHFIEQ
while we stripped to our
LMWI]IWKIXVIHERHW[SPPIR shorts and dove into the
construction. He tied the
JVSQXLIWE[HYWX²
barn together with cables
shallow pool. Soon, Barona
ERHXLIVSSJRIZIVWEKKIH
came
running
out,
holding
3RIHE]/IRERH(SSH]
IZIRXLSYKLXLIVSSJVEJXIVW
HS[RXLIFSXXSQSJLIV
X[SSPHIVFS]W[LSQ-
[IVITMRI<´W
T-shirt. When she got to
ORI[JVSQWGLSSP[IVI
XLIVMZIVFERO

WLIPIXKSSJ
P]MRKMR[EMXFIWMHIXLI
&EVSRE´WFVSXLIVFIKER
her T- shirt and extended
FVMHKIEFYXQIRXSYXSJ
to drink more and more,
WMKLXSJXLIQMPPERH&EVSRE´W her arms to dive into the
TVSQTXMRKLMWKMVPJVMIRHXS
pool. The T-shirt jumped up.
QSXLIV8LI]WIIQIHXS
FVIEOYT[MXLLMQSRIHE]
-GEYKLXEKPMQTWISJETEXGL EXLIVTPEGISJIQTPS]QIRX
ORS[&EVSRE´WVSYXMRI
SJHEVOTYFMGLEMVERHLIV
When she arrived, we all
EXEXSSPJEGXSV]-RE
milk white derriere as she
began walking along the
drunken rage, he drove
dove into the pool. When
wood road. The brothers
home to get his shotgun. His
she stood up, water came
walked on either side
mother locked him in the
EPMXXPI[E]EFSZILIV[EMWX house when he went inside
SJLIVERHGVS[HIHQI
,IV[IX8WLMVXPIJXRSXLMRK
out. Barona scowled and
to get his shotgun, but he
to the imagination. She
wrung her hands. The
NYQTIHSYXSJXLIWIGSRH
stood in the pool looking
brothers tried to take her
WXSV][MRHS[LSPHMRKXLI
PMOIE[EXIVR]QTLEW
arm or tried to put their
KYRHVSZIXSLMWKMVPJVMIRH´W
FVIEXLXEOMRKP]FIEYXMJYPEW
arms around her, but she
TPEGISJ[SVOKYRRIHLIV
WLVYKKIHXLIQSJJ-[ERXIH :IRYWHI1MPS%JXIVEFVMIJ
HS[RERHWLSXLMQWIPJ
swim, Barona scampered
XSLIPTLIVFYX-HMHR´X
-HSR´XORS[[LEXIZIV
ORS[[LEXXSWSWMRGIXLI] FEGOMRXSXLIFYWLIW-
LETTIRIHXS&EVSRE
%JXIV
KSXRIVZSYW[LIR(SSH]
[IVIFMKKIVXLERQIERH-
we
hauled
the
lumber
home
WXEVXIHXSJSPPS[
[EWWGEVIHSJXLIQ
ERHFYMPXXLIFEVR-XSSOE
±0IEZILIVEPSRI²/IR
8LIHE]´WLIEXWXMPPPMRKIVIH
VMHISRQ]FMOIXSZMWMXLIV
growled. His voice stopped
as we continued along the
FYX&EVSRELEHPIJXLSQI
(SSH]MRLMWXVEGOW&EVSRE
wood road, that evening.
LIVQSXLIVWEMH-RIZIV
IQIVKIHJVSQXLIFYWLIW
8LIVI[EWEJEMVEQSYRX
saw Barona again, leaving an
JYPP]HVIWWIHGEVV]MRKLIV
SJNSGOI]MRKF]XLIFS]WXS
IQTX]EGLIMRQ]LIEVX
wet T shirt. She tied her hair
get closer to Barona. She
HMHR´XXEPOEWWLIYWYEPP]HMH up in a bun as we walked
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$100 Contest Winner
You could be the next lucky reader

Did you
know?

Our lucky winner this
month is Cathy Hardy a 17
year resident of Yorkville.
Cathy says she gets her
copy in her mailbox and
also grabs one at Americu
so that she can share it.
It was truly a pleasure
speaking with Cathy. She
has been a fan since I
published Pulse Magazine
and says that she absolutely loves EDITOR. “I
would say my two very
favorite regular articles
are Hello Again written by
Mr. Lee. I just love that he
speaks his mind and says
the things most of us think
but won’t say.” I told Cathy
that Mr. Lee is wintering
in West Palm Beach and
that he takes a vacation
from Hello Again too. He
is usually home by the end
of April so maybe by the
May issue he will be back
in the saddle.
Cathy went on to say that
her other favorite is What
Would Your Mother Say
which is a monthly column
written by S.D. Shapiro. “I
just love how true to life
this column is, it literally
hits the nail on the head. I
just love dogs and so the
February column was just
great!”
Interviewing Cathy was
quite a treat. She knew
exactly what she likes
about reading EDITOR
and had no problem
letting me know! She went

on to mention that she
loves the universal appeal
it has. “There is something
inside for everyone. All age
groups. I learn something
every month from reading
it. It’s very educational with
local history and stories
about our local businesses.
I also love the crosswords,
recipes, and can’t wait to
see the covers. They are
always so beautiful and I
have known so many of
the people featured on
them.”
The Hardy family will be
celebrating an upcoming
marriage of a daughter and
Cathey said that she has
saved all the bridal focused
issues for her daughter
to assist them in their planning. Exciting times! “Those
are some of my favorite
issues. All in all, I think you
guys do an excellent job.
Keep up the good work.”
Thanks, Cathy, we will
continue to keep putting
out a great product for
our readers! We appreciate hearing your kind
words.
I asked Cathy if she had
an plans for her winnings
and she shared that she
and her hubby were celebrating an anniversay. She
thought maybe she’d treat
him to a nice dinner out!
How sweet of you Cathy!
For all of our fans, some
exciting news is coming

your way. Beginning in April
we will be adding New
Hartford to our mailed
circulation so our mailed
count will be just under
20,000 magazines! We also
increased our dropped
copies to 6,000 so that we
can try to keep up with
the demand. It’s such a
great feeling to watch our
passion grow. Thank you all
for your readership. Happy
Spring to you all! 

Daylight savings time,
when clocks are moved
forward one hour ahead in
the spring and set back one
hour in the fall, was initiated
XSWEZIIRIVK]SREVXM½GMEP
lighting and make better
use of daylight. DST was
implemented roughly 100
years ago, but conceived
much earlier than that. Today
DST is in use in more than
70 countries across the
globe, affecting about one
billion people every year.
Despite the well-intentioned
purposes behind DST, little
evidence exists to support
DST as an effective means
to saving energy. In 2016,
DST will begin at 2:00 am
on Sunday, March 13, and
end at 2:00 am on Sunday,
November 6, in the United
States and Canada. However,
Hawaii, most of Arizona,
most of Saskatchewan, and
some regions of British
Colombia, Nunavut, Quebec, and Ontario will not
observe DST. 

“

No winter lasts forever;
no spring skips its turn.
~Hal Borland
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Vietnam vet getting dog tag back
-48 years after losing it
By DAVE COLLINS
Associated Press

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) _ The U.S. Marine Corps
dog tag being peddled by a war artifacts seller caught
Charles Thompson’s eye when he was vacationing with
friends in Vietnam. He plunked down the equivalent
of about $3 for the piece of metal, with the hope of
In this Tuesday, March 1, 2016 photo provided by BNY Mellon, Charles
Thompson, left, stands with Vietnam War veteran Richard Tilghman Jr.,
in New York. Tilghman, of New Canaan, Conn., lost one of his dog tags
in the war almost 50 years ago. While vacationing in Vietnam in 2014,
Thompson bought a dog tag bearing Tilghman’s name from a local vendor selling artifacts from the war. After more than a year of research,
he found Tilghman. (Scott Pepper / Associated Press)

returning it _ he assumed _ to the family of the fallen
Marine.
After hours of Internet searching over the course of
the next year, the resident of Weybridge, England, was
pleasantly surprised to learn the Marine was still alive.
On Thursday morning, Thompson will give the tag
back to Richard Tilghman Jr., a New Canaan, Connecticut, resident who lost it in Vietnam in 1968. The
exchange will take place in New York City on a Fox
News Channel show.
“I’m looking forward to it,’ ’ Tilghman, 71, told The Associated Press. ``The dog tags bring up a lot of memories. The initiative Charlie took to buy it and keep going
to track the family down ... is very commendable, and I
really appreciate the effort.’ ’
Tilghman came home from the war with one of his
dog tags, but he doesn’t remember losing the other.
Thompson, a 26-year-old who works in investment
management at BNY Mellon in London, came across

the tag just south of the city of Hue on the central
Vietnam coast. He and his friends stopped by a cleared
area that had old, rusted tanks, helicopters and other
military equipment.
The tag was in a tray with other war artifacts on a
shopping stand. The tag indicated it belonged to an R.A.
Tilghman Jr., a Marine who was an Episcopalian.
“I just felt at that time what a wonderful opportunity
to ... try to track down the person and hopefully send
it home,’ ’ Thompson said. ``I assumed the person was
dead.’ ’
In the following months after returning home, Thompson said his initial online searches turned up nothing.
The aha moment came when Thompson found a
webpage with information on Tilghman’s 20th high
school reunion. The page had a military photo of
Tilghman and referred to his time as an aerial observer
during the war in the same province where Thompson
found the tag.
“That really made the hairs on the back of my neck
stand,’ ’ Thompson said. “From there it became quite
easy.’ ’
He found out that Tilghman worked for Mischler
Financial Group in Stamford, which includes among its
clients BNY Mellon. Thompson found Tilghman’s email
address and sent him a message with a photo of the
tag on Dec. 1.
“It was clearly mine,’ ’ Tilghman said of the tag. “I read
Charlie’s account ... and was amazed he had found it
and had taken the effort to track me down.’ ’
BNY Mellon set up Thompson’s return of the tag to
Tilghman in New York, instead of having Thompson just
mail it.
Thompson arrived in New York last Saturday and met
Tilghman the next day. Thompson, however, has kept
the tag locked away at his hotel, waiting to hand it to
Tilghman on live TV.
Tilghman plans to store the tag in a box of assorted
war memorabilia. 

‘Garfield’ cartoonist Jim Davis

-receives Indiana arts honor

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
_ The state of Indiana is
honoring cartoonist and
Indiana native Jim Davis
[LSGVIEXIHXLIDD+EV½IPH´´
comic strip.
The Indiana Arts Commission says Davis is one of the
recipients of the Governor’s
Arts Awards, which recognize contributions to and
achievements in the arts.
The ceremony is April 9.

Davis was born in Marion
and raised on a farm. He
went to Ball State University with majors in art and
business. Davis developed
DD+EV½IPH´´EFSYXEJEXPE^]
cat who loves lasagna. The
strip debuted in 1978 and is
seen in newspapers around
the world.
Davis lives in Albany now
where he writes his strip
and runs Paws Inc., which
employs nearly 40 people.
He says the award is an
honor and ``validates cartooning as a legitimate art
form.’ ’ 
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History in Your Backyard

- Shot Clock
XLI2&% 8LI2EXMSREPWNSMRIHXLI2&%
MRERH[IRXMRXLIMV½VWX2&%
WIEWSR8LIXIEQ[EWZIV]WYGGIWWJYPMR
7]VEGYWIVIEGLMRKXLI2&%½REPMRFSXL
ERHFSXLXMQIWPSWMRKXSXLI
1MRRIETSPMW0EOIVW8LI]½REPP]GPEMQIH
XLIGLEQTMSRWLMTMRF]HIJIEXMRK
XLI*SVX;E]RI4MWXSRWSR%TVMP
8LI][SRXLIWIVMIW-R
8LI7]VEGYWI2EXMSREPW[IVITYVGLEWIHF]
4LMPEHIPTLMER-VZ/SWPSJJERH-OI6MGLQER
8LI2&%ETTVSZIHXLIJVERGLMWIWLMJX 1E]
 ERHREQIGLERKIERHXLI2EXMSREPW
FIGEQIXLI4LMPEHIPTLMEIVW

±1EPSRIWXVMTTIHF]1MGLEIPXSXLI¾SSV
stolen by MJ! Michael the steal! 16 seconds
left, Bulls down one...Michael against Russell,
12 seconds...11...10. Jordan, Jordan, a drive,
LERKW½VIW7'36)7,)7'36)78LI
&YPPWPIEH[MXL½ZIERHX[SXIRXLW
PIJXERHRS[XLI]´VISRIWXSTE[E]3LQ]
KSSHRIWWSLQ]KSSHRIWW²8LEXMWXLI
GEPPJVSQXLI'LMGEKS&YPPWVEHMSRIX[SVO
SJ+EQISJXLI2&%½REPW-QEKMRI
XLIMRXIRWMX]SJXLSWI¾IIXMRKWIGSRHW
-QEKMRIXLIIPIGXVMGMX]MRXLIEMVEWXLIGPSGO
GSYRXWHS[R7IGSRHWXMGOE[E]&YXXLI
KEQISJFEWOIXFEPPHMHRSXEP[E]WIRHXLMW
[E]4VMSVXSXIEQWXSSOXLIMVXMQI
passing the ball around with no reason at all
XSWLSSXEXXLIFEWOIX7SQISJXLIKEQIW
were low scoring debacles ending with
WGSVIWSJ
(SPTL7GLE]IW2&%TPE]IVGSEGLLEPPSJ
JEQIVERHSRISJXLI2&%´WKVIEXIWX
TPE]IVWSJEPPXMQIWEMH±&IJSVIXLIGPSGO
XLIVI[EWRSKEQIEXEPP-X[SYPHKIXMRXS
XLIWIGSRHLEPJERHXLIXIEQXLEX[EW
ELIEH[SYPHNYWXOMPPXLIFEPPERHXLIR]SY´H
LEZIXSJSYP8LIRXLI][SYPHJSYP]SYERH
XLIKEQI[SYPHHIXIVMSVEXI8LIKEQI
WXYRO-X[EWEQEVGLJVSQSRIJSYPPMRIXS
XLISXLIV7SQIXLMRKLEHXSFIHSRI²
8SXLIVIWGYIGEQI(ERR]&MEWSRI
S[RIVSJXLI7]VEGYWI2EXMSREPWERH
KIRIVEPQEREKIV0IS*IVVMW8LI7]VEGYWI
2EXMSREPWFIKERMREWTEVXSJXLI
2EXMSREP&EWOIXFEPP0IEKYI ETVIGYVWSVXS

&MEWSRIERH*IVVMWI\TIVMQIRXIHYWMRK
EWIGSRHZIVWMSRHYVMRKEWGVMQQEKI
KEQI&MEWSRIGEQIYT[MXLXLIMHIESJ
YWMRKEWIGSRHWLSXF]EREP]^MRKXLIFS\
WGSVIWSJKEQIW,IVIEPM^IHXLIIEGLXIEQ
XSSOETTVS\MQEXIP]WLSXWIEGLKEQI
WLSXWGSQFMRIH&MWSRHMZMHIHXLI
QMRYXIWSJEWXERHEVHKEQIWIGSRHW
F]WLSXWERHXLIVIWYPX[EWWIGSRHW
per shot.
&MEWSRIERH*IVVMWXLIRGSRZMRGIHXLI
2&%XSEHSTXMXJSVXLI¯WIEWSRE
WIEWSRMR[LMGLXLI2EXMSREPW[SRXLI2&%
'LEQTMSRWLMT8LIFEWMGWSJXLIWLSXGPSGO
EVIXIEQWLEZIWIGSRHWXSQEOIEWLSX
-JXLI]HSRSXXLIRMXMWEZMSPEXMSRERHXLI]
lose the ball.
;LIRXLIWLSXGPSGO[EW½VWXMRXVSHYGIH
F]XLI2&%QER]SJXLITPE]IVW[IVIWS
RIVZSYWEFSYXXLIGPSGOXLEXXLI]XSSO
WLSXWMRPIWWXLERWIGSRHW8LIWLSX
GPSGOGSQFMRIH[MXLRI[VYPIWVIKEVHMRK
JSYPWVIZSPYXMSRM^IH2&%FEWOIXFEPP-RXLI
WIEWSRXLIPEWXTVIGPSGOWIEWSR
XIEQW[IVIEZIVEKMRKTSMRXWTIVKEQI
-RXLI½VWX]IEV[MXLXLIGPSGO¯
EZIVEKIWGSVIW[IVITSMRXW]IEVWPEXIV
WGSVIW[IVIYTXSEKEQI8LIEHZIRX
SJXLIWLSXGPSGOERHPIHXSERMRGVIEWIMR
scoring which resulted in attendance.
-XMWWEMHXLEX&MEWSRIWEZIHXLI2&%[MXL
XLIMRRSZEXMSRSJXLIWIGSRHWLSXGPSGO
VMKLXMR]SYVFEGO]EVH,MWXSV]MW¾IIXMRK
ERHWSQIXMQIWXLILMWXSV]MR]SYVFEGO]EVH
MWXLEXW[IIXKEQI[MRRMRKWLSXXLEX
W[MWLIWXLVSYKLXLIFEWOIX

Did you know? -basketball
By Al Dorantes
(MH]SYORS[XLEXXLI½VWX
FEWOIXFEPPKEQI[EWTPE]IH
MR,IVOMQIV2I[=SVO#3R
*IFVYEV]XLI½VWX
KEQISJFEWOIXFEPP[EW
TPE]IHMR,IVOMQIV´WFVERH
RI[=1'%
8LMW¾MIWMRXLIJEGISJ
GSRZIRXMSREPFEWOIXFEPP
LMWXSV],MWXSVMERWWE]XLEX
(V.EQIW2EMWQMXLGVIEXIH
XLIKEQISJFEWOIXFEPPEW
E[E]XSOIITLMW=1'%
class active during the long,
LEVH2I[)RKPERH[MRXIVW
8LI½VWXSJ½GMEPKEQI[EW
allegedly played in the
=1'%K]QREWMYQMR%PFER]
2I[=SVOSR.ERYEV]

[MXLRMRITPE]IVW
,S[IZIV,IVOMQIVLSPHWE
HMJJIVIRXWXSV]%WXSV]SJ
FEWOIXFEPPFIMRKTPE]IHMR
EPQSWXE]IEVIEVPMIV
-XMWEKSSHWXSV]ERHXLIVI
EVITMGXYVIWXSFEGOMXYT
4MGXYVIWHSR´XPMI8LI]XIPPE
thousand words.
-R*VERO.&EWPSI´W
FSSO±-KVI[YT[MXL
FEWOIXFEPP²LIVIGSYRXWLS[
FEWOIXFEPPIQIVKIHSYXSJ
XLI[MRXIVMREWQEPPXS[R
-RPEXI0EQFIVX;MPP
physical education director
SJ,IVOMQIV´W=1'%
VIGIMZIHETEQTLPIXJVSQ
(V.EQIW2EMWQMXL[LS
was also a physical eduction

XIEGLIVMR7TVMRK½IPH
1EWWEGLYWIXXW2EMWQMXL´W
TEQTLPIXPEMHSYXXLIZIV]
FEWMGVYPIWJSVFEWOIXFEPP
,ILEHHIZIPSTIHXLIKEQI
and sent out letters to other
=1'%´WERHMX[EWSRISJ
these letters that pushed
0EQFIVX;MPPXSWXEVXTPE]MRK
XLIKEQISJFEWOIXFEPPMR
,IVOMQIV
8LIWXSV]WE]WXLEXSR
'LVMWXQEWHE]MR
0EQFIVX;MPPWIXYTFEWOIXW
on ladders in a hardware
WXSVI%JXIVEWLSVXPMZIH
HIQSRWXVEXMSRXLEX[EW
WXSTTIHXSTVIZIRXHEQEKI
XSMXIQWSRXLIWLIPZIW

Contiued on page 48
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It was one of those March days when the
sun shines hot and the wind blows cold:
when it is summer in the light, and winter
in the shade. ~
Charles Dickens, Great Expectations
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Announcements

ADVERTISING DEADLINE
Thursday, April 7 • 5 PM
For as little as $4.00 - place a classified ad in

E D•I•TOR
Just Good Reading.com

Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888

or 518-673-0111

or email classified@leepub.com
Announcements

# # # # #
ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111
CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

WANTED

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $50 & UP
7 Days a Week

315-335-3302
Collectibles
ATTENTION: COLLECTOR
BUYING WWI & WWII & earlier Military Helmets, Swords,
Uniforms, Foreign Decorations, Banners, etc. Call anytime 315-534-3661
WANTED - CA$H PAID: For
old jewelry, old buttons,
books. Dolls toys, even if broken, 1970s older. 1960s &
older: Clothing. Old frames,
Christmas, Halloween items.
Interested in almost anything
old. Shirley 315-894-9032.

PONTIAC G6 2008, air condition, automatic, full power, 4
door, great condition, $4,475.
CHEVY 2007 Colbalt, air,
automatic, 4 door, CD, 93,000
miles, excellent. $4,275 or
best. TOYOTA Corolla 2001,

Automatic 79,000 miles, no
rust, one owner, air condition, excellent, $3,675. 315794-5863
SUBARU OUTBACK LIMITED 2011, All wheel drive
brand
new
tires,
fully
equipped, 83,000 miles, factory warranted to 100,000 miles
$15,250. BUICK REGAL
2002, air condition, full power,
88,000 miles no rust, excellent condition, new brakes,
$3,275. 315-794-5863

For Rent
183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.
ILION: Beautiful New upstairs
apartment. One bedroom,
appliances, laundry facility,
parking, no smoking/pets.
Lease, references. 315-8662552
MOHAWK: One bedroom
apartment, utilities included.
No pets. Non-smoking. Security & references. 315-8666588

NEWLY RENOVATED 1
BEDROOM APARTMENTS
in downtown Little Falls.
Starting
$350-$500.
Garbage pick up, hot water,
sewage is included. For
inquires please call 315823-1200 ask for Vince.

For Sale

Automotive

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

classified@leepub.com

Custom Services
SNOWPLOWING, Roof
Shoveling: Pay per time or
seasonal. Contract price available. Fully insured, commercial or residential. Call Daniel
315-225-1683.

Farm Market Items

DAMIN FARM
Home Raised BEEF
5 VARIETIES

SAUERKRAUT
Frozen STRAWBERRIES

& RASPBERRIES
Frozen BROCCOLI
CORN & CAULIFLOWER

POTATOES
We Now Carry

SERRANO HAM &
CHORIZO SAUSAGE
Made by Pata Negra
in Gloversville, NY

8075 St. Hwy 5, St. Johnsville

518-568-2643

375 GALLON WATER storage
tank (oval, flat bottom) used
for water only, $200.00. Call
between 10am-3pm Mon.-Fri.
315-853-2935
CHARHART denim jacket,
3X, never warn, $40.00;
Kitchen Aide 4½ quart mixer,
new, $100; 1962 Swhwinn
Girls Catalina Blue 3 speed,
all original, best offer. 315866-2625

EDITOR

Help Wanted
HANDYMAN NEEDED generous pay, need to know your
stuff, how to do flooring,
spackling, painting, plumbing,
and heating. Starting out for
the weekend and training will
be required. If you have a
resume bring that. Living
premises available depending
on situation. Please call Jack
845-706-2222

Just Good Reading
To Place An Ad Call:
1-800-836-2888
To Subscribe Call:
888-596-5329

Lawn & Garden
MPG MOTORS offering full
service maintenance or repair
lawn and garden equipment.
Lawn mowers, garden tillers,
weed trimmers, power washers. 25 years experience.
Keeping your equipment
ready for lawn and garden
beauty. 315-219-3075

Recreational Vehicles
& Motor Homes
1995 SAFARI & TITAL RV.
Green & gray, 36’ long, 17,500
lbs., 13,000 miles, 6 cyl. Asking $20,000. Towing pkg kit
estimated at $2,000. Good
condition inside & out. For
appt. call 518-495-7489

Services Offered

Legal Services

Report any errors to 800836-2888

ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

PO Box 121, 6113 State Hwy. 5
Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381

BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

Miscellaneous
ILION: Excellent Condition:
4pc. luggage set, $15.00; oak
single bookcase headboard &
queen bookcase headboard;
CD player (movies); Kitchenaide center; pet carriers; small
kids bikes; old records; antique
armoir desk w/3 bottom drawers; dry sink & more furniture.
315-894-1335

MAN WITH A PICKUP
TRUCK:
Small
moves,
cleanouts, snowplowing. 315982-9302, 315-542-2056
SNOWPLOWING, Roof
Shoveling: Pay per time or
seasonal. Contract price available. Fully insured, commercial or residential. Call Daniel
315-225-1683.

Wood For Sale
FIREWOOD: Pre-Spring Sale
Cut & Split, $50.00 face cord.
5 or more cords free delivery.
Timberline Logging & Firewood Services. 315-894-0117

CLIP & SEND

ED ITOR

MAIL
OR CALL

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

$4.00/

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
Today s Date________
COPY:

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
14 words - $4.00

15 words - $4.10

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
21 words - $4.70

FOR SALE: Petromax lantern
from Cabella’s with reflector
and extra globe, used once,
$150. 315-337-2919
ILION: LIKE NEW: Clean,
white down comforter; commercial mop-pail on wheels;
black toilet(high style) & black
basin sink, $35.00; brand new
Walk-fit shoe inserts, $15.00;
10 pair brand new girls
Sketchers & Nike sneakers
7½-8; little boys clothes, up to
4yrs., lots more. 315-8941335

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
31 words - $5.70

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date: ______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
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“

Have you ever noticed that anybody driving
slower than you is an idiot, and anyone going
faster than you is a maniac? ~George Carlin

EDITOR

Cruising With Aunt Ruta
An Excerpt from Corvette Odyssey- Search for a Stolen Stingray
By Terry Berkson
-SRGIXSSOEXVMTXS6MGL½IPH7TVMRKW
2I[=SVO[MXLQ]%YRX6YXEVMHMRK
WLSXKYRMRQ]´VIHVSEHWXIV±2MGI
PMXXPIGEV²WLIWEMH[LIR-TMGOIHLIV
YTEX+VERH'IRXVEP7XEXMSRXSHVMZI
LIVLSQI&YXXLMWWIEXMWPMOIWMXXMRKMR
ELSPI²
±8LEX´WXLIMHIE²-WEMH
1]TVIZMSYWVMHILEHFIIRE´
*SVH[LMGLLEHFIIRKMZMRKQIE
PSXSJXVSYFPI-RJEGXJSVWIZIVEP
QSRXLW-LEHFIIRYRHIVMXQSVI
XLERMRMX;LMPIPSSOMRKJSVEVIPMEFPI
EREJJSVHEFPIVITPEGIQIRXPMOIE
:SPOW[EKIR-XVMTTIHSZIVXLI
'SVZIXXI[LMGLWSPHJSV)ZIR
FEGOMRMX[EWEKSSHFY]
;IPIJXXLIGMX]XSXEOIXLI8EGSRMG
4EVO[E]XSXLI±6MT*ER:MROPI
&YHHMKI²EW%YRX6YXEGEPPIHMX0EXIV
[ITEWWIHXLVSYKL1MHHPIFYVKERH
'SFPIWOMPPERHWQEPPIVXS[RWPMOI
4VIWXSR,SPPS[ERH0E[]IVWZMPPI
6IGIRXP]-´HFIIRQEOMRKXLMWXVMT
WSSJXIRXLEXXLI'SVZIXXIEPQSWX
ORI[MXW[E]F]LIEVX%YRX6YXE
LEHQETTIHSYXXLIGSYVWI]IEVW
FIJSVI8LIVI[IVIRSXSPPWI\GITX
JSVXLIFVMHKIGVSWWMRKXLI,YHWSR
7LIGSYPHR´XKIXEVSYRHXLEXI\TIRWI
±-´QRSXWXMRK]²WLI´HWE]LIVWQEPP
FVMKLXI]IWX[MROPMRKMREWUYMWLIHYT
[VMROPIHJEGI±.YWXXLVMJX]²

“I’m not stingy,”
she’d say, her
small bright
eyes twinkling
in a squished up
wrinkled face.
“Just thrifty.”
,IVLYWFERH9RGPI;MPPMEQLEHHMIH
WIZIVEP]IEVWFIJSVI-RXLIJEPPWLI
GPSWIHYTLIVLSYWIJSVXLI[MRXIV
WXE]IH[MXLLIVWSRMR'EPMJSVRMEERH

Still shining after all these years.
[EWRS[VIEH]XSPMZIMR6MGL½IPH
7TVMRKWEKEMR-LEHFIIRIPIGXIHXS
QIIXLIVEXXLIXVEMRERHGLEYJJIVLIV
LSQI8LMW[EWYWYEPP]Q]HEH´WNSF
FYXEJXIVJSVX]½ZI]IEVWSJJIVV]MRK
TISTPIEVSYRH2I[=SVO'MX]LIERH
LMWXE\M[IVIRS[VIXMVIH

SYXSJXLIGSVRIVSJQ]I]I-WE[XLEX
WLI[EWXV]MRKXSVIEHWSQIXLMRKSR
Q]HEWLKEYKIWXLIWTIIHSQIXIV-
½KYVIH7LIHMHR´X[ERXQIXSRSXMGI
LIVGSRGIVR

;IVYWLIHTEWXWGSVIWSJGEVWIEXMRK
XLIQYTPMOIELYRKV]4EG1ER-[EW
%XXLMWXMQI-[EWEXXIRHMRK&VSSOP]R WYVIWLI[EWPSSOMRKMRHMWFIPMIJEXXLI
'SPPIKISRXLI+-&MPPERH[EW
XEGLSQIXIV[LMGLVIEHXLMVX]½ZI7LI
WYTTSWIHXSFIWXYH]MRKJSVEHVIEHIH [EWEWTMVMXIHSPHPEH]ERHTVSYHSJ
WGMIRGII\EQ%YRX6YXE[EWEWTV]
LIVRIVZI9RGPI;MPPMEQ´WGEVWRIZIV
SPHPEH]XLIREVIEPQSXSVQSYXL
LEHXEGLSQIXIVW1]WTIIHSQIXIV
JSVXLI[LSPIXVMT;LIRWLI[EWR´X
[LMGLWLIGSYPHR´XWII[EWLSPHMRKEX
GSQQIRXMRKSRXLIGSYRXV]WMHISV
IMKLX]QMPIWTIVLSYV;I[IVIIEXMRK
KSWWMTMRKSVTV]MRKMRXSQ]TIVWSREP
YTGEVWPMOIELYRKV]4EG1ER-EGXIH
PMJIWLI[EWFVIEOMRK[MRHERHHVMTTMRK ZIV]VIPE\IHERHXSSOSRILERHSJJ
KSFWSJLIVGLMGOIRWEPEHWERH[MGL
XLI[LIIP
SRXSQ]VSEHWXIV´WFPEGOPIEXLIVWIEXW
%YRX6YXEGVERIHLIVRIGOXS[EVHW
-X[EWLEVHXSGSRGIRXVEXISRXLI
XLIMRWXVYQIRXWSRXLIHEWLFSEVHEW-
VSEH-XLSYKLXHVMZMRKJEWXIVQMKLX
KSSWIHXLIKEWTIHEP±,S[JEWXEVI[I
WLYXLIVYTJSVE[LMPIWS-RYHKIHXLI KSMRK#²WLIEWOIH½REPP]
EGGIPIVEXSVXS[EVHWXLI¾SSV
±8LMVX]½ZI²-WEMH
%XIMKLX]QMPIWERLSYV[I[IVI
±3L²WLIWEMH±=SYV9RGPI;MPPMEQ
TEWWMRKIZIV]XLMRKMRWMKLX8LI:IXXI
YWIHXSHS½JX]²
[EWFYMPXXSGVYMWIEXIMKLX]ERH[MRH
EVSYRHXLIVMWMRKERHJEPPMRKTEVO[E]
GYVZIW%YRX6YXEWXSTTIHXEPOMRK
ERHWPMTTIHLIVLERHEVSYRHXLIKVEF
FEV7LI[EWUYMIXJSVEPSRKXMQIFYX
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Stay safe when driving in wet weather
• Maintain windshield wipers. Inspect and, if necessary
change windshield wipers
regularly to ensure they are
working optimally. Always
test wipers before driving in
rainy weather.
• Recognize changing
road conditions. Roadways
accumulate oil and engine
¾YMHWXLEXGER¾SEXMRVEMRwater, creating slippery road
WYVJEGIW8LIWI¾YMHWQEOI
rain-soaked roads even
more slippery. Slow down,
leave more room between
vehicles and try driving in
the tracks left by vehicles
ahead.
• Reduce speed. The
automotive group AAA
says hydroplaning, when
XLIXMVIWVMWIYTSRE½PQ
of water, can occur with as
PMXXPIEW¹MRGLSJ[EXIV
on the road. The group goes
on to say that tires have to
displace a gallon of water
per second to keep the
rubber meeting the road.
Drivers should reduce their
speeds to correspond to
the amount of water on the
roadway. New tires can still
lose some contact with the
roadway, even at a speed as
low as 35 mph. Therefore,
reducing speed and avoiding
hard braking and turning
sharply can help keep the
rubber of the tire meeting
the road.
• Rely on the defogger. Use
the car’s windshield defroster/defogger to improve
visibility. Turn it on early and
keep it on until the rain has

stopped and visibility has
improved.
• Recover from a skid.
Skids can be frightening, but
when skidding, resist any
temptation to slam on the
breaks. Instead, continue
to look and drive in the
direction you want to go
and slowly ease up on the
accelerator.
• Skip the cruise control.
It’s important to maintain
control over the vehicle in
rainy conditions, so avoid
using cruise control.
• Maintain tires. Proper
MR¾EXMSRERHXMVIXVIEHPIZIPW
can improve traction. AAA
recommends checking tread
depth by inserting a quarter
upside down into the tire
groove. If you can see above
Washington’s head, start
shopping for new tires.
Check tire pressure on all
tires at least once a month.
Get an accurate reading
when tires are cold and adjust air pressure accordingly.
• Avoid other distractions.
Distracted driving can be
hazardous during good road
conditions and even more
dangerous when visibility
and other factors are compromised. Switch phones
and other devices off so you
can fully focus on the road
and other drivers.
Rainy weather can contribute to poor driving
conditions. Drivers should
make changes to speed and
other factors to make wet
weather driving as safe as
possible. 
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Enjoy some scenic roads
Road trips have been part
of popular culture for decades. Featured prominently
in movies and books such as
“On the Road,” “Rain Man”
and “Easy Rider,” road trips
with friends or family tend
to leave indelible marks.
Remarkable road trips are
made more so by the company shared along the way
and the scenic and historical

roadways traversed to reach
a destination. Travelers embarking on road trips should
consider including some of
the following roadways in
their travel plans.

tional, but this stretch of
roadway also offers views of
the largest congregations of
bald eagles in the world. It
has been dubbed “The Valley
of the Eagles.”

• Haines Highway: If your
adventures take you through
Alaska, there is plenty of
legendary scenery to take
in. The backdrop along the
Haines Highway is sensa-

• Route 66: Now known
as “Historic Route 66,” this
famed road stretches from
Los Angeles to Chicago,
cutting a path through a
vast portion of America’s

heartland. Some say driving
along 66 is an adventure in
American history and that
the road embodies the best
of the United States.
4EGM½G'SEWX,MKL[E]
While not the fastest way
to travel, this winding road
that hugs the California
coast owes its popularity
to stunning views of the
4EGM½G3GIER-X´WHMJ½GYPXXS

avoid being swept up by the
breathtaking views of rock
formations, waves and cliffs.
• Highway 99: Referred to
as the Sea to the Sky Highway, this roadway in British
Columbia begins outside of
Vancouver and rises up into
the mountains. This road
trip is full of various climate
zones, mountains, lakes and
rivers. The 700-meter rock
face of “The Chief ” also is a
popular draw.
• Columbia River Highway:
8LI½VWXTEZIHVSEHMRXLI
northwestern United States,
Columbia River Highway
EPWSMWXLI½VWXWGIRMG
highway in America. It is renowned for being a portion
of the original Oregon Trail,
and its 70 miles offers spectacular views year-round.
• Overseas Highway: This
MQTVIWWMZIVSEH[E]I\XIRHW
more than 100 miles from
Key Largo to Key West, Florida, linking all of the islands
that comprise the Florida
Keys. The Overseas Highway
includes a seven-mile bridge

across the water.
• Highway 12: This route in
Utah offers impressive views
of natural features. Attractions include the Bryce Canyon, Red Canyon and Grand
Staircase-Escalante National
Monument.
• Loess Hills Trail: Loesses, which are hills formed
from silt, give land alongside
this trail in Iowa interesting
XSTSKVETL]ERHZEVMIH¾SVE
Fall foliage here has been
JSVQEPP]UYEPM½IHEWE2Etional Natural Landmark.
• Highways 44 and 240:
These routes in South Dakota take travelers through
the area known as the
Badlands, giving adventurers
a glimpse of the American
West. Badlands National
Park, Mount Rushmore and
the Crazy Horse Memorial
are other attractions to take
in while in the area.
A good road trip is one of
XLIFIWX[E]WXSI\TPSVI
our beautiful country. 

continued from page 43

Did you know? -basketball
Lambert Will convinced a
group of young men to try
the game for real. Lambert
Will mailed several letters to
2EMWQMXLMR7TVMRK½IPHFYX
after no reply he decided to
proceed on his own. After
Christmas the boys got
together to “practice.” Soon
after, by January 27, 1891 the
boys decided that they had
enough practice that they
wanted to play a real game.
With 9 players on each side
the scrimmage started at
the Herkimer Y. They played
for 20 minutes before they
were tired, roughed up, and
the peach baskets needed
repair. They took a break,
½\IHXLIFEWOIXWERHTPE]IH
for another 20 minutes.
8LIRI\XKEQI[EWTPE]IH
on February 2, 1891. They
had more of a semblance
of rules and those rules, as
happens with new games,
grew and changed as they
played. The game was
rougher back in the early
days. With a combination of
baseball rules, football rules,
and 9 men on each side
it was rough and tumble.
3RISJXLI½VWXVYPIW[EW
deciding how to deal with
unnecessary roughness. This
led to the innovation of
fouls.

With more rules in place
XLI½VWXSJ½GMEPKEQIXSSO
place on February 7, 1891.
The YMCA nine played
the businessmen nine to
a 9 to 3 victory in front
of a crowd of 26 people.
When the game was over
Lambert jotted down
the rules and again, sent
them to Dr. Naismith in
7TVMRK½IPH%KEMRXLIVI
was no acknowledgment.
Lambert Will continued
on developing the game in
Herkimer.
Shortly thereafter other
Valley towns formed their
own teams. Little Falls had
a team. Utica had a team
as did Syracuse, Troy and
Amsterdam. Soon a league
was formed. Players with
names like Simp Patterson,
Harry Stanchel, Think
Metzger, Eddie Murnane,
and others grew the game
of basketball in Herkimer.
Crowds of people came to
watch the games. In those
days people arrived by
coach, sleigh, and buckboard.
From a pamphlet from
(V2EMWQMXLXSXLSWI½VWX
rough and tumble games to
the game we know today;
basketball has its roots in
Herkimer. 
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First Cars

-a trip down memory lane
-[EW]IEVWSPHERHGSYPHRSXETTP]JSV
EPMGIRWIYRXMP-[EW%RMRWYVERGIEKIRG]
[LMGLLEHSJ½GIWSRXLIXLMVH¾SSVHMH
RSXVIUYMVIER]XLMRKSXLIVXLERQSRI]-
WTIRXXLIXMQIYRXMPQ]XLFMVXLHE][MWIP]
-PIEVRIHLS[XSHVMZISRXS[RVSEHW
[MXLSYXEPMGIRWI-RSYVXS[R[ISRP]LEH
EGSRWXEFPI[LSRIZIVEVVIWXIHER]SRI&YX
JSVEHHIHMRWYVERGI-XSSOLMW]IEVSPH
WSREPSRKSRVMHIWERHWSQIXMQIWPIXLMQ
HVMZIXSSQEOMRKLMQGSQTPMGMXMRQ]PE[
FVIEOMRK

Joe’s beloved pick up truck.
By Joe Parzych
8LI½VWXGEVXLEX-S[RIH[MXLEQSXSV
XLEXEGXYEPP]VER[EWEQEVSSR
'LIZVSPIXGSRZIVXMFPIGEFVMSPIXSVGPYF
GSYTI -HMHS[RE7XYHIFEOIVFIJSVI
XLEXFYXXLEX´WERSXLIVWXSV] -TVIJIVVIH
XLI±'PYFGSYTI²XMXPISJXLI'LIZVSPIX-X
QEHIQIJIIPPMOIEQIQFIVSJERI\GPYWMZI

GPYF8LIMRXIVMSV[EWYTLSPWXIVIHMRHEVO
FVS[RGS[LMHI8LIHVMZIV´WWIEX[LMGLXSSO
YTSJXLIJVSRXGSQTEVXQIRX[SYPH
EGGSQQSHEXIETIVWSRSJI\XVIQIKMVXL
[LMPIXLIJIPPS[TEWWIRKIVWEXMREQYGL
REVVS[IVFYGOIXWIEXXLEXXMPXIHJSV[EVHJSV
EGGIWWXSXLIVIEVFIRGLWIEXWYMXEFPIJSV
TEWWIRKIVW[LSHMHRSXSFNIGXXSWMXXMRKPS[
[MXLXLIMVORIIWYTF]XLIMVIEVW

;;--[EWSRERHKEWSPMRI[EWVEXMSRIH
1]JEXLIVLEHEKEPPSRHVYQ½PPIH[MXL
OIVSWIRI-XVMIHEHHMRKEGSYTPISJKEPPSRW
SJOIVSWIRIXSXLIKEWSPMRIPIJXMRXLIGEV´W
KEWXERO8LIIRKMRIVERFYXXLIGEVHMHR´X
[ERXXSKSZIV]JEWX-[SVOIHJSVEJEVQIV
XLEXWYQQIVWS-´HXIPPQ]]SYRKIVFVSXLIV
XSTYXEKEPPSRSJOIVSWIRIERHX[SKEPPSRW
SJKEWSPMRIJVSQSYVWE[VMKMRXSXLIGEV´W
KEWXEROWS[IGSYPHKSJSVEVMHI;LIR
Q]FVSXLIVWEMHXLIWE[VMKXERO[EWKIXXMRK
PS[-OITXGLERKMRKXLIVEXMSSJOIVSWIRI
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to gasoline, until I weaned the car to run on
pure kerosene after starting it with a slug of
gasoline. I put naphtha moth balls in the gas
tank hoping to increase the octane. I don’t
know if it helped, but we could hear them
rolling from side to side when we rounded
sharp turns.
One day when I got home from work, I saw
the kerosene drum upended with the end
chopped out. My father approached me and
said rather angrily, “Look at that!” I looked; not
knowing what to say.
“That drum’s no good; the kerosene all
leaked out,” he said.
On my birthday I went to the Registry of
Motors for a road test on my noon hour
lunch break. I hoped the registry guy didn’t

notice the car reeking of moth balls.

battle with the enemy.

I’d practiced the driving test route and knew
what he was going to ask me to do, such as
stopping and starting on a hill, parking, and
turning around, etc. Once, I nearly began
the next step when I anticipated his next
command. I was lucky I hadn’t, since he was
already getting quite suspicious.

8[SGLVSQILIEHPMKLXW¾EROIHEGLVSQI
wire mesh grille designed to keep bugs from
plugging the radiator, but mainly served to
impress the public. The tires were 19 inches
MRHMEQIXIVEXXLIFIEH[MXLWMHI[EPPWSJSV
MRGLIWEPPS[MRKVSSQJSV[LMXIWMHI[EPPW
giving the car an additional air of elegance. A
glass topped spinner clamped to the steering
wheel made it easier to make sharp turns,
but it best served to display a scantily clad
lady, inferring that the car’s owner was adept
at attracting beautiful women. The gear shift
PIZIVWXMGOMRKYTJIIXJVSQXLI¾SSVJSV
leverage, had a gear shift knob with a jeweled
insert of genuine simulated ruby, cut from the
½RIWXKPEWWXSKMZIXLMW½RIEYXSQSFMPIXLI
½REPXSYGLSJIPIKERGI

“You sure learned to drive pretty darn good
in a hurry, today being your 16th birthday.”
“I learned to drive on a cut down car we
use for a tractor on our farm, and I drove
that, a lot.”
-TEWWIHXLIVSEHXIWX[MXL¾]MRKGSPSVWERH
went home with my driver’s license. I began
to drive the Chevrolet as much and as far as
my gasoline ration stamps would allow. I was

having the time of my life.
The windshield was encased in a chrome
frame that tilted forward when the canvas
top was down and two large knurled chrome
knobs on either side were loosened. It also
tilted forward when the brakes were applied
if the knobs happened to vibrate loose.

(PICK UP AVAILABLE)

WE PAY
YOU $$$

CALL 315-794-5498

The car took on the appearance of an
Indianapolis race car with the top down.
A loose connection on the exhaust pipe
made it sound like a race car, or an airplane.
*SPHMRKXLI[MRHWLMIPH¾EXEPPS[IHEMVXS
rush by, creating the illusion of the car racing
along at the speed of an airplane which the
throaty roar of the loose exhaust connection
reinforced. The exhaust noise also served
to nearly drown out the hoof beat of the
knocking connecting rods and the clattering
of tappets as the car careened along, with
EXMVI¾ETTMRKEXMXWXSTWTIIHSJQMPIW
per hour going downhill with a tail wind. The
canvas top folded back to rest on a trunk
the size of a family picnic cooler when the
XST[EW½VWXPS[IVIHFYXEXJYPPXLVSXXPIXLI
canvas top billowed out behind, frantically
¾ETTMRKPMOIE[SYRHIHEPFEXVSWWMR¾MKLX
The canvas top had a few leaks. We had a
goat on our farm that gave birth to a kid that
loved to lie on top of the car. It was not a
good idea to chase the kid off because he’d
playfully dance on the roof just out of reach,
and his sharp little hoofs wreaked havoc with
the canvas top. Still, the car was a delight.
The chrome wire wheels twinkled in the
sunlight, the chrome door handles had a
fancy French curve to them that fostered an
EVXMWXMG¾EMV8LI[LSPIGSRGITXSJXLMWHEWLMRK
automobile cried out for the driver to wear
a yellow silk scarf around his neck, letting it
FPS[MRXLI[MRHVIQMRMWGIRXSJETMPSX¾]MRK
ERSTIRGSGOTMX½KLXIVTPERIKSMRKSJJXSHS

My father didn’t like the idea of me at
the wheel of my own car, and I’d made the
mistake of telling my father from whom I’d
bought the car. He hired a lawyer and they
convinced me return the car, citing the fact
that I was a minor and could not enter into
contracts. The dealer did not return all of the
money I’d paid him. I studied the law and
discovered minors can enter into contracts.
However, it is the minor who can rescind
the contract if he so wishes. The lawyer had
charged my father a healthy fee, which he
was not crazy about paying, again. He also
knew I was stubborn and had studied the law,
and he was not sure whether my conclusions
were valid or not, and he didn’t want to pay
XS½RHSYX
I bought several more cars as a minor, but
never let my father know from whom I’d
TYVGLEWIHXLIQ-½\IHXLIQYTWSQIXMQIW
painted them, and sold them for a modest
TVS½X,IQSGOIHQIGEPPMRKQIE±.YRO
Dealer”. I didn’t care, I was making money.
8LIPEWXZILMGPI-FSYKLXERH½\IHYT[EWE
Model A Pickup. I overhauled the engine and
reupholstered it. I loved that truck. When I
joined the Army at 17, I parked it by the barn.
When I came home after discharge, it was
gone.
“I sold that old piece of junk,” my father said
and would not reveal to whom he’d sold it.
He was not concerned that it was not his to
sell. I did not want to sour our relationship
further, so I did not pursue the matter. Years
later, a man stopped to tell me he’d bought
the pickup from my father. He later sold it
to a long distance trucker who let me take a
picture of it, but would not let me even sit in
it, much less drive it, for fear I’d try to get it
back. 
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Did you know???
The excitement of driving a new car off of the lot extends beyond the thrill of having
ERI[WIXSJ[LIIPWXSWLS[SJJ7SQITISTPINYWXPSZIXLIWQIPPSJERI[GEV&YX
while that aroma may be pleasant to the olfactory senses, it may be wise to eliminate
XLIWQIPPEWWSSREWTSWWMFPI%GGSVHMRKXSEWXYH]JVSQXLIRSRTVS½X)GSPSK]'IRXIVERH,IEPXL]7XYJJSVKXLEX±RI[GEVWQIPP²QE]MRGPYHIXS\MGJYQIWJVSQ
chemicals used to create the car’s interior. There are some indications that the smell is
generated from more than 50 volatile organic compounds, or VOCs, that are off-gasWMRKMREVIPEXMZIP]GSR½RIHWTEGI;LMPIXLITSXIRXMEPHERKIVWSJFVIEXLMRKMREPPSJ
XLIWIGSQTSYRHWGSRXMRYIWXSFIWXYHMIHXLI¾EQIVIXEVHERXWERHTPEWXMGWYWIHMR
cars have been linked to illnesses when they have been used in other applications. To
speed up the process of removing VOCs from a car, open all of the windows and let it
sit in the hot sun. Also, purchasing a vehicle that has been sitting on the lot for a while
may mean some of the chemicals have dissipated. 

4 reasons for a check engine light
Vehicles rely on many components working harmoniously to function at optimal
capacity. Any number of
systems can go wrong, and
SJXIRXMQIWXLI½VWXMRHMcation that something has
gone awry is an illuminated
dashboard signal.
One such signal is the
“check engine” light. Many
drivers have little idea what
to do when this indicator
lights up, and this light can
cause some anxiety. According to Consumer Reports, a

check engine light turning on
does not usually require immediate action. However, it
does mean that you should
make an appointment to
have the vehicle inspected
for potential problems.
Check engine lights are
part of a car’s onboard
diagnostics. The light turning
on may indicate something
minor, such as a loose fuel
cap, or something more seVMSYWPMOIEQMW½VMRKIRKMRI
When the light turns on,
drivers wondering why may

want to see if the answer is
related to one of the following issues.
1. Loose gas cap: Fuel
vapors can leak out and air
can get in when the fuel cap
isn’t secured correctly. This
can compromise the fuel
system and make the check
engine light come on. Take
off the cap and then reseal
it to see if that alleviates the
problem. Cracked caps will
need to be replaced.
2. Dirty oxygen sensor:
A faulty or clogged sensor

may not provide the right
information about unburned
oxygen from the vehicle’s
exhaust. This sensor monitors how much fuel is
burned. Compromised data
can cause a decrease in fuel
IJ½GMIRG]7SQIHSMX]SYVselfers can replace an oxygen sensor on their own, but
those who can’t should have
the issue addressed immediately by a professional.
3. Too much speed or load:
Towing a trailer or another
heavy item may put strain

on the vehicle and cause the
light to come on because of
loss of power. Lightening the
load and reducing speed can
LIPT½\XLITVSFPIQ%P[E]W
consult with the owner’s
manual to determine the
towing capacity of your
vehicle.
7LSVXSVJEYPX]GSHI
Computers aren’t always
fool-proof, and sometimes
an electrical short or another similar problem can cause
a light to come on. Bring the
vehicle to an automotive

WYTTP]WXSVI7YGLWXSVIW
typically have diagnostics
tools that can be hooked
into the car’s computer and
provide a more detailed
understanding of what is
triggering the check engine
indicator.
In many cases, a steady
check engine light is not a
serious concern. However,
when such a light comes on,
HVMZIVWWLSYPHXV]XS½RH
out why as soon as possible.
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